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Abstrac t 
Totally real 3-dimensional submanifolds of the nearly Kaehler 6-sphere are the main topic 
of this thesis. Having introduced preliminaries on the theory of complex and almost 
complex manifolds, the nearly Kaehler structure of Sb and the non existence of almost 
complex. 4-dimensional submanifolds of the 6-sphere [G3], the results of X. E j i r i [ E j l ] on 
orientability, minimal i ty and characterization by means of constant sectional curvature 
are given. 
Results concerning the pinching of the sectional curvature in the compact case are 
coming next (see: [D.O.V.Y1] . [D.Y.Y2]) . These results are obtained by using the integral 
formulae of A. Ros [R]. formulae which play a crucial role in global Riemannian geometry. 
Af ter a discussion on a new Riemannian invariant S. introduced by B.Y.Chen in [Ch2]. for 
submanifolds of real space forms and the inequality (which is the best possible) satisfied 
by 5, we focus on the case where the inequality becomes an equality. In this case the shape 
operator of the immersion attains a special form and this helps wi th the classification. 
In particular, i f M is a 3-dimensional totally real submanifold of S 6 then the Chen's 
equality becomes 6\f = 2. and if M is assumed to be of constant scalar curvature, we 
classify M by two explicitely described immersions of S'J in S 6 . [C.D.Y.Y1] . B y assuming 
that the complementary distr ibution of a certain distr ibution of M is integrable. M is 
characterized in terms of a warped product of a minimal, totally real, non-totally geodesic 
surface immersion in S 6 . which lies linearly fu l l in a totally geodesic 5 ' [C.D.Y.Y2] . 
Furthermore, w i th respect to totally real 3- dimensional submanifolds satisfying Chen's 
equality ( [D.Y]) : i f M is contained in a totally geodesic S 5 . then M can be classified 
in terms of complex curves in CP2(4) l i f ted via the Hopf f ibration. These submanifolds 
satisfy always Chen's equality. In case M lies linearly fu l l in S 6 and satisfies Chen's 
equality classification has been in terms of tubes of radius | . in the direction of the 
second normal space, oxer an almost complex curve. Finally, local converses of the last, 
two results are proved. 
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P R E F A C E 
This thesis is work done in the Department of Mathematical Sciences of the University 
of Durham under the supervision of Dr. J. Bolton and it is a discussion of the results 
obtained in the direction of the totally real 3-dimensional submanifolds of the nearly 
Kaehler 6-sphere. The thesis is in its main part based on the following papers: 
• [ E j l ] on minimal i ty and characterization in terms of constant sectional curvature. 
• [D.O.Y.Y1] and [D.Y.Y2] on the problem of the characterization by means of pinched 
sectional curvature in the compact case. 
• [Ch2] on the invariant 6 and Chen's inequality-equality for immersions in real space 
forms. 
• [ C . D . Y . Y l ] on the classification in the case of constant scalar curvature wi th Chen's 
equality satisfied, by means of two equivariant totally real immersions of S 3 , 
• [C.D.Y.Y2] on the classification, in case Chen's equality occurs together wi th some 
extra assumptions of integrability on a certain distr ibution, in terms of warped prod-
uct of total ly real, minimal , non-totally geodesic, surface immersions lying linearly 
fu l l in a total ly geodesic S' and 
• [D.Y] on the classification of such submanifolds satisfying Chen's equality in terms 
of complex curves in C P 2 (4) l i f ted via the Hopf fibration and of tubes of radius T T / 2 
in the direction of the second normal space over almost complex curves in S''. 
Xo part of this thesis has been previously submitted for a degree in the University of 
Durham or any other University. 
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Preliminaries 
It is well known that a G-dimensional sphere Sh does not admit any Kaehlerian struc-
ture, and whether Sh does or not admit any complex structure, as far as we know, is s t i l l 
an open question. However, by considering Sh as an hypersphere of E T and identifying R r 
wi th the imaginary Calev numbers ImO. an almost complex structure J can be defined 
on S h in a natural way (see for instance [Ca'2]) and is. in a sense made precise in [C.G]. 
the "best" almost complex structure on S f i. 
Together w i th the standard metric g on Sr\ J determines a nearly K a e h l e r s tructure 
in the sense of A.Gray [ G l ] , i.e: ( V V . / ) A ' = 0. VA" G X{S6). where V denotes the 
Levi-Civi ta connection on Sb. The construction of the almost complex structure on Sh is 
realized in terms of a vector cross product defined in R ' . a product which is defined using 
the Cayley mult ipl icat ion, and is related also wi th the usual metric g on 5''. This vector 
cross product is preserved by a subgroup of 5 0 ( 7 ) , namely by elements of the group G 2 
of automorphisms of ImO. and G"2 is a compact Lie group which acts transitively on S 6 
and preserves both ./ and g. W i t h respect to J, two particular types of submanifolds M 
of S6 can be investigated: the almost complex, for which the tangent space remains 
invariant under the action of •/. and the totally real , for which the tangent space of M 
is mapped by ./ into the normal space of M . 
In [G3] A.Gray proved that, wi th respect to the canonical nearly Kaehler structure. Sh has 
no 4-dimensional almost complex .submanifolds and thus there only exist 2-dimensional 
almost complex submanifolds in 5'(> and these are always minimal . Almost complex sur-
faces w i l l play a crucial role in the classification of totally real 3-dimensional submanifolds 
of S 6 satisfying the Chen' s equality and curvature properties of such surface's were first 
obtained by K. Sekigawa in [S] where it was proved that: i f M -h>- Sb is an almost com-
plex and non total ly geodesic immersion of a surface M then the degree of the mapping 
is 3, i f M has constant sectional curvature A' then A' 6 { ^ - l } - a t l ( ' ' n case M is 
compact for a pinching of the sectional curvature A' > ^ on M then A = I on M. 
and when ^ < A' < 1 on .U then A = p on M. Moreover, bv considering the subset 
M' = [ p G .1 / : a{X. )') t <>} »>f -U and defining the function G = -r±-A V - rr 1 j - ) . 
where V x denotes the connection in the normal bundle of M and a t in 1 secmid funda-
mental form of the immersion r . in case M is compact. K.Sekigawa proved thai : 
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i f — j < G < 0 on . 1 / . rlien G = 0 or - j and furthermore. M is homeomorphie to a 
2-dimensional torus (resp. a 2-dimensional sphere) if G = 0 on M (resp. G = —- on .U) . 
K. Sekigawa provided examples of almost complex submanifolds of S 6 corresponding to 
the cases K = 1. I ' a n d 0 (in case M is of constant sectional curvature). In the same 
direction, and wi th respect to the pinching of the sectional curvature in the compact case. 
F.Dillen, B.Opozda, L.Yerstraelen and L.Yrancken proved, in [D.O.Y.Y2] . that, for an 
almost complex surface in S t i: i f \ < A" < 1. then either A' = 1 or A" = £ and in [ D . \ \ Y 1 ] 
F.Dillen. L.Yerstraelen and L.Yrancken proved that i f 0 < A' < | , then either A' = 0 or 
A' = j r . The method used in [ D . O . Y . Y l ] and [ D . Y . Y l ] was based on the integral formulae 
of A.Ros [R] which provide a powerful tool in global Riemannian geometry and there is a 
certain analogy w i t h Stokes' theorem and Hopf's lemma. 
More recently, by using the method of harmonic sequences, an idea which goes back to 
Laplace (see: L.Darboux. Lecons sur la theorie generate des surfaces. Gauthier-Yil lar . 
Paris. 1915), J. Bolton and L. M . Woodward studied, in [B .W] , the general situation of 
harmonic maps of a Riemann surface into C P " and deduced congruence theorems for 
these maps, as well as for harmonic maps f rom a Riemann surface into Sn. The same au-
thors together w i th L . Yrancken in [ B . Y . W l ] studied almost complex curves in S6. These 
are non-constant smooth maps from a Riemann surface into S 6 , whose differential is com-
plex linear and it is well-known that any such map is a weakly conformal harmonic map 
or. equivalentlv. a weakly conformal minimal immersion. They classified almost complex 
curves, by means of 0(7)-congruence. in the following 4 different types: 
(I) linearly fu l l in S 6 and superminimal, ( I I ) linearly fu l l in S 6 but not superniinimal. 
( I l l ) linearly fu l l in some totally geodesic S° in Su (thus, by [Ca2], necessarily not su-
perminimal) and ( IY) totally geodesic, where the case ( IY) is t r iv ia l and consists of 
curves wi th image of the form S1' n \" where \ ' C ImO is an associative 3-plane. Of the 
remaining 3 types the best understood is that of type ( I ) . R.L.Bryant dealt wi th this case 
in [BlJ. he gave a '"YVeierstrass representation" theorem for such curves and proved that 
there are compact almost complex curves of type (I) of every genus. Almost complex 
curves of genus 0. which are necessarily of type (I) or ( I Y ) , have been studied by \ . E j i r i 
in [Ej2]. who described all 5'1 - symmetric examples. In the case of constant (iaussian 
curvature A", as we have seen already, the values 0. 1 obtained bv K.Sekigawa in 
[S]. correspond to almost complex curves of type ( I I I ) . (I) and ( IY) respectively. 
The almost, complex curves of type ( I I ) and ( I I I ) are more diff icul t to deal wi th , since 
they are not superminimal (i.e: the associated harmonic sequence does not terminate). 
In the same paper, criteria for recognising when a weakly conformal map. f rom a Riemann 
surface into S 6 . is 0(7)-congruent to an almost complex curve of the above 4 types, are 
given and by considering almost complex curves of type ( I I I ) the relation wi th total ly real 
harmonic maps into C P 2 has been investigated. 
Although almost complex surfaces and total ly real 3-dimensional submanifolds of S b are 
minimal , total ly real surfaces are not. In the direction of the totally real non-minimal 
surfaces very few things can be said. In the direction of total ly real minimal surfaces M re-
sults were obtained by F.Dillen. B. Opozda, L. Yerstraelen and L. Vrancken in [D.O.Y.Y3] . 
They showed that i f M is homeomorphic to a sphere then M is total ly geodesic and conse-
quently, i f M is compact and has non-negative Gaussian curvature A", then either A' = 0 
or A" = 1. deriving f rom these that if M is of constant Gaussian curvature A' then, either 
A' = 0 or A' = 1. In Chapter 4 and in order to obtain theorem (25) which classifies 
totally real 3-dimensional submanifolds of S6 (satisfying the so-called "'Chen's equality" 
and some extra assumptions of integrability) in terms of warped product, of total ly real, 
minimal , non-totally geodesic surface immersions in 5 6 whose ellipse of curvature is a 
circle (and consequently lies linearly fu l l in a total ly geodesic S 3 ) , we shall use a part of 
the method followed by the authors in [D.O.Y.Y3] . 
Recently in [ B . \ ' . \ \ ' 2 j . J. Bolton. L. Yrancken and L. M . Woodward studied total ly real 
surfaces of 5'6 w i th non-circular ellipse of curvature. In particular, they showed that such 
surfaces cannot be linearly fu l l in S1'. each of them is an open subset of a complete totally 
real minimal ly immersed R2 and each complete one is "equivariant" in the sense that it 
is invariant under a 1-parameter subgroup of G 2 . 
In the present thesis, results concerning totally real 3-dimensional submanifolds of Sb are 
discussed starting f rom some preliminaries on the theory of complex, almost complex man-
ifolds, the non integrable nearly Kaehler structure and the non existence of 4-dimensional 
almost complex submanifolds of S 6 . We discuss in details the results of X. E.jiri on the 
orientability, minimal i ty and classification in terms of constant sectional curvature and 
also the results of F. Dil len. B. Opozda. L. Yerstraelen and L. Yrancken with respect 
to the problem of characterization by means of pinched curvature in the (-(impact case. 
Furthermore, the very important and relatively new Riemannian invariant <v introduced 
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by B. V. Chen in [Ch'2j. wi th respect to submanifolds of real space forms, is discussed 
independently. This invariant satisfies always an inequality involving the main Rieman-
nian invariants of M and when this turns out to be an equality the shape operator of 
the immersion attains a very ''symmetric" form which provides information on the sec-
ond fundamental form of the immersion. Using the hypothesis that the so-called C h e n ' s 
equality is satisfied on a 3-dimensional total ly real submanifold . 1 / of S h and extra as-
sumptions of constancy of the scalar curvature and integrability of the complement of 
a certain dis tr ibut ion V. classification has been obtained in [ C . D . Y . Y l ] . [C.D.Y.Y2] in 
terms of two equivariant totally real immersions of S ! in Sb and tubes around total ly real 
minimal immersions in Sb (in the direction of the second normal space), respectively. In 
the last part we discuss the results of F . Dillen. L . Yrancken [D.V] who classsified total ly 
real submanifolds of of Su. which are contained in a total ly gedesic S°. in terms of almost 
complex curves in C P 2 ( 4 ) l i f ted via the Hopf fibration S D — • C P 2 ( 4 ) and showed that 
such submanifolds always satisfy Chen's equality. In case the 3-dimensional total ly real 
submanifold lies linearly fu l l in S 6 the classification obtained in [D.V] is in terms of tubes 
of radius T T / 2 in the direction of the second normal space. 
Chapter 1 
General theory 
1.1 Preliminaries, the Frobenius theorem 
In Chapter 1 and specifically wi th in the first two sections, after introducing notation and 
some necessary concepts, we state the Frobenius theorem and we go on wi th the funda-
mental equations, standard rigidity theorems and basic facts f rom the theory of minimal 
.submanifolds of Riemannian manifolds together wi th a certain number of examples. In 
the th i rd section we extensively refer on the theory of almost complex manifolds and 
in the last section we focus on the nearly Kaehler S 6 and present the proof of the non 
existence of almost complex 4 - dimensional suline-number-mode bmanifolds of S 6 . 
Let M be a differentiable manifold. We denote by T(M) the set of all . locally 
defined on M, differentiable functions / € C°°(.U, R), by X(M) the T{M) - module of 
differentiable vector fields on M and by £ ^ ( . 1 / . .Y) the set of all differentiable mappings 
from M into another differentiable manifold .V. 
I f / G C=°{M, N) the differential of f is defined by 
(/* (-Y))„ (g) = X„ (// o / ) . (A", g) £ TPM x C°°(.V,R) (1.1.1) 
and the transpose of ( /+ ) p dehned by the 
/ • , • < A V , ) /*A' ( ,) (1.1.2) 
for anv A" Y ( / G TPM and J £ W'(.X). where V''{N) denotes the set of all q-fonus 
on .V. 
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Let / he a differentiable mapping from the m-dimensional differentiahle manifold M into 
the n-dimensional A". 
Defini t ion 1 The map pin g / is sa.nl to be. an immers ion if and only if the differential 
is infective for every point p of M and in this case M will be called an immersed 
submanifold of X. When an immersion f is infective it will be. called an imbedding and 
M anil be sa.id to be an imbedded submanifold of X. 
An open subset of a manifold can always be considered as a submanifold in a natural 
manner and in this case will be called an open piece of the ambient manifold. 
In order to state the Frobenius theorem we recall the following concepts 
Defini t ion 2 ,4 q- dimensional d is tr ibut ion on a differentiable, manifold . 1 / is a map-
ping D defined on M which assigns to each point p in M a q-dimensional linear subspace 
Dp of TPM. 
The q-dnnensional distribution D will be called differentiable if there exist differentiable 
rector fi.elds. defined on a neighborhood of the point p. which, for each point ij in this 
neighborhood, form a basis of D . The set of these q vector fields with this proper ty is said 
to be a local basis of the distribution D . 
A vector field X G JC(.W) is said to be an element of D if Xp G Dp, V / ; G M. 
The distribution D will be called involutive // and only if \X.Y\ G D. V(A". V) G 
DxD. 
An imbedded sulrmanifold f : M —>• M of the manifold M will be called an integral 
submanifo ld of the distribution D if and only if: f,{TpM )) — D_;{p)- V/) G M where 
f is the imbedding of M in M. 
If there exists no integral subrnanifold of D which contains properly M . then \[ will be 
called a m a x i m a l integral submanifold of D . 
A distribution D is said to be integrable if and only i f . for every point, p G M. t lie re 
exists an integral submanifold of D containing p. 
We can now state the classical Frobenius theorem in the following form (see ( 'h 1 . pg:29-
30) 
T h e o r e m 1 .4//, muolutirc distribution D on a differentiable manifold M i- mttgrnblc. 
Furthermore, through every point p G M there passes a unique, maximal iiih qral^manijold 
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of D and every other integral mbmanifold containing p is an open submanifold of this 
maximal one. 
An alternative way to state the above theorem is the following. Let us at first define 
O = [ j j e V l [ M ) : jj (A ' p ) = 0. V(A ' . p ) 6 D x M} (1.1.3) 
and let 1(0.) denote the ideal generated by Q in the ring of the exterior differentials on 
M. Then theorem (1) can be stated as follows 
T h e o r e m 2 The distribution D is involutive if and only if dQ is contained in the ideal 
I {P.) where SI is given by (1.1.3). 
1.2 Fundamental equations, minimal submanifolds 
Let M be a differentiable manifold. A R i e m a n n i a n metr ic on M is a (0.2)-type tensor 
field g satisfying the following conditions 
(i) g is symmetric : g(X. Y) = 7j(Y. A ) . V A . Y € £ ( . U ) . 
(i i) g is positive - definite : g{X. X ) > 0. V A G X{M) and ^(A' . A') = 0 i f and only i f 
A = 0. 
Let M be an n - dimensional manifold immersed in an m - dimensional Riemannian 
manifold M w i th m > n. In a local discussion we can assume, without loss of generality, 
that M is imbedded in M. 
I f {W aA}. _ {U,xh}, where .4 = 1 in and h = 1 n, are coordinate systems on 
M and on M respectively, then 
uA = u A ( x h ) . (1.2.1) 
Suppose that / : M > M is the immersion. Let A" € X( .U) and identify X wi th its image 
f*(X). I f A' = Ylh=\ t n e n u n d e r this identification, we get: 
x = y y x h - ^ - - ( — ) . ( i .2.2) 
. 4 = 1 h=\ 
I f g is the metric tensor on the ambient space .1 / we define the induced metric g on M 
by setting 
g(X. Y) = g(X. Y) . V . V . l ' 6 A * ( . l / ) . i 1.2.3) 
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Henceforth we use the same notation for the induced and for the metric tensor of the 
ambient space and we also identify x £ M wi th f ( x ) £ M. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 If for the rector £ £ Tr{M). x £ M the equality r/(A\0 = 0 holds 
VA" £ T,M. then £ is said to be a normal vector of M in M at the point x. 
Let 1.M be the vector bundle of all normal vectors of M in M. Then the decomposition 
TM\_M — TM © ±M holds. We denote by V the Levi - Civi ta connection on .\I. We 
need the following 
L e m m a 1 ([Chi]. pg:37-38) If X.Y £ X{M) and X.Y are extensions of X and Y re-
spectively then [ A \ Y ] | \/ and ( V ^ A " ) | y do not depend on the extension. 
L'nder the aspect of lemma (1) we can proceed introducing the following concepts 
Defini t ion 4 If X.Y £ X(M), with M is an immersed submanifold of the Riemannian 
manifold M, let: 
where. V \A" denotes the tangential and h(X.Y) the normal component of V.yV. We. 
shall call V the induced connection and h the second fundamenta l form of the 
submanifold M. 
If t; is a normal vector field we set. 
where — A^X denotes the tangential part and the normal part of V \ £ with respect 
to M. Then A will be called the shape operator and V L the normal connection 
The shape operator is self-adjoint, the second fundamental form is a symmetric one and 
they satisfy the following relation 
V A - V = V . V V + / ; ( A ' . r ) (1.2.4) 
V.y£ = -A;X + (1.2.5) 
([Chi], pg-41). 
!j(h(X.Y) .£) = y(AcX.Y). VA". Y £ X(M). V£ € XL (M) . ( 1.2.6) 
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Defini t ion 5 .4 normal vector field £ on M will be called paral le l in the normal bundle 
if and only if : = 0. V.V G X(M). 
An immersion f : M —> M is said to be totally geodesic if and only if h = 0 on M. 
If £ G XJ-(M) and A^ = a • I for some function a, then £ is called an umbi l ica l section 
on M. If M is umbilical with respect to every local normal section of M. then M is called 
total ly umbi l ica l . 
Let {el:... , e n } be an orthonormal basis in TXM. The mean curvature vector H of 
M is defined by: H = ± • £"=1 h{et.e,). 
If H = 0 on M, then M is said to be m i n i m a l . 
We define the covariant derivative of the second fundamental form by setting 
(Vxh) {Y.Z) = VLX {h(Y.Z)) - h{VxY.Z) - h(Y.VxZ) (1.2.7) 
for all vector fields A". Y. Z G X{M). 
I f the covariant derivative of h vanishes identically on .V/ then h is said to be paral le l . 
Denote by R, R the curvature tensor fields of M and M respectively, then : 
R{X. Y)Z = V v V . v Z - V .yVy-Z - V [ A - , V 1 Z 
= V y ( V . v Z + h(Y. Z)) - V Y ( V y Z + MA'. Z)) - ( V ( . v , r ] Z + h{[X, Y],Z)) 
= V r V . V Z + h(Y. V . V Z ) - Ah(x,Z)Y + V v / i ( . Y . Z) 
- (V.v V V Z + h(X. V V Z ) - Ah(Y.Z)X + Vxh(Y, Z)) 
- V[Y.X]Z-h{[Y.X).Z) 
and using the equation (1.2.7 ) we get 
R ( X , Y ) Z=R (A'. Y)Z - An{X,Z)Y + Ah{),Z)X + (Vyh) (X. Z) - (VA-/») (Y. Z) 
(1.2.8) 
where X,Y,Z G X{M). Taking \Y G X{M) and using (1.2.8) we deduce the G a u s s 
equation 
g (R ( X Y) Z. I I ' ) - g (R(X. Y) Z . 11') = 
g (h (X. Z). h (Y.\V)) - g (h (X. W). h (Y. Z)). (1.2.9) 
and by considering the normal component in equation (1.2.8) and the definition of the 
covariant derivative of h we deduce the C o d a z z i equation 
(R (A'. Y) Z y = (Vyh) (X. Z) - (V.v/0 (Y.Z). (1.2.10) 
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Defini t ion 6 Let the curvature tensor of the normal bundle of M be: 
R (-V. Y)£ = V X V ^ - Y V Y X < : - V ^ . v , ( (1.2.11) 
for all X. Y G X{M). V £ G X-{M). 
Let us take A". ]' G 3£(.U). £ G X~{M) and compute 
/? (A". V ) £ = - V f - - V : . v . r ; £ 
= V \ - ( - . -LA" + V t f ) - V,- ( - . -L-A + V ^ ) - ( - - 4 f [A . 5'] + r u <) 
= - V \ - .4A' - h ( A . .4A ' ) - AV^X + V , t - V ^ 
+ V v - (.4 f A ) + /> (V. . V Y ) + - 4 V ^ > ' - V £ V & + .45 [A . V] - V f r , ^ = j 
( A . Y) sc = Z?1 ( A . Y)S-h ( A . . 4 ? Y ) + / i ( A , A^Y) 
-(VxA)cY + (VYA)cX 
Taking // G XL(M) we deduce the R i c c i equation 
g ( R ( X , Y) / ,) = */ (A'. Y) /,) + .g (L4 r j , .4?] A . Y ) (1.2.12) 
R e m a r k 1 If RL = 0 then the normal connection of M is said to be flat . 
In particular, if the ambient space M is of constant sectional curvature c then 
R ( A . Y)Z = c- [g ( A . Z) g (Y\Y) - g ( A . \ V ) g (Y. Z)\ (1.2.13) 
for any vector fields X.Y.Z G X{M). Hence, for any vector fields X.Y.Z G X(M). the 
R(X.Y)Z is tangent to M and thus the fundamental equations reduce to the equations 
g (R(X. Y) Z.\Y) = v • [g ( A . Z) • g (Y W) - g (Y Z) • g ( A . W)) + 
'.! {h ( A , Z) ,h {YAY)) - g (h (Y Z) . h ( A . \Y)) . (1.2.14) 
( V V / ; ) ( Y . Z ) = ( V i - / ; ) ( A . Z ) . (1.2.15) 
g (R1- ( X . Y ) Z. /,) = g(\A„. . 4 f ] A . Y). (1.2.16) 
of Gauss. Codazzi and Ricci respectively. 
Defini t ion 7 Let. M be an. n-dimensional submanifold of the m-dimensional manifold M. 
At each point x G M we define the first normal space J\f\{x) to be the image Imh of 
the tangent space at x under the second fundamental form. 
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Note: A q-plane bundle over a manifold M is called a R i e m a n n i a n q-plane bundle 
i f i t is equipped wi th a Riemannian metric and a compatible connection. 
Let us now state the fundamental theorems for submanifolds (see [Chi ] and for the 
proof [B.C]). 
T h e o r e m 3 (Existence^ Let M be a simply connected n-dimensional Riemannian man-
ifold with a Riemannian q-plane bundle E over M equipped with a second fundamental 
form h and associated shape operator A. If the equations of Gauss (1.2.14J- Codazzi 
(1.2.15) and Ricci (1.2.16)are satisfied then M can be isometrically immersed in an (II+<J)-
dvmensional space, form R n + 9 ( c ) of curvature c with normal bundle E. 
T h e o r e m 4 ^Rigidity,) Let f { . f2 : M R m ( c ) be two isometric immersions of an 
n-dimensional Riemannian manifold in an m-dimensional space form R m ( c ) with normal 
bundles E\ and E-i respectively, equipped with their canonical bundle metrics, connections 
and second fundamental forms. Suppose that there exists an isometry f : M <—> M such 
that f can be covered by a bundle map f : E\ —> E-i which preserves the bundle metrics, 
the connections and the second fundamental forms. Then, there exists a rigid motion F 
of the space form such that: F o / , = f2 o / . 
In the last part of t he present section some basic results and a number of examples concern-
ing minimal submanifolds are included since the total ly real 3-dimensional submanifolds 
of the Nearly Kaehler 6 - sphere are always minimal . 
• A minimal submanifold M in a Riernannian manifold N is an extremal for the 
integral of volume ( [Ch i ] . pg:75). 
• I f M is a minimal submanifold of an Euclidean space Em the Ricci tensor is negative 
semidefinite and M is totally geodesic if and only i f its scalar curvature is zero [T] . 
• Let A ' 1 V""1"1 be the standard coordinates of the Euclidean space £""" ' . A 
hypersurface M which can be globally represented under the form 
X n + i = y ^ ' t A ' 1 V") 
w i l l be called a non parametr ic hypersurface . It has been proved that: 
If n < 7 then a non parametric hypersurface in is necessarily lincai. If n > 7 
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then examples of non linear non parametric hypersurfaces have been found ( [Ch i ] . 
pg:81). 
• A submanifokl of an Euclidean space E'" is minimal if and only i f the position vector 
field is harmonic [T] . 
• I f M is a submanifold of a small hypersphere S'"' _ l of £ " ' centered at the point C 
then M is minimal in Sm"l i f and only i f A A' = c • A' for some constant c. where 
A' denotes the position vector Held of M in Em wi th respect to the point C and A 
the Laplacian on M (sce:[Tj). 
• Suppose that M is an n-dimensional submanifold of an Euclidean space Em. I f the 
position vector field A' of M in Em w i th respect to a point C € Em is parallel to 
H. then the submanifold M is either a minimal submanifold of Em or a minimal 
submanifold of a small hypersphere of Em centered at the point C ( [ C h i ] , pg:81). 
• Let M be an n-dimensional complete minimal submanifold of Sm{a) w i th non-
negative sectional curvature and suppose that the normal connection of . 1 / is flat. 
I f the scalar curvature of M is constant, then M is either a great sphere of S"l(a) 
or a pythagorean product of the form 
5 P 1 ( n ) x . . . x S p y ( r . v ) . £ Pi = n. 1 < A r < m - n + l 
wi th essential codiinensioii A' - 1. where r, = r i ( ^ ) i . i, £ {1 V } [Y. I ] . 
• Let M be an n-dimensional compact minimal submanifold of S'n{a). I f M has non-
negative sectional curvature and the normal connection of M is flat then, we have 
that XI is either a great sphere of S"l(a) or a pythagorean product of the form given 
in the previous case [Y. I ] . 
E x a m p l e s of m i n i m a l submanifolds 
E x a m p l e 1 Every totally yeodesic. submanifold of a Riemanman manifold is a minimal 
submanifold. In particular, every yreat hypersphere of a space form R m (A - ) is a minimal 
submanifold ([Chi]. pg:S6). 
E x a m p l e 2 Let a be a non - zero constant and M the subset of £' yircn hy 
M = {(rcos0. rsino. ncosh " ' ( ; ) ) : O. r 6 R\. M is a minimal surf a a m E'' and, 
it is called a catenoid . 
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E x a m p l e 3 Let a be a nan zero constant and define the subset Mi of E* by 
M\ = {(rcoso. rsino. ao) : r. o £ \ R — { 0 } } . Then M\ is a minimal surface in E] 
called the right helicoid. 
E x a m p l e 4 Let Sq(r) be the q - dimensional sphere in Eq+l of radius r and n. p be 
positive integers such that p < n. The product manifold Mp,n-P is given by the 
Mp.„-P = S ^ ^ J ) x S " - p { ^ ' ^ ) . We imbed .V p . „_ p in S n + l in the following way. 
Take ( A ' i . A '2) € Mp.n-P x Mp.n-P where A'i is a vector of E p + l of lenghth yjf and A"> is 
vector m En_p+[ of length \J'^f-• Consider ( A ' I . A ' 2 ) as a unit vector in 
E"^2 = Ep^1 x En~p+l. Then Mp.n-P is a minimal submarufold of the (n + l) -dimensional 
unit sphere and will be called a Cl i f ford m i n i m a l torus. 
In the specific case where n = 2 and p = 1 then M l A is a flat minimal surface in S ! called 
the C l i f ford torus. 
E x a m p l e 5 / / (,r. z) denote the standard coordinates in R 3 and ( u 1 the stan-
dard coordinates in Erj we consider the mapping defined by 
l 1 2 1 3 1 
s/r 7 3 7 3 
Tliis map restricts to give an isometric immersion o / 5 2 ( \ / 3 ) into S'1 (1) and two antipodal 
points are mapped into the same point. Thus this map defines an imbedding of the real 
projective plane into SA(\). This real projective plane will be called the Veronese surface 
and is a minimal surface o / 5 l ( l ) . 
E x a m p l e 6 Every complex submanifold M of a Kaehlerian manifold M is minimal (for 
the proof see: § i . ^ lemma (6)). 
1.3 Complex and almost complex manifolds 
In this section we deal wi th the theory of complex and almost complex manifolds. Stan-
dard results w i l l he quoted together wi th a certain number of examples. Mam irfcrcnces 
for the material presented in ( ( j l .3 ) are [ Y . K l ] and [Mat] . 
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Defini t ion 8 Let M be a Hausdorff topological space. {Un} with a G A an open covering 
of M and suppose that for each Ua there is an horneomorphism v a from Ua onto an open 
subset of C" such that u(l o c j 1 : uj(Un nU.j) —> i:'n(UanU.j) is a holomorphic mapping 
for any pair ( « . J) £ .4 x .-1. Then M is said to be a complex manifold of dimension 
n and the family {[Ua. on) } a e , \ is called a holomorphic coordinate neighborhood 
system. 
In this stage we quote some linear algebraic results on real and complex vector spaces 
which w i l l be applied to tangent spaces of manifolds. 
Let V be a vector space over R. The complexif ication of V is defined to be the set 
\ ' L = { A " + iY : X,Y G \ " } and V c can be given the structure of a complex vector 
space by defining the operations (.V + iY) + {X + tY) = (X + X ) 4- i(\' + Y ) and 
{a + ib){X + iY) = (GLY - bY) + t{bX + aY) for all a + ib € C, X + IY. X + iY G \ ' c 
Ident ifying V c 3 X + iO = X € 1' we may consider V" as a subset of V c . 
For any Z = X + i.Y 6 \ ' c we define its conjugate by: Z = X — IY G \ ' C and the 
operation of complex conjugation f rom V c onto itself satisfies: 
Z + IV = Z + W, XZ = JZ, V Z , W G V ' c , V A G C. Let V be n-dimensional vector 
space, { e i , . . . . e n } a basis of \ ' over the reals. I f X = ^ aJe} and } ' = X ^ j ^ e , are 
elements of Y then we can write: A ' + iY = ^ j ( « J + ibJ)e] = YJ^ XJej and by 
considering the e} as elements of the complexification we can see that they form a basis 
of V c over the complex numbers. 
A linear endornorphism J of a real vector space V satisfying J2 = -I is said to be a 
complex s tructure on I ' , where / denotes the identity transformation of \ '. 
Suppose that V is a real vector space wi th almost complex structure ./. I f for any A = 
a + ib G C, X G V we set AY" = aX + b.JX, then V can be considererl as a complex 
vector space (clearly \ ' has to be even dimensional). 
Conversely, given an n-dimensional complex vector space V we can always consider 1' 
as an 2n-dimensional real vector space and by defining the linear endomorphism . / A " = 
iX. V A ' G V we construct a complex structure on V. Let us extend this discussion on 
the complexification V ( . 
If Y is a real vector space with complex structure J we can extend ./ to a complex l inear 
endomorphism of \ " r by setting: J(X + i\') = JX + iJY and clearly we shall have 
J1 = - / . 
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Suppose 2n is the real dimension of \ ' and { A ' i . Y n . JA ' i JX„} a basis of \ ' . I f 
we put Zk = l^(Xk - i.JXk). T k = ±{Xk + i J X k ) , Vk = l n then: 
{Z\ Z„, Z i , . . . Z„} is a basis of \ ' c and applying ./ we get 
J Z , - / Z , . JZk = - i Z . ik - {1 }. 
I f we set U'<° = { Z G U c ' : J Z = ; Z } , U 0 1 = { Z G U c : J Z = - i Z } we get the 
decomposition into direct sum: \ ' c = U 1 0 © U 0 J and in particular, by wr i t ing 
Z = \{Z - / J Z ) + ± ( Z + i.JZ), VZ G U c , then the components of the analysis of \ ' c 
in direct sum are of the form 
r 1 0 = { A - UX : X G V}. U 0 1 = {X + iJX : A G V}. 
Let \ '* be the dual of the vector space V . that is the real vector space of all linear 
mappings f rom V into R. Each element / G V* can be extended to a linear functional / 
of U c by setting: f ( X + iV) = f { X ) + i f { Y ) , V A + IY G V c . 
Using this extension we see that if { / ' / " } is a basis of V* then { / ' / " } is a 
basis of ( V c ) \ 
On the other hand, for h = / + i.g G ( U * ) c we can define an element h of {V*)c by setting 
h{Z) = f ( Z ) + ig{Z), V Z G U S where f.g are the extensions on ( U * ) c of f and g 
respectively. 
The linear mapping ( U * ) c 3 h —> h G ( U c ) * is an isomorphism and in conclusion the 
spaces (V*)c and ( U c ) * can be identified. 
I f J is a complex structure on U then J induces a complex structure on V* by setting 
J f ( X ) = f ( . J X ) . V ( A , / ) G U x U * . 
Similarly wi th the case of \ ' ( . the decomposition in direct sum ( U * ) c = \ \ 0 © l 0 . i holds 
and the components of the sum can be described by 
U, . 0 = { / G ( V * ) C : / ( A ) = ( ) . V A G I ' 0 ' 1 } , 
U u ={f e(V*)c : f ( X ) = ( ) . V A ' G l ' 1 - 0 } . 
We can now return to the generic case of differentiable manifolds. 
Suppose M is an n - dimensional complex manifold, { c 1 , . . . . z" } complex local coordi-
nates around a point p of M and r J . yJ the real and imaginary part respectively of the 
coordinate zJ. In this case {{JJJT)P. ( ^ r ) P (apr) P , ( ^ r ) P } is a basis of TPM and 
{{d.vl)p, ( r f / y l ) p , . . . . (<lxn)P. (J.v"),,} a basis of the dual T;M. We set 
( l k ) p = \ { ^ \ > - ' ^ ) A - l&)p = i{(£)p + i(w)p\ ™ d 
(f/.:-')p = (r/./;J)p + ,[,h,>),, = (d.^),, - ,Ul,,')„. V j = 1 «. 
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Then { ( ^ ) p . ( J T ) p } and {(d:J)p. (d:J),,} result to he bases of T(p M and {T*M)r respec-
tively. Furthermore, we have 
^ . ( t t ) J = ^ ( t e ) J - ° -
Defini t ion 9 Lei . 1 / 6e a reo/ differentiable manifold. A tensor field J on M will be 
railed an almost complex s tructure on M if and only if J is an endomorphisrn of the 
tangent space TXM at each point x G M and J2 = —I. 
A manifold M with a fixed almost complex structure will be called an a lmost complex 
manifold. 
Let . 1 / be a complex manifold. : n } complex local coordinates around a point p. 
and zJ = x} + iyJ.] = 1 n. Define Jp € End(TpM) by setting: 
-
and we can extend .7 on Tp M by 
<(£>)-<&)• ' ( £ ) - - > ( & ) • — » • 
It is not hard to verify that an element Z of Tp M belongs to £{( jyf r )} (where C denotes 
the set of linear combinations ) i f and only if JZ = iZ and belongs to £ { ( } if and only 
i f JZ = -iZ. Suppose that {irJ} is another local complex coordinates system around the 
same point p and let u:J = uJ + irJ. Define the endomorphism J\ of TPM by 
and extend on the complexification Tp M by setting 
U zk = zk(w1,... . wn). VA- = 1 n we have: 
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for all k = 1 n. 
Since —j: and result to be linear combinations of and -j=- respectively, we can 
verity, by applying J , that ./ and . / j coincide at each point p G .W. Hence. ./ is independent 
of coordinates and wi l l be called the almost complex s tructure attached to M. 
Defini t ion 10 Let M. M be almost complex manifolds with almost complex structures J 
and J respectively. A mapping f : . 1 / —> M will be called almost complex if and only 
i f J o f , = f.o.J. 
Suppose that M. M are complex manifolds and / a mapping f rom M into . \ / . Let 
j : 1 } ^ , , {wJ}jL\ be local coordinate systems around p G M. f ( p ) G . U . We ask for 
conditions on the mapping f in order to be an almost complex map. 
Since f is a mapping then for the complex local coordinates on M, M we write: 
uJ = uJ(xl. yl, vn. gn). rJ = yJ(xl. y[ r n . yn) for any j — 1 , . . . . in where f*uJ 
has been identified wi th xJ and f*vJ w i th i J . Consequently we can write the following 
equations: 
Compairing W { ^ ) ) w i th J ( f A j ^ ) ) and M J ( ^ ) ) w i th we see that / is an 
almost complex map if and only i f the ($£)(p) = and ( g £ ) ( p ) = - ( ; £ ) ( / > ) are 
satisfied for-all j, k, i.e: existence of the Cauchy-Riemann holomorphicity conditions for / . 
Hence, for almost complex mappings between complex manifolds we have the following: 
Propos i t ion 1 Let M. M be complex manifolds, the mapping f : M —> M results to be 
almost complex, with respect to the complex structures on M and M. if and only if f is 
holomorphic. 
The space M w i l l be called the complex tangent space of M at p. 
Let {M.J) be an almost complex manifold. ./ its almost complex structure. Then the 
complex tangent space at /; can be decomposed into the direct sum 




where 7p L 0 ( . \ / ) , T^l(M) are the eigenspaces o f . / corresponding to the eigenvalues + / — / 
respectively and i t can be verified that a complex tangent vector Z G T p l 0 ( M ) ( resp. 
G r ^ ' f - U ) ) i f and only if Z = X - iJX (resp. X + iJX ), for some A" G TP{M). 
R e m a r k 2 ([Mat]. pg:112) Let us at first recall that a complex manifold M is said to be 
a complex submanifo ld of the complex manifold M if and only if M is a submanifold 
oj M when considered as real differentiable manifolds and the immersion of M into M is 
holomorphic. 
In II §10 of [MatJ it has been shown that a compact manifold is diffeomorphic to a dosed 
submanifold of R i V . Furthermore, this assertion holds for an arbitrary paracompact mani-
fold (Whitney's theorem). However, it, is not true in general that an arbitrary paracompact. 
complex manifold is holomorphically isomorphic to a closed complex submanifold of C N . 
In particular, we have the following result ([Mat], pg:112): 
Proposition 2 A compact connected complex manifold in CN consists of one single 
point. 
In order to obtain the above result we use the m a x i m u m principle for holomorphic 
functions. Specifically, any holomorphic function defined on a connected complex manifold 
M and having its modulus attain a local maximum at a point po of M is a constant 
function. By considering a standard coordinate system on C ' v the restriction of each 
coordinate function on M is holomorphic and since M is assumed to be. compact follows 
that each coordinate function has to be constant. 
Let us focus for the rest of the section on almost complex manifolds and (mote some basic 
results in order to rend more natural the pass towards the unit 6-sphere. which carries an 
almost complex structure but it is not a complex manifold (the almost complex structure 
is not integrable). 
As we have already seen an almost complex structure can be attached to any complex 
manifold. Conversely, we have the following 
T h e o r e m 5 Let M be a 2n - dimensional differentiate manifold with an almost complex 
structure J and suppose that there is an open cover of M satisfying the follim-im/: 
There is a local coordinate system (./•'. // ;:". //'} on each open set I «./ 'In rarer 
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such that, for each point q G .1 / ///</ J q { ~ k ) q = ( j f c ) , , and J„{^)q = - ( j z j ) - V k = 
1 n arc satisfied. Then M is a complex submanifold and J is the almost complex 
structure attached to the complex structure. 
Proof: Let { . r 1 . / / 1 ; : " . / / " } . { f t ' . r 1 </,".r"} be local coordinate systems on U. 
Y respectively. On i'D\' we set: aJ = uJ{.iA.yl J'n-!Jn). t'3 — vJ(xl.yl r".//"}. 
V; = 1 n and consequently the following relations hold 
Z-J f ) T J n„k ^ f)rJ a,* 1 ' OxJ V dxJ J duk t—1 \ DxJ J dvk 
k x ' k 
dip ^ \0yJ J 0uk ^ \ 0yJ J dvk 
for any j = 1,. . . . n. Applying the almost complex structure on the above equations and 
compairing them we deduce that the 
duk dvk 0uk 0vk 
d.r,J dip' dip D.rJ 
must be satisfied. I f we put zk = xk + ryk. wk = uk + ivk then on U n V exist the 
u:k = u k ( z l . . . . . c") + irk{zl.. . . , zn) and wk must be holomorphic in the zl 
virtue of the equations (1.3.14). Hence M is a complex manifold. 
(1.3.14) 
Let M be an almost complex manifold wi th J its almost complex structure. For any 
vector field A' on M define a vector field JX by setting { J X ) P = J P X P . Vp G M. The 
map A' —> JX results to be a linear transformation of the vector space X(M) satisfying 
J 2 ( A ) = - A , V A G X{M). 
Consider X{M) as a real vector space and denote by XC{M) the complexification of X{M). 
A n element Z = A' + IY G XC{M) w i l l be called a complex vector field and at each 
point p of M is defined by Zp = Xp + iYp G T p M . The linear transformation .1 can be 
extended to a linear transformation of Xc'(.U) by J(X + i,Y) = IX + i.JY and the bracket 
isdefined by [Z.Z] = ( [A . A ] - [Y. ?}) + i{[X. Y ] + [Y. A ] . V Z = X + IY. Z = X +/Y G 
XC'(M). In this way the complexification XC{M) becomes a Lie algebra over C. 
Defini t ion 11 If Z £ X r ( \ l ) is a complex vector field and Zp G Tpl-°(M). Vp G M 
(resp. G Tp A ( M ) ) then Z is said to be of holomorphic (resp. an t iho lomorphic ) type. 
We denote the set of vector fields of holomorphic. and antiholomorphic type by X]M(.M) 
and X0A{M) respectively.x Xc (M) is the direct sum of these subspaces. 
The almost complex structure J will be called integrable if and only if: 
[Zi.Z,] G Xl<°(M), V ( Z L . Z 2 ) G XL0(M) x XlX)(M). 
Note: Since the conjugate of the Lie bracket is the bracket of the conjugates and 
Xl-°{M) = X0A{M) we see that if J is integrable then \Zl.~Z2] G X0A(M). V ( Z L . Z>) G 
X0A{M) x X°'l(M). 
Defini t ion 12 N(X, Y) = [A". Y] + J[JX, Y] + J[X. JY] - [JX, JY}. V A , Y G X{M) 
is said to be the torsion tensor field with respect to the almost complex structure J on 
an almost complex manifold Mx. 
The following theorem links the concepts of integrable structure and torsion tensor field. 
T h e o r e m 6 An almost complex structure J is integrable if and only if: 
X{X.Y) = 0. V A A ' G X(M). 
P r o o f : Let A' and Y be real vector fields and set Z — [ A — i J X , Y — i.JY). Then. ./ is 
integrable if and only i f Z G JC 1 0 (A/ ) , V A A ' G X(M). On the other hand, i t is easy to 
check that: Z + > JZ = A ' ( A . Y) + UN{X, Y). V A , Y G X{M). 
Observing that Z + i.JZ = 0 is equivalent to A'(A', V ) = 0 and simultaneously to the 
condition of Z being of holomorphic type (since Z G Xl,0(M) is equivalent to JZ = iZ ) 
we get the required assertion. 
The next theorem is an "integration" of theorem (6) connecting the integrability of 
an almost complex structure wi th the condition that an almost complex manifold is a 
complex manifold (for the proof see: [Mat] ) 
T h e o r e m 7 Let M an almost complex manifold with almost complex structure J. Then 
J is a complex structure if and only if the torsion tensor field with respect to J vanishes 
identically on M. 
In the last part of the section we provide some further examples of complex manifolds 
E x a m p l e 7 Let C n be the n - dimensional complex vector space, and set = rk + 
iyk. k = 1 // .Identify c " with KIn by 
,11 .1 !/") and define a complex structure J 0 on R* setting: 
(J: 1 xn,yl yn) — v ( , / ,/>. -x , 1 
the so-culled canonical complex s tructure o / R 2 r i . In terms of the natural basis. J is 
given by the. matrix 
E x a m p l e 8 A Lie algebra T over C is called a complex L i e algebra. Consider T as a 
real vector space and define a complex structure J on T by setting : JX = iX. VA' G T. 
Then J satisfies the [ J A M ' ] = [X.JY] = J[X,Y], VA'. Y G T. Conversely, if T is a 
real Lie algebra with a map J satisfying [JA'. Y] = [X. JY\ = J[X, Y], VA". Y' 6 T and 
by defining (a + ib)X — aX + b.JX we get: 
{(a + ib)X, }'] = {a + ib)[X. V ] . VA'. Y G T. Hence, T is a complex Lie algebra. 
E x a m p l e 9 .4 complex L i e group G is a group which is at the same time a complex 
manifold such that the mappings 
G x G 3 (a. b) —> a • b G G and G 3 a —> a~l G G are both holomorphic. 
• GL(n.C) is a complex Lie group. 
• C" is an additive complex Lie group. 
• The direct product of two complex Lie groups is a complex Lie group. 
• Every even-dimensional commutative Lie group is a complex Lie group (see:[Y.KlJ). 
E x a m p l e 10 (see:[YKlJ) Let M be a complex manifold and let M be a covering space 
over M with projection p : .U —> M. Let {Lj} be an open cover of M such, that Uj is 
mapped by p holomorphically onto p(i'j) for all j. 
Denote by J the complex structure of M and by p} the restriction of p in L 'j. 
Define J 7 = (p" 1 )* o J o ( / ; ; ) . . On i'k n T j the -Ik and J3 coincide since / ;" ' o pk is 
the identity on Uk H U}. Therefore, the operator on M. having as its restrict ions the. -I}. 
defines a complex structure J on .V . By construction p is holornorphic with respect to J . 
E x a m p l e 11 Consider C" ns a mil 2n-di.mnisi.onal rector space and let {a„ </_.„ } lu 
a basis. Define V = {5Z^=i '• ^ Z} and thinking about C" as an additnt ubi liun 
0 / 
n J 0 /,. 0 
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group r is a subgroup of (C". + ) . 
Denote T = C™/T and let n : C n —> T be the natural projection. U C T. Defining U to be 
an open in T if and only if n~[{U) is open in Cn . we confer T with a topological structure. 
Each point n(a) G T-. a £ C n . has a neighborhood homeomorphic to a neighborhood of the 
point a G C n . In this way T can be regarded as a complex manifold of complex dimension 
n and will be called the complex torus. 
E x a m p l e 12 In C n + l - { 0 } is defined the equivalence relation 
( z k ) ~ (wk) if and only if 3 A G C {0} : zk = A • wk, VJfc G {0, . . . . n } . 
The quotient C P " = C " + 1 - { 0 } / ~ will be called the complex project ive space and 
the topology on CP™ is defined in terms of the quotient topology. 
Set U] = {{zh) G C n + 1 - { 0 } : z> £ 0 } . n{Uf) = U3 where n : C " + 1 - {0} —> C P " 
denotes the natural projection. Define the maps: 
o, : > C" such that ot([z]) = {f ^ . ^ . . . . , ^ - ) , V ^ W , 
Then {(Uj, 0 j ) " = 1 } is a complex coordinate neighborhood o /CP™. 
The local coordinate system {4j ^rr- £^7" ^ j } 1 3 ca^ed the inhomogeneous and 
{z°.... , zn} the homogeneous coordinate system o / C P " . 
E x a m p l e 13 Let S l p + X and S 2 ' , + l be two unit spheres . then the product manifold S 2 p + l x 
S 2 q + l admits a complex structure (seefC.Ej). 
In the next section we discuss in detail the special case of the 6-dimensional unit sphere, 
which admits a non integrable almost complex structure. For the time being we l imi t 
ourselves in simply quoting the example. 
1.4 Hermitian manifolds and the nearly Kaehler 6-
sphere 
Before considering the case of the 6-sphere we need to recall some results from the general 
theory on the almost Hennitian and Hermitian manifolds. Furthermore, we quote results 
on the existence of r-fold vector cross products on manifolds, results which elucidate the 
special character of S'6 and jus t i fy the emphasis given on the study of this particular space 
form. 
Defini t ion 13 Let M he. an almost complex manifold with almost complex structure J. 
A H e r m i t i a n metric on M is a Riemannian metric g such that 
fj(.JX.JY) = g{X.Y), V ( A ' . V ) G X(M) x X(M). 
An almost complex manifold endowed with a Hermitian metric is said to be an a lmost 
H e r m i t i a n manifold. A complex manifold with a Hermitian metric will be called H e r -
mi t ian . 
R e m a r k 3 Every almost complex manifold M admits a Hermitian metric. Indeed, if h 
is a Riemannian metric on M then, by setting: 
g{X.Y) = h{X.Y)+h(JX. JY). V(A". Y ) G X(M) x X{M), g is a Hermitian metric on 
M. 
Defini t ion 14 Let M be an almost Hermitian manifold. J its almost complex structure 
and g the metric. Define the K a e h l e r 2 - form by 
$ ( A ' . V ) = g(JX.Y). V ( A ' . r ) G X{M) x X{M). 
R e m a r k 4 Since g is positive - definite and the endomorphisrn J is not singular at each 
point p of M. follows that: <I>fc = $ A . . . A <1>. (k - times). 1 < k < n = diniM is non zero 
at each point of M. We conclude that an almost Hermitian manifold is always orientable. 
In order to both state and prove a theorem connecting conditions of parallelism of the al-
most complex structure, the Kaehler 2-form with the integrability of the structure (equiv-
alently w i th the vanishing of the torsion tensor field A') , we need the following: 
L e m m a 2 Let M be an almost Hermitian manifold with almost complex structure ./ and 
Hermitian metric g. Then for all vector fields in X{\1) the following relation holds 
2 • g ((V.v J) Y. Z ) - g ( . /A . X {Y. Z)) = 3 • (/$ ( A , JY, JZ) - 3 • d$ {X.Y. Z) . 
(1.4.1) 
Proof: To verify the above equation we need to compute the differential of the Kaehler 
2-form 4> recalling the definition (12) of the torsion tensor field and that t in 1 i n v a r i a n t 
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derivative of ./ is given by: ( V \ J ) Y = V \ / Y - . / Y \ Y V A . Y e X(M). 
For the calculation of d<& let us at first recall ( [Y.K1] , pg:17) the following formulae for 
the exterior differential of an 1-form u,\ and of a 2-form ^Y-
2r /^ ( A M ' ) = A U (Y))-Y ( A ) ) - ^ ( [A . Y}). (1.4.2) 
3tU2 ( A M ' . Z ) = A (Y. Z)) + Y ( ^ , (Z. A ) ) + Z ( ^ ( A . Y ) ) 
- j j 2 ( [ Y . Y ] . Z ) - ^ 2 ((Y. Z ] . A ) - u/2 ([Z. A ] . Y ) . (1.4.3) 
Using the relation (1.4.3) and observing that 
( V , V J ) J Y = - J ( V . V J )Y. (V.\<I>)(Y. Z ) = #(Y, ( V A - . / ) Z ) and 
A ( Y , Z ) = ( V j Y J ) Z - (VjZJ)Y + J ( V Z J ) Y - J ( V V . / ) Z 
for any X,Y, Z € X(M) we can verify the required assertion. 
T h e o r e m 8 Let M be an almost Hermitian manifold with almost complex structure J 
and Hermitian metric g. Then the following conditions are equivalent 
(1 ) V J = 0 
(2 ) V3> = 0 
(3 ) A = 0 and c/<£ = 0. 
Proof: We have (V.V<£)(Y. Z) = g{Y,{VX.J)Z), VAM". Z € J£(A/). Thus V J = 0 if and 
only i f V<I> = 0. I f V<J> = 0 then r/<I> = 0 and using lemma (2) we get that the torsion 
tensor field must vanish. 
Conversely, i f N = 0 and d<& — 0 hold simultaneously then using again lemma (2) we 
obtain that the covariant derivatives of the almost complex structure and of the Kaehler 
2-form vanish. 
Defini t ion 15 .4 Hermitian metric g on an almost complex manifold M is said to be. a 
K a e h l e r i a n metr ic if and only if the Kaehler 2-form 3> is closed and in this case M is 
called an almost K a e h l e r i a n manifold. 
,4 complex manifold with a Kaehlerian metric is called a K a e h l e r i a n manifold and in 
view of theorem, (8) M is Kaehlerian if and only i f V J — 0. 
An almost Hermitian manifold M with almost complex structure J is said to be a nearly 
K a e h l e r manifold if and only if: (V . \ - J )A = 0. VA' e X{M) (or equirabittly 
i Y x J : Y + ( V V . / ) A = 0. V Y . Y e X(M).) 
From the general theory on nearly Kaehler manifolds we quote the following result con-
cerning the torsion and the curvature tensor ( [ V . K l ] . pg:145). 
L e m m a 3 Let M be a nearly Kaehler manifold with J almost complex structure, g metric 
and R curvature tensor field. Then: 
(1 ) g{R{X.Y)Z. W) = g(R(X. Y).JZ. J\V) - g((Vx.J)Y. (VZJ)\V) 
(2 ) g(R(X.Y)Y.X) = g(R(X.Y)JY. J X ) + y { ( V x J ) Y , ( V x J ) Y ) 
(3 ) g{R{X, Y)Z. \V) = g{R{JX. JY)JZ, J\V) 
for all vector fields X. Y. Z.W G X(M) 
Let us now focus on the 6-dimensional unit sphere and its (nearly Kaehler) almost complex 
structure. We recall some results on the existence of r-fold vector cross products on 
manifolds given that an almost complex structure is an 1-fold vector cross product. 
An r - fold vector cross product X [B.G] on an n-dimensional vector space V is a 
continuous map A" : \ ' r —> \ '. 1 < r < n - 1 satisfying: 
< A'(a L a r ) . O i > = 0 . V; G { 1 . . . . . r } 
< A ' ( o 1 ; . . . . a r ) , X(ai <ir) > = det((ai,aj)) where < , > denotes an ordinary positive 
definite inner product on V. 
In [Wh] it has been proved that an r-fold vector cross product exists in precisely the 
following cases 
u is even and r = l . 
n is arbitrary and r = n-1 . 
n = 4 or 8 and r = 3 (the discussion of the problem in [Wh] is in terms of algebraic 
topology, for a purely algebraic approach see [J] or [Ek]). The concept of r-fold vector 
cross product can be extended on the tangent space of a manifold (see:[G2j) and the 
following result holds 
T h e o r e m 9 ([G2J) Let S" be the n - dimensional unit sphere in Rn+l and <. > the metric 
tensor on S n . induced from the usual positive definite o / R n + 1 . If Sn has a globally defined 
r-fold vector cross product then, in the rector space sense, there is an (r+ 11-jold rector 
(TOSS product on R n + [ . 
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Proof: Let A ' m denote the r - fold vector cross product on S" at the point //; G 5". 
Define the map V : ( R " T l ) r + 1 —> R"* 1 as follows: 
let (![.... ,ar G K ' l + l . r 7 r + i = b + r where b is the component of a r + l normal to a, ar. 
I f 6 = 0 we set V{ax a r + l ) = 0 and if b # 0 set 
V{ax Ur^y) = \\b\\ • A' r f (o, ar) where d = \\b\\~x • b. 
It is not hard to check that V defines actually an ( r + l ) - f o l d product on R" + l . wi th 
respect to the induced metric tensor. V is linear in a{ ur but in general is continuous 
only in ar±\. 
Combining theorem (9) w i th the result of ([Wh]) on the existence of r-fold vector cross 
products and recalling that an almost complex structure is an 1-fold vector cross product, 
we get: 
C o r o l l a r y 1 The only spheres with an almost complex structure are S2 and S6. Further-
more, there does not exist a 3 - fold vector cross product on S 8 . 
Under the view of the corollary (1) we now focus our attention on the case of the 6-
dimensional unit sphere. An almost complex structure can be constructed on Sb using 
the C a y l e y numbers. 
R e m a r k 5 ([WLJ. pg:l63) A quaternion is a number of the form q — ir + .11 + yj + zk 
where a\x.y.z G St Addition is defined in the standard way and multiplication is given 
by: 
r = j1 = k2 = — 1, ij = k. jk — i. ki = j. i.j + ji = jk + k j — ki + ik = 0 . 
Define the conjugate q by: <] = //• - — yj — zk and the algebra of quaternions results 
to be associative but not commutative. 
A C a y l e y number x = (</[. q->) is an ordered pair of quaternions and their set O is an 8 -
dimensional non - associative algebra over the real numbers. Addition and multiplication 
in O are defined as follows 
(Qi-Q2)±{q'i-(!2) = {q\±<h-'lt±<i>)-
('11 •</2)(</i •'/•>) = - Th '/-••'/j'/i + <h*li ) 
and the conjugate of x is J = (?/,. - r / j ) . Then rr — {q{qx + q^q-iA)) and. by /////(/ 
\XY — ll\Sl\ +(}->(l2 w e obtain 'x\ > 0 unless x = 0. Although associativity for ///< mult/pli-
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cation of Cayley numbers does not, hold, we have the: 
x(xx') = (xx)x', (x'x)x = x'(xx), for all x.x' 6 O. 
Moreover the \xx | = \x\\x | holds, so the xx = 0 implies that either x = 0 or x = 0. 
A Caley number x = (qY, q2) is defined to be real if qx is real and q2 = 0 and is said to be. 
purely imaginary if q{ is a purely imaginary quaternion. 
The mult ipl icat ion on the Cayley algebra O may be used to define a vector cross product 
and to express the usual inner product in R' = Im(O) by setting: 
u x v = - (uv — vu), < u. v >= —- (uv + vu) (1 .-4.-4) 
for all u, v € Im(O). 
Conversely, the Cayley multiplication on ImO. in terms of the inner and vector cross 
product in R 7 , is given by (r + u)(s + v) = rs— < u, v > +rv + su + (u x v) where 
(u, v) e lm{0) x lm{0). (r. s) e Re{0) x Re(O). The following lemma holds 
L e m m a 4 Identifying the imaginary part of the Cayley numbers with R' then the inner 
product, the vector cross product and the Cayley multiplication (regarding in the same 
time x as an X(7Z7) linear mapping x : X ( R 7 ) x X(R') —> 3C(R7) ) satisfy 
(1 ) u x v — —u x u. 
(2 ) < u x v, w > = < u. r x it: >, 
(3 ) ((/ x u) x w + u x (r x «•) = 2 < u. LC > c— < r. ic > u— < (/. r > ir. 
(4 ) Du(y x w) = {Duv) x u: + r x {Duw). 
for any u,v,w € JC(R 7). where D denotes the Riemannian connection on X(R' ). 
We can approach the Cayley numbers in a slightly different way (see: [D.O.Y.V3]) . 
Let { e 0 . e ! , . . . ,e-} be the standard basis of R 8 and write each point a of RM in the 
form a = Aeo + x where A € R and x is a linear combination of e, c-. We can 
consider a as a Cayley number and wil l be called purely imaginary i f .4 = 0. For any pair 
(u. u) G Im(O) x Im(O) we define the Cayley mult ipl icat ion • by 
ii. • v — — < it. v > Co -•- // x r. (1.4.5) 
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where < . > is the usual inner product in R' and ?/, x r can be determined by the matr ix 
/ 0 e:i —e2 e.-, —e.\ —e<\\ 
- c : ? 0 ex eG - f : 7 - c , e 5 
' 0 ' - •/ <, < - ' ; 
f i p 7 — f i 0 — f.i—P9 
— e 7 c 4 • (-, f ( ( 0 Ci 
\ cr, - e 5 - e 4 c 3 P2 -ev 0 / 
[ (« . • x 'A''., 
A n almost complex s tructure on S 6 
Consider S6 = {p G R' :< p.p > = 1} as a hvpersurface of R 7 , where R' is identified 
wi th Im(O). Each point p G S 6 may be regarded as the unit normal vector to S6 and the 
tangent space can be identified wi th the linear subspace of R 7 orthogonal to p. Define 
./ : X ( 5 6 ) — • X{S6) : JPX = p x .V. V(p, A") G S 6 x T p 5 6 . 
Then Jp is an endomorphism of TpSh at each p and moreover, using the standard properties 
of the vector cross product (lemma 4). for all X. Y G TPS6 we obtain : 
JpX = p x (p x A') = - A ' and 
< ./,,A\ JpY >=< p x X.p x Y >= - < X,p x (p x Y) > = < A M ' > . 
Recalling the definit ion we conclude that (S 6 . < . > , , / ) is an almost Hermit ian manifold 
wi th respect to the almost complex structure J . 
I f p G S 6 and A' G T P R 7 we let V{X) be the orthogonal projection of A' onto TpSr\ Then, 
i f A' G X{Sr>): 
( V V . / ) A = V . v J A ' - . / (V. VA) 
= V.v (p x A ) - /; x V . V A" 
= P { D . v ( p x . V ) } - p x V . Y . V 
= V{{Dxp) x . V + p x D.vA"} - /; x V A A ' 
= V{X x A + p x D . v A } - p x V . y A 
= P { p x D.vA'} - p x V 
= />x D\X - p x V.v A' 
= p x ( v . v A + < DxX.p > p ) - p x VA-A" = 0 
and it is proved that SG is a nearly K a e h l e r manifold but not Kaehlerian M I I C C the 
second Bet t i number of 5*' is zero (see:[Gl]). In order to see that S6 is not Karl i lcr ian we 
could use a result of A.Gray ( [ G l j . pg:280) according to which any oriental)lc hvpcrsiirface 
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of R ' . w i th the almost complex structure induced by the Cayley numbers, is Kaehlerian 
i f and only if it, is total ly geodesic. 
In the last part of the section and of the chapter we are going to state and prove a 
result of A.Gray on the non existence of 4 - dimensional almost complex submanifolds of 
Sh. In order to proceed we need some preliminaries and we introduce them preserving 
the notation and terminology used by A.Gray in [G2]. 
Defini t ion 16 Let ( .1 / , < . > , J) be an almost Hermitian manifold and M a submanifold 
of M. Then, M is called: 
an almost complex submanifold if and only if J{TpM) C TPM. V p e M 
a total ly real submanifo ld if and only if J(TPM) C -LPM, V p G A/ . 
Let M. A/ be Riemannian manifolds wi th A/ isometrically imbedded in M and denote by 
X{M). X(M) the Lie algebras of vector fields of M and restrictions of vector fields of M 
on M respectively. Then the decomposition X(M) = X(M) © X±(M) holds. 
Defini t ion 17 Let A/, . 1 / be Riemannian manifolds as above and V , V their Riemannian 
connections respectively. Define the configuration tensor 
T : X(M) x X(M) —• X(M) by setting 
T ( X , Y ) = V v y - V.vV, V ( A ' . V ) e X(M) x X(M) 
T(X.O = T ' V . Y ^ , V ( A ' . 0 e X(M) x X±(M). 
where V : X(M) —> X{M) is the orthogonal projection. 
The next lemma can be verified by direct computation. 
L e m m a 5 The configuration tensor satisfies the following properties 
TXY = T Y X , < TXY.Z >=-< Txt.Y >, 
TX(X{M)) C XL(M). r A - ( X x ( . U ) ) C X{M), V ( A \ V ) 6 X{M)xX{M). V ^ e l ^ . U ) . 
In the following two lemmata we impose further assumptins on A/, M. 
L e m m a 6 Suppose that, (M. <. >../) is a nearly Kaehler manifold and M is mi almost 
complex submanifold of .\[ and let V . V be the Riemannian connections on M. \[ n spcc-
tively. Then: 
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(a) : \[ is a nearly Kaehler manifold ( M G MA ) 
(b) : T X J X = J T X X , V A' G X{M) 
(<•): M is minimal in M. 
Proof: M G MK = > (V. v J) A = 0, V .V G X(M) => 
VV-/-V - J V v A " = T X J X + V . v J X - J T X X - JV .vA ' = 0 = » 
(V.v J) A' + T\- J A' - JT .vA = 0, V A G X ( . U ) . 
Since ( V . V . / ) A ' G 3C(.U), r v J A ' € £ X ( . U ) and J T K X G X 1 { M ) , by taking tangential 
and normal parts w i th respect to M, we get: 
(V.vJ)A' = 0 and T X J X = J T X X . V A G X ( M ) and the (a), (b) are proved. 
In order to prove (c) we observe that since T X J X = J T X X , VA' G X ( M ) and T is 
symmetric, we have: 
T X X = - J T X J X = - J T J X X . V A G X { M ) => T X X + T J X J X = 0. VA' e X { M ) . 
Choosing an orthonormal frame defined on an open subset of M to be of the form 
{ A - ! A" n , J A ' i /A '„} we deduce the required assertion. 
Note: In case the ambient manifold is Kahlerian and M is an almost complex submanifold 
then M is minimal since any Kaehlerian manifold is nearly Kaehler. 
L e m m a 7 Let M be a 4-dimensional nearly Kaehler manifold, then M is Kaehlerian. 
Proof: Choose {X, JX.Y. JY} to be an orthonormal frame field defined on an open 
subset of M. But M being Kaehler is equivalent, by definition, to: ( V X J ) Y 4- (VyJ)X = 
0 V A . Y 6 X{M) and the following hold: 
< J Y , JY > = 1 = ^ < V .v . / r . JY > = 0 ^ V X J Y ± J Y , (1.4.6) 
< Y. Y >= 1 = > < V X Y . Y > = < J V X Y , J Y > = 0. (1.4.7) 
Combining equations (1.4.6). (1.4.7) we obtain that ( V X J ) Y is normal to JY for all vec-
tor fields A M ' G X(M). 
From the definit ion of nearly Kaehler manifold and repeating similar steps we have: 
( V . v J ) ) ' = - ( V > - J ) A ± . / A thus ( V . v . 7 ) 1 ' is normal to J X . 
On the other hand, it is easv to verify that { V X J ) Y = J { V X J ) J Y . V A . Y G X { M ) . 
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Since ( V X J ) Y is normal to the .span { A , Y} we can write 
(V .y J ) JY±JY =s> J{VXJ)JY = (VX.J)\'±Y (1.4.8) 
(Vy.7) J A l . / A => - (V.vJ ) J l ' l . / A = > 
- . / ( V . V J ) J V = - ( V . x J ) r ± A ' (1.4.9) 
hence, ( V . y i s normal to the .span{A'. J X . Y, JY). But M is 4-dimensional. therefore 
( V \ - J ) Y has to vanish for any vector fields A". Y G JC(A/) and the assertion is proved. 
T h e o r e m 10 With respect to the usual almost complex structure on S6 there are no 4~ 
drmensional almost complex submanijolds. 
Proof: Let M be an almost complex 4-dimensional submanifold of S 6 . Take: p G 
. 1 / , A G TPM such that < A . A > = 1 wi th T X X ^ 0. Since S 6 is nearly Kaehler 
follows f rom (b) in lemma(6) that: T X J X = JTXX ^ 0, V A G TPM. 
Define the funct ion f { X ) — j |JTv-V |J 2 on the unit tangent space IAPM at the point p and 
suppose that / attains its maximum at A G TPM. We claim that : 
<TXY,TXX >=(). VYeUpM. and Y Lspan{X. J X } . (1.4.10) 
To verify the equation (1.4.10) we proceed in the following way: take any )' G Up.\I. such that 
Y±span{X, J X } and define the function 
a{t) = f (cos {t) X + . s / n ( 0 i " ) . (1.4.11) 
Being X a point of maximum for the function f implies: 
£ a | l = 0 = 0 = > i \ \ T c o s { t ) X + , i n { l ) y c o s ( t ) X + s i n ( t ) Y f \ l = Q = 0 = > 
ft\\cos2(t)TxX + sin(2t)TxY + xin2(2t)TyYW2\t=Q = 0. 
and the rest consists in computing first order derivatives wi th respect to t and substitut-
ing the value t = 0. The only term which survives is the term involving < T^X. T^Y > 
which has to vanish, and equation (1.4.10) has been proved. 
Considering the unit vector V = A j L x , wi th Y±{U. JU}. i t is easy to check that 
. / r v A = TrU which implies that I' is another point in the unit tangent -pa< <- UPM 
where the function / attains a maximum and under the aspect of the prercdin.n discus-
sion we conclude that T^Y has to be normal to IT^X, Working similarly foi l\ IY we 
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deduce 
< TXY. JTXX > = < TXJY. TXX > = < TXJY. JTXX >= 0. (1.4.12) 
Combining the equations (1.4.11). (1.4.12) wi th the fact that the normal space ±PM has 
to be spanned by { T X X . JT^-X}. since 7 \ A / 0 by assumption, we get that T^-Y and 
T^JY must vanish. 
In this point let us recall lemma (3) and denote by R, K = 1 the curvature operator and 
the constant sectional curvature on S 6 respectively and by V the Riemaniann connection 
on the 6-sphere. 
For 11 y | | = 1 and taking Z = X - J X . \ V — Y - JY we have 
k =< R (A", r ) z. w > - < R ( A . r ) J X . JY >= \\ (vxJ) y | | 2 = > 
K = || ( V j f J ) Y + TXJY - JTXY\\'2 
where ( V ^ - J ) ! ' = 0 because of lemma (7) and of equations (1.4.11), (1.4.12). This is a 
contradiction and since the in i t ia l assumption was the existence of a unit vector in UPM for 
an arbitrary p where T\X does not vanish, we can deduce that T\X - 0. VA' £ X(M). 
Consequently, M is totally geodesic in S 6 therefore M has to be an open submanifold of 
a 4-dimensional sphere of constant curvature K. But , in the same time, M has to be a 
fiat manifold, given that : . 1 / is Kaehlerian (seedemma (7)) and any Kaehlerian manifold 
of constant, curvature is a flat manifold, provided dirnM > 2 ( see: [Y.Klj . pg:131). The 
assertion has been proved. 
In view of the above theorem we deduce that the almost complex submanifolds of S 6 
are almost complex surfaces and these surfaces are always minimal in Sb. 
Henceforth we focus on totally real 3 -dimensional submanifolds of S 6 but almost complex 
and also total ly real minimal surfaces wi l l be taken under consideration wi th in Chapter 
4 in order to construct and classify totally real 3-dimensional submanifolds which satisfy 
Chen's equality and some further properties. 
Chapter 2 
Totally real 3 - dimensional 
submanifolds in 5 6 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we focus on the first results concerning 3-dimensional total ly real subman-
ifolds of S 6 . We shall prove that any such submanifold M of 5 6 is orientable, minimal and 
we are going to present the first classification results by means of constant and suitably 
pinched sectional curvature. In particular. Chapter 2 is structured as follows: 
In §2.2 we include preliminary notation concerning the second fundamental form, the 
shape operator and the basic equations of Gauss, Godazzi and Ricci adapted in the case 
of submanifolds of a space form. We also define a (1.2)-type tensor field Q on Su relating 
covariant differentiation and almost complex structure and give a very useful geometrical 
interpretation for Q. Furthermore, we relate this tensor field wi th the normal connection, 
the second fundamental form and the shape operator of the subma^fold M. We finally 
prove an important symmetry property concerning < h(X, K ) , JZ > for X. K Z tangent 
vector fields of M. 
In §2.3 we give a proof of the orientability and minimal i ty of M and we present the first 
classification result in terms of constant sectional curvature. The main reference for both 
the first two paragraphs is [ E j l ] . 
Some very important integral relations, due to A.Ros. are mentioned in the beginning of 
the four th section and then are followed by a description of the way a number of integral 
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relations on compact manifolds are obtained. This enables us to give the proof of a classi-
fication result, for compact totally real 3-dimensional submanifolds, by means of pinched 
sectional curvature. The main reference is [ D . O . Y . Y l ] . An improvement of the result of 
(§2.3) is presented in the last section. The main reference is [D.V.V2] . 
2.2 Preliminaries, the tensor field Q 
Let ( S 6 . < . > . J ) be the nearly Kaehler 6-sphere and . 1 / a totally real 3-dimensional sub-
manifold. We denote by D . V and V the Riemannian connections on the 7-dimensional 
Euclidean space, on the 6-sphere and on the submanifold M respectively. Since Sb is a 
space fo rm of constant sectional curvature 1 then the fundamental equations of Gauss, 
Godazzi and Ricci attain respectively the reduced form given by the system of equations 
(1.2.15), (1.2.16) and (1.3.1) of the first chapter. 
Defini t ion 18 Let G{X.Y) = ( V . Y V A ' , Y € X{S6) 
I t is easy to check that the above defined Q is an (1 . 2) - type tensor field on S1' and i t is 
actually the covariant derivative of the almost complex structure J of the 6-sphere. 
In the following lemma we give a geometrical interpretation for Q and we deduce some 
useful properties l inking Q wi th the almost complex structure, the metric tensor and the 
connection on S 6 . Moreover, we prove that i f A' and Y are tangential to M then £ ( A . Y ) 
is normal to M and we find its relation wi th the normal connection and the shape operator 
of M. 
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L e m m a 8 Let X. Y. Z e TPS6. Then; 
G(X.Y) = X x \ < X x }' . p > p (2.2.1) 
g i x . j Y ) = - j g ( x . Y ) 
( V . V G ) {Y. Z) =< Y. JZ > X+ < X. Z > J Y - < A', Y > JZ 




< g (x, Y). g [z.\v) >=< x. z ><y, \v > - < x, w >< r , z > + 
< J A . Z >< Y. J\V > - < J X , W >< Y, JZ >, (2.2.5) 
Further, if M is a totally real 3-dimensional submanifold of S" ' 6 . then: 
g ( A M ' ) = A x V € XL{M). V A . Y e X{M), (2.2.6) 
where x denotes the vector cross product in R7. 
Proof: Since computations concerning the proof of the above relations are not carried 
out explicitely in [ E j l ] and [D.O.Y.Y1] we shall give some details. 
For V : X{R7) —> X{S6) (orthogonal projection), p e S 6 , (A', Y ) E X{S6) x X{S6). and 
D the Levi-Civi ta connection in R 7 . we can write: 
S ( A M ' ) = V . v J V - . / V . v r = V A - (p x l ] - p x V . V V = 
=V [(Dxp) x Y + p x DXY] - p x V , v r = V [ A x Y] => 
and the equation (2.2.1) is proved. The second equality can be obtained by using standard 
properties of the vector cross product. To prove the equation (2.2.3) we use the definit ion 
of the covariant derivative for an (1.2) type tensor field and repeat similar steps as in 
proof of equation (2.2.1) observing that: 
V.v {Y x Z- <Y x Z.p> p) = V.v {Y x Z) - VDX (< Y x Z,p> p). 
V[DX (< Y x Z.p > p)} = D.v (< Y x Z.p> p) - < Dx (< Y x Z.p > p),p > 
Since Dxp = A' and X is normal to p it is clear that equation (2.2.4) follows directly f rom 
equation (2.2.1). 
In order to obtain the equation (2.2.5) we use (2.2.1). standard properties of the vector 
g{X.Y) = X x Y - < X x Y.p > p (2.2.7) 
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cross product and write: 
< g{X,Y),Q{Z.W) > =< X x Y. Z x U ' > - < Z x W.p > • < X x Y.p > 
- < X x Y. p > - < Z x U \ p > 
+ < .V x } ' . p > • < Z x \V. p > 
where < A' xY. Z x \V > = < A . Z > • < Y.\V > - < X.\V > • < Y. Z >. 
To prove that G{X.Y) G XL(M) for any A . Y G £ ( . U ) , we follow a different method, 
wi th respect to the process in ( E j l j , by using properties of the vector cross product and 
its relation w i t h the Caley mult ipl icat ion and the standard inner product in 1R'. Let 
A', Y G X(M) and use equation (2.2.1) and the fact that M is total ly real, in order to get: 
< X.JY >=0--
< X x Y,p>= 0 
and the first part of the (2.2.6) is proved. 
Using once more the properties of the vector cross product we can easily check that 
Q(X, Y ) is normal to the span{X, i " , .7A', .71'} and it remains only to prove that <?(A'. 1') 
is also normal to JZ. 
Assume, wi thout loss of generality, that {A ' . Y.Z} is an orthonormal frame held defined on 
an open subset of M and recall the relations between vector cross product, inner product 
and Cayley mult ipl icat ion given by the (1.4.4) in Chapter 1. We compute: 
< X x !', Z > = 1-{{X x Y) • Z - Z • (A x ) ' ) } 
= ^ { < A • Y.Z > - < Y • X.Z >} 
= \{(X • Y) • Z - Z • [X • Y)} - \{{Y X ) Z - Z - ( Y - A ) } . 
Observing that < X.Y > = 0 if and only if A • Y = Y • X we have < X x Y Z > = 0 and 
the assertion is proved. 
L e m m a 9 Let M be as in the previous lemma, then the following equations hold: 
\7XJY=G(X.Y) + J ( V X Y ) . (2.2.8) 
A,/x\' — -.1 h { X. Y ) . (2.2.9) 
< h(X.Y).JZ > = < h{X.Z)..lY >. 12.2.10) 
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•< X.p x \ > = 0 = > 
* A x Y G X{Sn) => 
G(X.Y) = A x r 
for all vector fields X. Y. Z G X{M). 
P r o o f : Let X, Y G X{M), then: 
C7(A. Y) = (V.v J)Y = V . v / V - J V . v V = 
-AjyX + V X J Y - V . v i ' - h{X. Y) 
g(X.Y) = -AjYX + Vt -V - .7 (V . Y i ' ) - Jh(X. Y) 
where Q(X.Y) is normal to M. Taking the normal and the tangential component we 
deduce equations (2.2.8) and (2.2.9). A proof of the th i rd symmetry relation appears in 
lemma 4.1 of [ E j l ] , pg:760. We shall obtain it in a slightly different and easier way by 
observing that for all A". Y. Z G X{M). we have: 
0 =< (V .v-j) Y.Z> 
=< - A J Y X + V X Y - Jh ( A , Y) - J ( V . V V ) , Z > 
= < - A J Y X , Z > - < .Jh {X. Y),Z > 
and on the other hand. < h{X. Y),£ > = < A^X,Y >, VA', Y G X{M). V£ G X±(M). 
Since the inner product in S 6 is Hermitian, we get the assertion. 
2.3 Orientability, minimality and classification in terms 
of constant sectional curvature 
T h e o r e m 11 ([Ejl], pg:760-762) Any 3-dvmensional, totally real submanifold of Sh is 
onentable and minimal. 
Proof: To prove that M is onentable we recall standard properties of the vector cross 
product and observe that: 
< G(X, Y),X > = < A x Y. X >= - < Y. X x A > = 0, 
< Q{X, Y), Y >=< X x Y. Y > = - < A . Y x Y > = 0. 
£ ( A , Y) = A x Y # 0. A . V G X(M) - {()} wi th X and V mutually orthogonal. 
To prove the minimal i ty we use the definition of the covariant derivative of and the 
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expression for the shape operator given by the equation (2.2.9). Then, the 
(v.vC?) ( r . z ) = x x g (v. z ) - g ( v v r . z ) - g ( r . v . v z ) , 
V . v g (Y, Z) = -Ag{Y.z)X + v x g (Y. Z) 
hold, and combining them we deduce: 
( x x g ) (Y, z) = -AG[y.Z)x + vxg (y, z)-g ( v . v r , z ) - g ( r , v . v z ) 
(2-3.1) 
Using the (2.2.8), (2.2.9) of lemma (9) we can also get: 
Ag(y,z)X = Jh{.jg{Y.Z),X). (2.3.2) 
xxg (Y. z) = -{G (jg (Y. z). x) + J (vxg (Y Z))) . (2.3.3) 
Combining the equations (2.3.1). (2.3.2 ), (2.3.3) and (2.2.2) of Lemma (8). and for any 
X. Y.Z e X{M), we obtain: 
In this point we modify f rom the process followed in [ E j l ] by recalling the equation (2.2.3) 
of lemma (8) and considering, without loss of generality, the vector fields A'. Y. Z G X(M) 
to be mutually orthogonal. Then the right hand side in equation (2.3.4) vanishes and 
thus, by taking its tangential component, we get: 
Under the aspect of equation (2.3.5) let us choose {ei,e2,e^} to be local orthonormal 
frame fields on M such that the conditions : jg(eue2) = e 3, JG{e->.(':\) = ' i and 
•jg{e^,e\) = e-} are satisfied. Applying the equation (2.3.5), for this particular choice of 
frame, we deduce the required minimal i ty and the proof is completed. 
We are going to present the first classification result in the case of a totally real 
submanifolcl in S f i w i th constant sectional curvature. 
A description of the process followed in [ E j l ] wi l l be given but our intention i * to lucus on 
certain points where suggestions are omitted and the method used seems to be n I w i u r . 
(vA-e) (A', Y) = .ih (Jh (Y. z), A') + jg ( A , g ( r , z)) 
j (VXJG) (Y. z ) - g (h ( x . Y ) , z ) - g ( r , h (x. z ) ) . (2.3.4) 
h ( X jg (Y, z)) + jg (h (x.Y). z) + jg ( r . h ( A . Z)) = o. (2.3.5) 
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T h e o r e m 12 Let M be a totally real. dimensional submanifold of Sb. If M has constant 
sectional curvature then the values attained are: 1 if M is totally geodesic, or jz. 
Proof: Being the submanifold M of constant sectional curvature c and the ambient space 
the unit 6-sphere. the equation of Gauss reduces to: 
(1 - c) [< A". Z >< Y.\V > - < X. IV >< Y. Z >} 
+ < h ( A . Z). h {Y.\V) > - <h ( A . W). h {Y. Z) > = 0. (2.3.6) 
I f c = 1 then h = 0 on . 1 / and M is totally geodesic in Sb. Assume f rom now on that 
Let .r G M and define the function 
p(X) =< h{X, A ) . .7A" > . V A G UjM = { A G TXM : < A , A > = 1} . 
The subset of the unit tangent bundle UXM is compact, let us assume that ft attains its 
maximum at the point X G UTM. We claim that: 
< h (A', A ' ) . JY > = 0 (2.3.7) 
for any Y G UXM wi th Y normal to A'. In order to prove the relation (2.3.7) we use 
the method of the maximal izat ion , as we already did in order to prove theorem (9) of 
Chapter 1. Let us define the function 
ft (0) = /t {cos {6) X + sin (B) Y) (2.3.8) 
where ( A " . } ' ) G U£M x UXM. 0 G R, XLY and in particular, X is choosen to be the 
point of the-unit tangent bundle at which the function / i attains its maximum. Being X 
a point of maximum of fi implies that the first derivative of the function jl evaluated at 
0 — 0 has to vanish. Therefore. 
~ < h (cosGX + sinBY. cosOX + sinOY), cosOJX + sinOJY > \ g = 0 = 0 dO 
==> lUcos20sin0 < h ( A . A ) . JY >}\e=o = 0 0 
=> {(-sin20sin6 + ,os]0) < h ( A . A ) . JY >}\e=o = 0 
=>< h ( X . Y ) .JY > = 0 (2.3.9) 
and the assertion (2.3.7) is proved. It is also clear that h(X.X) has to be parallel to J X . 
Furthermore, the function // cannot be a constant. Indeed, M is minimal and nun totally 
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geodesic and h(X,X) is parallel to .7A'. Let us assume that / i is a constant. Then, for 
any element w = of the unit tangent bundle, the equalities 
< h{w. w),Jw > = < h { ~ , -^--). J-^- >= l i m ] M ^ ^ ( - L - ) . < h(u. u).Ju > 
\W\\ I M I I M I I M I 3 
must be satisfied, since ^ is supposed to be constant. We conclude that < h(u. a), Ju > = 0 
for all u G UXM. This is a contradiction consisting in that li(X.X) is, f rom one side 
parallel to .7A" and on the other, i f // is a constant. h(X,X) has to be perpendicular to 
.7 A . 
At this stage we w i l l give some explanations regarding the method used in [ E j l ] in order 
to elucidate details for which there are no suggestions in the relevant paper. 
According to [ E j l ] . at each point x G M we choose an orthonormal basis of the tangent 
space by taking t\ to be the maximum point of the function /x in TXM and, modifying 
in this stage the process, let us consider any pair A', Y of orthonormal vectors such that 
{ey,X.Y} results to be an orthonormal basis of TXM. Using the equations (2.3.7) and 
(2.2.10) we can write: 
/ i ( e l , e 1 ) = n , . 7 e i , 
h{el,X)=a2JX + 3.JY. 
h.{el.Y)=6.JX + a3JY. (2.3.10) 
Applying Gauss equation (2.3.6) to e.\,e\< X. X and e i , e i , Y, Y we get the system 
1 — c — 02 + « i Q 2 — ft-2=0. 
1 - c - ( 3 2 + cv:j=0. (2.3.11) 
From the above equations we deduce that: 
- Q'2 = cvicv.3 - &j = > « i ( « 2 - " 3 ) = ( « 2 - Oi3){a2 + a 3 ) . 
Suppose that a2 ^ a 3 , then: a i = a 2 + cv.3 and in the same time the a, = - ( r v 2 + cv3) 
must be satisfied, because of the minimali ty of M. Consequently a t must be zero. 
But . i f Ofi = 0 then h(e{. e,) = 0 and this implies that h has to vanish, given that ex is an 
eigenvector of the shape operator in the direction Je\ and moreover e, has a maximum 
property between all the eigenvectors. 
Hence, by assuming 0.1 56 0 we obtain a> = o ; } i.e: < h(X, X ) , Je\ > — < h(Y. Y). Jc\ > 
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which implies that every tangent vector, normal to ex, is an eigenvector of Ajei ( and 
this is actually the crucial point in order to proceed further w i th the computation of the 
second fundamental form). 
Choose e2 G TXM to be the maximum point of the restriction of the function /.i in the 
orthogonal complement of eL wi th respect to TTM and let e : ! be another unit tangent 
vector such that the {ex,e2.e:i} forms an orthonormal basis of TPM. In view of the 
previous discussion both e2 and e':j are eigenvectors of the shape operator in the direction 
. / c i . From the special choice of the orthonormal frame and using equation (2.2.10) we 
get: 
< h{e2,e2) , Je 3 > = 0 . (2.3.12) 
< h{e2,e3), Je2 > = 0 . (2.3.13) 
Preserving the notation let us define ft, = < h(ei, e ;), Jex > , Vi = 1,2.3 and since M is 
minimal in S6 we have 
ft! + a2 + a 3 = 0. (2.3.14) 
In order to compute the quantities at we apply Gauss equation (2.3.7) for A' = ex = Z 
and V = e2 = W, obtaining 
l-c+ < / i ( e , , e , ) . / ! h . f , ) > - < hie^.e-i) .h {e^.e-i) > = 0. (2.3.15) 
By virtue of ecjuation (2.3.12) and since e^f ' i .e . j are eigenvectors of .4/,., we can write : 
h (ex, e{) = a.\Je\. h [ex. e2) = n2Je2. h {ex. e:i) = o.)Je\. (2.3.16) 
Using eciuations (2.3.12). (2.3.13). (2.3.14) and the symmetry property given by the equa-
tion (2.2.10) we get 
< h (ex. e\), h (e 2 . e 2) > = <+\ • a 2 , < h (ex. e 2) . h (ex. e2) >= a2. (2.3.17) 
Working similarly and applying the Gauss equation for X — ex = Z. )' = c, = W we 
deduce the following system 
ft i + a 2 + ft.i= 0. 
1 - c + rvi • a2 — fv.j= 0. 
1 - c + ft! • ft:! - (\j= 0. i 2.3. IS) 
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This system provides the following values for the unknownls: 
l - c l - c 
" i = -'y - — . A-2 = - y - ; 5 . a , = -sjl - c (2.3.19) 
and bv direct substitution we find: 
h{euey) = 2- ^ ^ • ./e,. (2.3.20) 
Combining the (2.3.12), (2.3.16), (2.3.19) and by using the minimal i ty of M we may set 
h(e2,e2) = - \ j ] - j ^ J e l + X.Je2. (2.3.21) 
/ i ( e 3 . e 3 ) = - ^ ^ y ^ . / e l - A./e 2 . (2.3.22) 
/ i ( e 2 ; e 3 ) = - A J e 3 . (2.3.23) 
Applying once more the Gauss equation for A' = e2 = \V and Y = e 3 = Z we compute A 
and the second fundamental form of . 1 / is given by: 
l i ( e u e i ) = 2\ll—- • Jeu h(e2,e2) = - J ^ - - • Jex + J 2 ^ o C ) • Je2 
h (e 3 , e 3) = - \ / • Jex - \ j ^ • J 2 , h (e,, e 2) = - J ^ y - ^ • ./e 2 
/ i ( e i , e 3 ) = -\jl-7^- • • M . / i ( ^ 2 . e 3 ) = - \ / 2 ( 1 3 C ) • ./e 3. (2.3.24) 
The last step consists in computing the connection on . 1 / by using the equation (1.2.15) 
of Godazzi, f rom lemma (9) the equation (2.2.8) and the fact that the basis {f \.t>-t':\) 
is choosen to be orthonormal. After computing the connection a direct calculation gives 
R(e\,e2)e\ = ~\ • e 2 and this proves the theorem. 
R e m a r k 6 It is clear that the crucial point in the whole discussion of the proof of the 
above theorem consists in computing the values of the coefficients ft; of the second fun-
damental form in the direction of the normal vector JeY and this is obtained by choosing 
in a proper manner the vectors cx.e2 in the unit tangent bundle. We could obtain the 
same values for the coefficients a, by choosing the vector e\ to be the maximum point of 
the function p and taking e> anil r : t to be simply eigenvectors of Ajex. l'sin<i < tpiation 
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(2.2.10) h can be written in the form (see [D.D. V. VJ): 
h ( e i , e ( ) = aiJe-i, h(el,e2) = a 2 J e i , h(e{.e^) = at*Jex 
h. {e2,e2) = a2Jex + a.Je2 + 6Je 3, h (e 2, e 3) = bJe2 - aJe3 
h (e : i. p.i) = a-iJex — a.Je2 - 6./e3. (2.3.25) 
where: cvi + ct2 + « 3 = 0. ax > 0. « ! - 2a 2 > 0. ax — 2a 3 > 0. 
Imposing that M is of constant curvature and applying the reduced Gauss equation for 
A' = ei = W, Y = e2 = Z and for X = ex = \V, Y — e 3 = Z we get the first and the 
second equation of the system (2.3.18), the rest of the steps are the same. 
2.4 A. Ros' formulae and pinching in compact case 
In this section results concerning the classification of totally real submanifolds of 5 6 by 
means of pinched curvature are presented. In order to proceed we need some results on 
the integration on compact manifolds. 
Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold, UM its unit tangent bundle. UMP the 
fibre of M over the point /; G M and we denote by dp,du,dup the canonical measures 
on M.UMMMp respectively. For any continuous function / : UM —> R and any k-
covariant tensor field T on M. we have (see:[R]) 
/ fdu = / / fdup dp 
f ( V T ) ( u.) du = 0 n, a 
UM 
n 






where {e i , e„} is an orthonormal basis of the the tangent space and V denotes the 
Riemannian connection on M. 
R e m a r k 7 The above formulae play a crucial role in the rest of the chaptt r ami pron.de 
a powerful tool in obtaining results in global Riemannian geometry. 
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They are used very often for the deduction of a number of integral relations by defining cer-
tain covariant tensor fields and functions on M. calculating their "covariant "derivatives 
and Laplacians respectively and finally applying the quoted formulae of A. Ros. 
Tfien by a combination of the deduced relations it is proved, in case M is compact, a very 
useful integral relation involving the covariant derivative of the second fundamental form, 
the shape operator and the sectional curvature of the manifold. 
We do not intend to give here explicitely the proof of all the prerequisite relations which 
are used in order to get the basic integral relation, but, since in [D.O.V.VlJ details re-
garding the calculations are omitted, and the suggestions given, in particular as far as it 
concerns the computation of the Laplacian, seem to be obscure, we think that a descrip-
tion in generic lines of the way the Laplacian of a function can be computed is necessary. 
Furthermore, we intend to give few details concerning the computation of the covariant 
derivative of tensor fields defined on the unit tangent bundle of M since this is necessary 
in order to apply the above integral formulae. 
We are going to present a method of computing the Laplacian of functions defined on the 
unit tangent bundle of a Riemannian 3-dimensional manifold. 
Let us take u to be an element of the fibre of UM through the point p in the unit tangent 
bundle and take orthonormal unit vectors {e2 ,e 3 } to be normal to the vector u. Regard 
{?2-e-}} as an orthonormal basis of TU(MP) and the vectors { u , e 2 , e 3 } as an orthonormal 
basis of the tangent space at the point p. We choose vectors { u , e 2 , e 3 } such that 
(7(^2, e-j) = Ju, £ ( e 3 , u) = ./e 2, Q(a,e2) = ./e 3 and denote by A the Laplacian on the 
fibre through the point. Then, for any differentiable function / defined on the fibre, we 
can write: 
A / = e 2 e 2 / + e 3 e 3 / . (2.4.4) 
In order to describe a way of computing the Laplacian of a particular function defined 
in the [ D . O . Y . V l ] (lemma'2. pg:744), since the suggestions given seem to be obscure, we 
need, at first, to discuss briefly some generalities about the differential operators of the 
divergence of a vector field and of the gradient of a function ([Car], pg:83-87). 
Let M be a Riemannian manifold of dimension n and p G M. I t can be shown that there 
exists a neighborhood U of the point p and n vector fields { E y , E n } . defined on an 
open neighborhood and orthonornial at each point o f f / , such that, the V/.-,£",(/>) = 0 is 
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satisfied. Such a family of vector fields wi l l be called a (local) geodesic frame at 
Defini t ion 19 Let X G X{M) be a vector field and f G T>(M) a differentiable function 
on M. We call divergence of the vector- field X a function divX : M —-> R given by 
dicX(p) = Trace{Y(p) —> V y X { p ) } . Vp G M. 
The gradient of f is a vector field gradf defined on M by: 
< gradf (p). u >= d f p u G R. V u G r„(A/). p G .U. 
Let us consider {E\,... ,En) to be a geodesic frame defined in a neighborhood of the 
point /; G M. I f X = Y^!=\ fi^i a n < ^ / a n y differentiable function on M. i t can be proved 
that: 
n 




i = i 
Let now M denote a Riemannian manifold as above and define on M the following oper-
ator: 
Defini t ion 20 A / : V{M) —> V{M) denotes the L a p l a c i a n of M, given by: 
\ f = divgradf. V / G T*(M). 
Consider a geodesic frame {Et En) around the point p and / G V{M). It follows 
from the (2.4.5) that: 
n 
\ f ( p ) = J 2 E< ( / ) ) ( / ' ) • ( 2 - 4 - 6 ) 
i= i 
Let us consider the following function ( [D.O.Y.V1] , Lemma 2, pg:744) 
fiu.it) =< h{u.u).Ju >2 . (2.4.7) 
The domain of the function is the fibre in the unit tangent bundle over the point p of a 
3-dimensional Riemannian manifold. In order to compute the Laplacian of this function 
we recall the equation (2.4.4) and under this aspect it wi l l suffice to calculate separetely 
each term of the equality. We shall describe a method of computing by referring to the 
first term, for the the second the calculation can be carried out similarly. 
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By assumption the vectors u .e 2 , e 3 form an orthonormal basis of the tangent space of . 1 / 
and moreover satisfy the relations: 
Q (e 2 , e 3) = Ju, Q (a. e2) = Je 3 . Q (e 3, a) = Je2. (2.4.8) 
In the uni t tangent bundle we consider the following vectors: 
u (9) = cos (0) u + sin (9) e2. e2 (9) = -sin (9) u + cos (9) e2 (2.4.9) 
Observe that the first term in the expression (2.4.4) of the Laplacian can be equivalently 
wri t ten: 
d2 
£2e2f (u) = —2 [< h (ug, llg) . JUg >] \g=0 
and we can verify by straightforward calculation that 
(2.4.10) 
— [< h (Ug, Ug) , J l l g >] \ g = 0 = 3- < h ( u , l l ) , J e 2 > 
d92 
[< h (ug, ug), Jug >} \g=0 — - 3 - < h (u, u), Ju > +6- < h (u, e 2 ) , Je2 > . (2.4.11) 
On the other hand we can easily compute 
[< h (Ug, ttg) , Jug >2) \g=0 = 2 d9 
{< h (ug, Ug) . Jug >) + 
2- < h (Ug, Ug) , Jug > • — < h (llg, Ug) . J Ug > \g=0. 
(101 
Combining the equations (2.4.11), (2.4.12) we deduce the following expression 
18- < h (u. u). Je2 >2 + 
12- < h (u, e 2 ) , Je2 > • < h(u,u), Ju > - 6 - < h (u, u), Ju >2 
^ 2 [ < h ( u f > , u e ) • Juo >}\e=o 
2.4.12) 
(2.4.13) 
which actually is the first term in the equation (2.4.4) expressing the Laplacian. Similarly 
working we can compute the remaining term e 3 e : ! /(( /) and finally we get: 
A / (u) = 18- < h (u. a) . h (a. a) > 2 - 4 2 • / (u, u) ;2.4.14) 
Integrating the Laplacian over the compact submanifold UMP, and recalling Stokes' the-
orem, we deduce the following integral relation: 
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•JUMN 
< h(u.u) .h (ti.ti) >-= 7 • / </»((/..«)..///>- i 2. 1.1";) 
U.M„ 
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According to ( [D.O.V.V1] , lemma3. pg:744) we define the (0,7)- type tensor field 71 by-
setting: 
Defini t ion 21 Let T { ( X l } , A ' 7 ) = < G(Xl,X2),h(X3, A 4 ) > • < h(X^ A ' 6 ) , J X 7 >. 
Let u be a vector in the unit tangent bundle and, in order to apply the integral formulae 
of A.Ros, we need to compute X ^ = i {(^T\)(el. e,, e u, e„, e u, e.n, eut eu)}. We shall carry out 
in few details only the calculation involving the first term of the summation, since the 
other two terms behave similarly. 
From the definitions of the tensor field T\ and of the covariant derivative of an (0,q)-type 
tensor field we have: 
V e , [Ti (euu,... ,«)) = V f l [< Q (euu) ,h(u,u) >< h(u,u), J u >] 
[ V e i < Q (ei, u), h (u, u) >] < h (it, u), J u > + 
< Q (it, i t ) , h (u, u) > [ V e , < h (it, u ) , Ju >] = 
< (euu) ,h(u,u) >< h (u, u), Ju > + 
< Q (ei , u), V ^ / i (u, u) >< h (u ,u) , J u > + 
< Q (ei , i t ) , / i (u, it) > < V ^ j / i (it, i t ) , J u > + 
< £ (e t , i t ) , / i (u, u) >< h (u, u ) , J u > . 
J\ ( V e , e i , u , . . . , tt) = < Q ( V f l e i , u), h (u, u) > < / i (u, u), J u > . 
T\ (ei , V e i u , i t , . . . , u) = < £ (ei, V e , u ) , /t (u, u) >< h (u, u ) , J i t > . 
2T\ (ei, u, V e i u , i t , . . . , u) =< Q (e{, u ) , /t ( V ^ u, u ) , J u > . 
27\ (ei , u , u , u, V e , u , . u, it) = < (e 1 ; u ) . / i ( V e i u. i t ) , J u > . 








From the above relations, by simply considering common factors, we deduce: 
( V r 1 ) ( e 1 , e 1 , u u) =< V^g{euu) - £ ( V e i e i , u ) - g (ex,Veiu), h{u,u) > 
< h (u, u). Ju > + < Q [ex, u). V ^ / i (u, u) - 2h ( V £ l u , u) >< h (u, u), Ju > + 
< Q (P, . u). h {u, u) >< V^h (u, it) - 2h ( V e , u, u), Ju > + 
< Q (ex,u) , h{u,u) >< h (u,, u) , V ^ . / u - J V e i u > = 
< ( V P l ( ? ) (ei, u), h (u, u) >< h (u, u), Ju > + 
< Q (ex, u), ( V e , / i ) (u, u) >< h (u. u) ,Ju> + 
< Q (ex, u), h {u, u) >< h (u, u), Q (ex,u) > . (2.4.22) 
Recalling the equation (2.2.3) and repeating the same steps for the covariant derivative 
of Ty w i t h respect to e2 and e 3 we finally get the following expression: 
.3 
[ ( V T i ) (e^ e ;, u. u, u, u. u. u)] = 
i=i 
< h (u, u ) , h (u, u) > - 2 - < h [a, u), Ju >2 + 
3 
+ Yl [< ( V ) ( e " u ) ' J u > ' < ^ ( e " u ) ' ^ ( u - u ) >1 • (2.4.23) 
Note: We could alternatively, in order to simplify the calculations, start by proving that 
the above sum does not depend on the particular choice of the basis and then assume 
that u is an element of a basis {ex,e2,e^} satisfying 
G{eue2) = Je3, <?(e2, e3) = Jex, G{ez,ex) - e 2, h(ex, ex) = ax Jex. 
I f we impose u = ex, where ex is choosen to be an eigenvector of the shape operator in the 
direction Jex, then, follows f rom the method of proof of theorem (12), that h(ex.ex) =< 
h(ex, e i ) , Jex > Jex and this simplifies considerably the calculations. 
Integrating (2.4.23) over the unit tangent bundle recalling the 2.4.1 integral formula 
of A. Ros and using the (2.4.15) we obtain: 
/ ( < ( V / i ) (e,. u. u) ,Ju>-<G (u, e,), (u, u) >) = 
\ - [ [<h(u,u).Ju>2]. (2.4.24) 
JUM 
T h e basic integral relation. On UM we define the following function: 
g(u) =< h ( u . u ) . J u > • < [Ve.2h) (u, u. u, u), Ju > . (2.4.25) 
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Moving on the same line, as in the previous case, we compute the Laplacian of the 
function g recalling the definition of the second order covariant derivative of the second 
fundamental form 
(V2h) (u, a, u, u) = ( V / i ) (u. u. u) - (Vh) (Vuu. u. u) -
(Vh) (u, V u u , u) - (Vh) (u, u, V,Lu, u). (2.4.26) 
Next we describe a way to obtain integral relations involving the terms of the equation 
(2.4.25). Define the (0,6)-type tensor field: 
T2 ( X , , A ' 6 ) = < h ( X U X 2 ) . J X , > <h (A' 4 , A ' 5 ) , J X 6 > . (2.4.27) 
I t is not hard to see, following the method previously described, that the relation below 
holds: 
( V 2 T 2 ) (u, u, u, u, u, u. u, u) = 
2- < ( V 2 / i ) (u, u. u.u),Ju> • < h (u, u) > +2- < {Vh) (u, u, u), Ju > 2 . (2.4.28) 
Integrating over the unit tangent bundle we get, in virtue of equation (2.4.3), the following 
relation: 
/ < (V2/?,) (u, u. u, u), Ju > • < h (u, u) ,Ju> + 
JUM 
< {Vh)(u,u,u),Ju>2=0 (2.4.29) L 'UM 
Define the (0,4)-type tensor field T3 by setting : 
T 3 ( X U , X 4 ) =< h ( X u X 2 ) , h ( X 3 , X A ) > . (2.4.30) 
I t can be verified that the following holds: 
( V 2 ! ^ ) (u, u, u, u, u. u) = 
2- < (V2h) {u,u.u.u).h,{u.u) > +2- < ( V / i ) (u, u, u), (Vh) (u, u, u) > . (2.4.31) 
Integrating over UM and using the integral formulae (2.4.1) we get: 
/ < ( V 2 / i ) (//. a. a. u).h. {u. u) > + 
JUM 
< (Vh) {u. u. a). {Vh) (u. u. a) >= 0. (2.-1.32) 
UM 
Recall the definition of the tensor field T2 and compute : 
3 
( ( V 2 T 2 ) (ej, ei, u, u, u, u, u, uj) = 2- < ( V 2 / i ) (e M eu u, u), Ju > • < h (it, u), Ju > + 
1=1 
2- < {Vh){u,u,u),(Vh){u,u,u) > . (2.4.33) 
I f we integrate over the UM, reasoning as in the previous cases, we deduce: 
/ < ( W t ) (u, u, a), ( V / i ) (u, u, a) > + 
JUM 
+ 5^ [< ( v 2 / l ) ( en e i - " > . J u > • < h ( " > , J u > ] = 0- (2.4.34) 
JUM ! = 1 
Recall the definition of the function g. As we have already mentioned we can compute 
the Laplacian of the function g using the methodology proposed in the beginning of our 
discussion. Af te r some very long and tedious calculations we get the following result for 
the Laplacian: 
(Ap) (it) = - 7 2 • g (u) + 30- < h (it, i t ) , ( V 2 / i ) (it, u, u, u) > -24- < h (u, u), Ju > 2 4-
3 
30- < h (u, u), h (it, u) > - 4 8 • ^ [< ( V / i ) (it, it, el), Ju > • < h (u, u), Q (u, el) >) -
i=i 
3 
18 • R («, AJuu, AJuu, u) + 8 • < h(u, u), Ju > • < ( V 2 / i ) (e,, et, u, u) > . (2.4.35) 
i=\ 
Integrating A<? over the compact UM , using Stokes' theorem and observing that: 
f g(u) = - [ < ( V / i ) (it, u, i t ) , Ju > 2 , (2.4.36) 
JUM JUM 
/ '< h (it, u), ( V 2 / i ) (it, ft, u, u) > = 
JUM 
- f < (Vh){u, u,u) .{Vh){u, u, u) >, (2.4.37) 
JUM 
[ < h{u, u) ,h(u.u) >= - • [ < h{u,u) ,Ju>2, (2.4.38) 
JUM 3 J U M 
/ 2_. < (^h) (u- f i ) • Ju > • < h (u, u ) , £ (it, e l) > = 
JUM 1 = 1 
- • / <h{u,u),Ju > 2 . (2.4.39) 
3 JUM 
/ < / i (•«. u). Ju > • < ( V 2 / i ) (u, u, ei, eL), Ju > = 
JUM I = , 
- / < ( V / i ) ( u . « . « ) . ( V / i ) ( u . i u i ) > , (2.4.40) 
./if A/ 
we get the following equality: 
72 • / < ( V / i ) (u. u, u) . Ju > 2 +30 • / < /) ( i / . u). Ju >2 -
JuM JUM 
3 8 - / < (V/?) (u. « . i t ) . ( V / i ) {u.u.u) > - 1 8 - / / ? ( u . . 4 / u u . . 4 . / „ u . « ) = 0. (2.4.41) 
Moreover, it is not hard to verify that 
< (Vh){X.Y.Z). J\V > = < (Vh)(XA\\V) .JZ > -
< h {Y, Z), g (X. \V) > - <h{Y.\V).g {X. Z) > . (2.4.42) 
and wr i t ing | | ( V / i ) ( u , u. u)\\2 =< (Vh)(u. u. u). Ju > 2 + < {Vh){u. u. u). Jc, >2 + 
< (Vh){u. u. u), Je.-? > 2 . by using the equation (2.4.42). we obtain: 
|| (Vh) (u, u, u) | | 2 = ] j T < (V/?) (e,. u. u) , Ju >2 -
1 = 1 
3 
2 • < Ll-e>) < J11 > • < h '0 - Q > + 
1=1 
u) | | 2 - < h(u.u).Ju >2 . (2.4.43) 
Integrating the expression (2.4.43) over UM . using the equations (2.4.23 ). (2.4.33 ) and 
also the integral formula of A.Ros (2.4.3) we deduce : 
f \\(Vh)(u,u.u)\\2 = / V < (V/?) (c,. u.u).Ju > 2 . (2.4.44) 
A / A / . / / / A / ) = | 
As the finaL step let us define the function IC(u) =< (V/ / ) (» , u. u)..///. > J on the unit 
tangent bundle and compute its Laplacian obtaining 
:l 
(A/C) (u) = - 7 2 - fC (u) + 2 - | | (Vh)(u. u.ii)\\'2 + < ( V / i ) (e,. u. H) . ./// > ' J -
i = i 
.1 
1 2 - ] T [ < ( V / i ) (P,. H : H) • •/// > • < g (u.e,) . h (u. u) >] . (2.4.45) 
i=i 
An integration over the compact .1 / and using the equations (2.4.39) and (2. 1.44) gives 
f < {Vh){r,. u.u) .Ju >2 = 
JUM , = 1 
- • / < (Vh){u.u.u).Ju >2 +—• I < h(u.u).Ju>2 . 12. 1.4(i) 
4 JUM I - -A/A/ 




9 /' 3 
' < {Vh) {u. u. u) ..la >2 +-• I < h ( u . u) . J a >' . (2.4.47 
^ JuM ^ j l n l 
Applying once more the equation (2.4.4*) in equation (2.4.41 ) we get 
< (V/i) (u.u. u) ../«>--—• / </? ((/, a) . Ju >2 + 
^ JUM ^2 JUM 
I R(u,Ajuu.AJuu.u)=Q. (2.4.48) 
JUM 
L e m m a 10 The following relation holds: 
3 f 
< (V/() {u. u. a) . J a >- + 
= 0. / R{u. A.juU. AJu. u) - ( | | . 4 J u u | | 2 - < AJuu, u >2) 
P r o o f : In order to obtain this equation i t is enough to apply equations (2.4.15) and 
(2.4.33) in equation (2.4.35). 
We can now state and prove a proposition from which, almost straightforwardly, we 
shall obtain the main result of t his section. 
Propos i t io j i 3 Let M be a totally real 3-dimensional, compact submanifold of the nearly 
Kaehler 6-sphere. Suppose that all its sectional curvatures satisfy the inequality K > 1/16. 
Then fa at u 6 u n / 
(1 ) < (Vh)[u. u. u). Ju > = 0. 
(2 ) R(u. AJlLu. A.,na. u) = ± • [\\AJuu\\2- < A.luu. u >*]. 
P r o o f : ( [ D . O . \ ' . \ T ] , pg:748) By assumption /\" > therefore, f rom the definition of the 
sectional curvature we got: R(u. Alnu. Ajuu. u) / (\\A j n\\2 - < Ajnu. a >-) > ~ and the 
assertion follows directly from lemma (10). 
Let us now state and prove the main result of this section. 
T h e o r e m 13 Let M be a totally real 3-dimensional submanifold of S{> and suppose that 
all the sectional curvatures of M satisfy the inequality K > Then K = 1 on M. 
P r o o f : ( [ D . O . \ ' , V l j . pg:748) By assumption A' > and using (2) of the proposition (3), 
if Ajua is not parallel to u. then span{u. AJuu} is a 2 - dimensional plane of sectional 
curvature and this is a contradiction. By the contradiction we get that all the Ajuu 
have to be parallel to the vectors u. But, as we have seen (2.2.9), in the beginning of the 
chapter, the equality AJuu = —Jh(u, a) holds. This equality together wi th the fact that 
Ajnu is parallel u imply that: 
||/?(u. u)\\'2 = < h(u, u). Ju > 2 . V;/ e UMP. Vp e M 
and recalling the equation (2.4.15) we see that the second fundamental form must vanish 
on M. The assertion is proved. 
In the last part of this section section we give a first example of a 3-dimensional. 
total ly real, total ly geodesic submanifold of S 6 . 
E x a m p l e 14 Let M = {x G S f i : x = x{ • e.y + x^ • p 3 + x 5 • e5 + x- • e 7 } . 
The immersion j : M ^ 5 6 . where j denotes the natural injection, it is a totally real, 
totally geodesic immersion of the 3-dimensional submanifold M. The submanifold M is 
actually the intersection of S with the coassociative 4-pla.ne^ and this intuitive approach 
to the construction explains the why the submanifold under consideration is totally real 
and totally geodesic. In order to prove that M is actually a totally real submanifold 
of the 6-sphere it will be enough to consider p 6 . 1 / , p = 2^ i= i / - ' ! e ' - '' ^ Tf,M : r = 
i ' i e i + L' :je3 =1- t'5e.5 + v-e-j such that < p. v > = 0, and compute Jpv. 
2.5 Classification in compact case for sectional cur-
vature satisfying K > ^ 
The result which is going to be presented in this section can be found in [D.Y.V2] . A 
lot of the details included in [D.Y.Y2] wi l l be omitted since, in certain cases, the way 
information about the second fundamental form is obtained is based in s o r t i n g o u t the 
solutions of a large system of equations which, on its turn, is formed by . i | > | > l \ i n g the 
Gauss equation and the conditions of the proposition (3). 
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Furthermore, another crucial point of the whole discussion consists in choosing a special 
orthonormal frame, in order to compute the second fundamental form, and consequently 
the connection, and this choice is based on applying the method of maximal izat ion . 
Since we have already analyzed this method, details wi l l not be given. 
Let M be a totally real, compact. 3-dimensiunal submanifold of 5 F ' and p G M. On 
the fibre of the unit tangent bundle through the point p we define the function: 
/ i (a) = < h.{u.u).Ju > . (2.5.1) 
The set UMP is compact, therefore we can suppose that f{ attains its maximum at a point 
u G UMp. We know that for any point w G UMP such that < u, w >= 0 i t wi l l be: 
< h(u, u), Jiu >= 0 and at each point p G M we choose e\ to be the point of maximum 
for the function f \ . Denote by f 2 the restriction of / [ to the orthogonal complement of e\ 
in the unit tangent bundle at each point p of M. I f the restriction is identically zero we 
take e2 to be an eigenvector of the shape operator AJex, otherwise we choose e 2 to be the 
point where f 2 attains its absolute maximum. Finally we consider e 3 to be a unit vector 
satisfying the condition Q{e{.e2) = e3. 
Using the minimal i ty of M and the symmetry of < h(X,Y), JZ > . i t is easy to see 
that the second fundamental form can be expressed in the following way: 
h (e{, t\) = a • Je\. h (e>. e2) = b • Je t + d • Je 3 . 
h (e 3 . e 3) = — {a + b) • Je] - d • Je2l h (e\, e2) = b • Je2 + c • Je 3 
( f I , f .3) = c • Je2 - {a + d) • . / P 3 : /) (e2. p 3 ) = r • .Jex - d • Je 3 , (2.5.2) 
where a > b > 0 (since maximum conditions have been imposed on e\.e2) and c.d G R. 
At this point we shall simply state the following lemma which gives the possible values 
of the coefficients of the second fundamental form. The method used in ( [D.Y.Y2] . pg:572-
574) is based in recalling proposition (3), imposing on that all the sectional curvatures 
of M satisfy the inequality A' > ^7. applying this together wi th the Gauss equation and 
finally decomposing any vector of the tangent space at the point p, wi th respect to the 
choosen special orthonormal basis. 
Having resolved a large system of equations, the following is obtained : 
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L e m m a 11 If M is a totally real, compact. 3-dimensional submanifold of S6 and all 
its sectional curvatures satisfy the K > . then at each point p (E M there exists an 
orthonormal basis { e i , e 2 , e 3 } of TPM such that either: h = 0 on M (i.e: M is totally 
geodesic in S 6 ). or 
l> ( e ^ e O = • Jeu h{e2.e2) = -—^ • Jex + — • Je2 
i • - * 5 J v l O V5 
/ i ( e i . e 3 ) = • - M - h ( e 2 , e 3 ) = • , /e 3 , (2.5.3) 
or 
/ i (ei , ei) = • Je i , / i (e 2, e 2) = — • Jex 2 4 
(e 3, e 3 ) = - - ^ • Je,. / i (e,. e 2) = p • Je 2 
/' ( e i . e 3 ) = / i ( e 2 , e 3 ) = 0 . (2.5.4) 
Propos i t ion 4 Le£ ^ / 6e a totally real, compact, 3-dimensional submanifold of S 6 such 
that all its sectional curvatures satisfy K > ^ . Then the following cases can occur: 
(1 ) K(p) = 1 i f h = 0 on M. 
(2 ) K(p) = ^ , if the (2.5.3) hold. 
(3 ) ^ < K(p) < %,if the (2.54) hold, 
where the values and y | are actually obtained. 
Proof: In the first case the point p is a total ly geodesic point and an easy application of 
the Gauss equation gives A '(p) = 1. 
In the second case we observe that hp has the same form as in t heo rem( l l ) , relative to the 
classification by means of constant sectional curvature K = ~ ( i t is enough to substitute 
the value of c = in the system (2.3.24)). Thus, K{p) = in virtue of the Gauss 
equation. 
In the th i rd case, by employing once more the Gauss equation, the (2.5.4) and straight-
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forward computation, we can verify that: 
1 *n 
R(eue2)e2 = B, [ex. e 3) e 3 = — -e,. i ? ( e 2 . e 3 ) e 3 = 7 7 - 6 2 
lb lo 
R(ex,e2)e3 = / ? (e 2 . e 3 ) e i = R(e3.ex)e2 = 0. (2.5.5) 
Let us consider any plane section TT of the tangent space TPM wi th an orthonormal basis 
{A". V } , such that: 
A' = cos0e2 + sin9e3, Y — sinoex — cososi,n0e2 + coscp • cos9e3. 
By direct calculation we see that: 
m.X.YX. Y ) = £ + cosHo) = > A - ( T T ) = £ + m s * ( o ) = > ± < A ' < f i . 
where the value j s attained when cosd = 0 (ie: when IT passes through e t ) and the 
value — is attained for || co.se> || = 1 (ie: when TT = span{e2, e 3 } ) . The proof is completed. 
Observing that any plane section of M may either pass through ex or coincide wi th 
span{ex, e2} we deduce, using proposition (4), the following 
C o r o l l a r y 2 If M is a totally real, compact, 3-dimensional submanifold of S6 and all its 
sectional curvatures satisfy either ^ < K < 1 or yL < Kcj^then: 
either K = 1 and M is totally geodesic, or K = — on M. 
Let us now consider the third case of the proposition (4). 
Propos i t ion 5 Let M be a totally real, compact. 3-dimensional submanifold of Su . of 
non constant sectional curvature satisfying the inequality K > ^ . Then, their exists a 
global tangent vector field Ex and local tangent vector fields E 2 , E 3 such that: 
(1 ) {E[, E2, £ 3 } is a local orthonormal frame such that Q(E2,E3) = JE\. 
(2 ) Vp € . 1 / : fi(u) =< h(u. a). Ju > attains its maximum at Ex{p). 
( 3 ) h(Ex,Ex) = ^ • JE^ h(E2.E2) = / i . ( E 3 . E 3 ) = • JEX. 
h{Ex,E2) = • JE2. h(E2.E2) = 0. h{Ex,E3) = - & • . / E 3 . 
(4 ) V £ l E , = V E 2 E 2 = V , ; , E ; , = 0. 
V E , E 2 = - - 7 - • E 3 . V/.;_,Ei = y • E 3 . V / . ; , E 3 = — • £•_>. 
V E 3 E t = - y • E,.. V/,_,E.! = - V / , E 2 = - y • E , . 
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Proof: (see:[D.V.Y2]. pg:576) Since A" > ^ a i l ( ] / v" j s n o t constant it follows from the 
proposition (5) and f rom lemma (11) that the maximum point of / , defines globally on 
.V a vector field. 
Let { £ 2 , £ 3 } be locally defined vector fields, orthogonal to E{. By a change of sign of E:i. 
i f necessary, and by using l e m m a ( l l ) once more we see that the first three conditions of 
the proposition are satisfied. It remains to determine the connection. 
Using the orthonormality of the vector fields and the compatibil i ty of the Riemannian 
metric, i t is easy to check that the connection can be wri t ten in the form: 
V E l E x = al2E2 + aviE:i. V £ , £ 2 = a 2 i £ t + a 2 3 £ 3 
V E 3 E : i = a 3 i £ i + 0,32 E2. V E , £ 2 = -aV2Ex + a u E 3 
VE.,E\ = — a 2 i E 2 + a22E2. VEiE[ = - « 3 i E 3 + a 3 3 E 2 (2.5.6) 
where the {al3} are locally defined functions. Recalling (2.2.8) of lemma (9 ), by using 
the Codazzi equations 
[Vh){Ex,E2,Ey) = (Vh){E2.Ex.E{), ( V / i ) ( £ 1 , £ 3 , £ 1 ) = ( V h ) ( £ 3 , £ , , £ , ) . (2.5.7) 
By a direct substitution, of the found values for the a• • s. the system 2.5.6 becomes 
V £ I E L = 0, V E , E 2 = «2 :s£V V E . , E 3 = a , 3 2 £ 2 
and on the other hand, direct computation gives: 
i ? ( e l . e 2 . e 2 , e 1 ) = R(t '.•<_>! = 0. R{e2. e : i. e : i, e2) = f | . 
Combining the last relations for the curvature tensor, the values obtained for the coeffi-
cients a ; j and applying Gauss equation, we obtain: 
we get : n 1 2 = a2\ = al3 = a 3 1 = 0 and a22 a.33 = - T -




Ei ( a 2 3 ) - E-2 {(in) + 0. ",i2 "11 
1 E i ( a 3 2 ) - E 3 { ( i n ) + 0 "11 "2:1 
E-2 ( a 3 2 ) + E 3 ( n 2 3 ) ~ ' "11 - " 1 , - " 3 2 = ~ - (2.5.9) 
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I f 9 is an arbitrary function defined locally on M we set: 
U, = E 1, 2 = cos9E2 + si.n9E3. U:\ = - >nd)E, - f cos9E3. (2.5.10) 
It is easy to see that } satisfy the first three required conditions. Hence it 
remains to search for a basis satisfying the last two conditions concerning the connection. 
W'e retain the expression given for the { L ' J in terms of the local function 9 and of the 
£",'*. Let us impose that the U'ts satisfy the required conditions on the connection. 
Recalling standard properties of the connection, the definition (2.5.10) of the L'-.s. the 
conditions (2.5.8) on the connection and observing that, for instance, we can write: 
where E2(9) = d9(E2), we see that i f the Ul satisfy the last two conditions of the propo-
sition under discussion, then the following must hold: 
Conversely, i f the function 9 satisfies the system (2.5.12) then the {U[s} satisfy the con-
ditions on the connection. The system (2.5.12) has locally a solution if and only if the 
differential form: 
^ = (an + y ) • 9{ + a2:i • 92 + a:i2 • 0 3 
is a closed form, where {9X. 92. # 3 } is the dual of [E{. E2, £"3}. 
In order to make clear the last conclusion, given that further explanations are omit ted in 
[D.V.V2] , it w i l l be enough to observe that the local existence of a function 9. which is a 
solution of the (2.5.12), is equivalent to the following system : 
V E , c o s (9) • E2 = cos (9) • V E , E 2 + E2 (cos (9)) • E2 = 
E2 (cos (9)) • E2 = -sin (9) • E2 (9) • E2. (2.5.11) 
11 
0, A9 (E2) + a 2 3 = 0, d9 (E3) - a 3 2 = 0 d9(Ei) + a n + (2.5.12) 
Ey (9) = - [an + - j = - \ a n + - j • 0{ (Ex), 
E2 (9) = «23 = «•_,, • 92 ( E 2 ) . E, (9) = a 3 2 = a 3 2 • d3 ( £ 3 ) . (2.5.13) 
On the other hand, the assumption of the differential form u; being closed (i.r: d^j = 0). 
is equivalent to the existence of the relations (2.5.9). Indeed: 
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du: = d{(a\i + ~-)-9l+a->;i-02 —(1x2^1,} and as an indication of the way the process works we 
shall give details ommited in [D.Y.Y2] . Recalling the (1.4.2) f rom Chapter 1 and imposing 
that a.' is. in our case, a closed form, is equivalent to: du.'(E,. Ej) — 0. V/. j = 1 n 
with i ^ j. As an application we compute: 
r/u; ( E \ . E-2) = Ex (UJ (E2)) - E2 (UJ (E,)) - ^ ([£[, E2\) = 
Ei ( r c 2 3 ) - E-2 + - JU' (VElE2 - ^E,EI) = 
Ei ( a 2 3 ) - E2 (an) - ^ ^ a u • E 3 - ^ • E 2 
E i ( r i 2 3 ) - £ 2 ( a u ) - ^ • o 2 3 - a 3 2 • « u = 0. (2.5.14) 
Working similarly we can complete the proof of the proposition. 
E x a m p l e s of total ly real , 3 - dimensional , compact submanifolds of S 6 , 
satisfying A > yg. 
E x a m p l e 15 Let S 3 = {(yi. y2, f/3, t/ 4) e R 4 : + yf + y | + y | = 1} an^ consider the 
vector fields 
-V i ( 1 . y 2 , <ji , 'M) = (1)2 -.-\)\- !M , ~ Ih) • 
-v>[\ii. ij2. ,(/3. y4) = (iji, - . 7 4 • - . ' / 1 • y-2)• 
A":}(/yL, y2. /y3, ,y4) = (y 4 . /y3. —//2. — </i). which form a basts of X(Si). It is easy to check that: 
[Xi.X2] = 2 • A ' 3 . [A ' 2 . .V 3 ] = 2 • A' , . [A ' 3 l A' L ] = 2 • A ' 2 . 
Define a metric < . > on S'! 61 / setting: 
< A',. A j > = 0 i / i / j . < A ' i . A", > = i . < A ' 2 , A ' 2 > = | < A ' 3 . A ' 3 > = *. 
If we put Ei — | • A V E 2 = ry • \J1; • A"2, £"3 = — ^ • • A ' 3 , i/zen E 2 . E 3 } /..s an 
orthonormal basis on 5 ! . IFe denote by V f/te Levi-Civitax connection with respect to the 
metric <.>. Using the Koszul's formula: 
< v . v r . z > = ^ • { A - <Y.Z> +>'• < Z.X > - Z - < A W > 
- < [V. Z ] . A > - < [A'. Z ] . i ' > - < [F. A ' ] , Z > } 
an<i i/ie definition of the curvature tensor, by a straightforward computation,, ire get: 
Lemma 12 
(1 ) v , /•:, = Y,,:E2 v V, /.'. •-• 0. 
(2 ) V E l E 2 = - l i • E:h V E 2 E X = \ • E,, V E l £ 3 = ^ - E 2 , V E j £ , = - i • £ 2 . 
(3 ) VEiE^ = - V E z E 2 = - \ - E u 
(4 ) R{EUE2)E3 = R(E2.E3)Ei = / ? ( E 3 , EX)E2 = 0. 
(5 ) / ? ( £ , , £ 2 ) E 2 = / ? ( £ , . £ : i ) £ 3 = ± • fl(E2, £ 3 ) £ 3 = f i • E>. 
Observing now that 
/?(£,. E2) £2 = 1 . £,, R(EX,E2) E\ = --^ • £2, /? , E2) E, = 0 
lb 16 
R ( £ t , £3) Ey = • £3, R (El. £ 3 ) £ 3 = 1 • Eu R ( £ , , £ • , ) E 2 = 0 
lb lb 
R ( E 2 , E 3 ) E 2 = -Hi • E 3 . i? ( £ , . E 3 ) £ 3 = 1- E 2 , # ( E 2 , E 3 ) Ex = 0 
lb lb 
and since the vector fields {E\. E2. E 3 } form a basis on X{S3), by expressing any tangent 
vector fields X , Y , Z . with respect to this basis, it is not hard to verify the following 
Lemma 13 If X. Y, Z. \ V are vector fields on S3 and V " 1 denotes the orthogonal comple-
ment of a vector V" with respect to <,>, then: 
< R {X, Y ) W. Z > = — • ( < A " . Z > • < Y, W > - < X. W > • <Y.Z >) + 
16 
16 v ' ' 
In order to prove the above relation we could proceed, according to the suggestion given 
in ([D. V. V2J, pg:578), using the fact that both the members of the equality in lemma (13) 
are curvature-like and thus, it should be enough to prove that their sectional curvatures 
are equal. Denote the right hand side by Q , take a plane section n in S3 and let {X, Y} 
be an orthonormal basis of the plane section, such that: 
X = cos9E2 + stnOEi, Y = sirwEi - cos0sin4>E2 + cos&cosdEi, where ti>. 9 e R. 
It is a matter of direct calculation to verify that: 
R(X, Y. Y, X ) = Q{X. Y.Y. X) = ± + f | • co.s2(0). 
From the last equation we see that the sectional curvature corresponding to the plane 
section 7r is given by: A ' ( ~ ) = ^ + =jj • cos2(o) and as an obvious consequence ire get: 
yjr < A ' ( T T ) < y | . where the value ± is attained for any plane section cxridaiiung E\ and 
the. value ~ if n = span{E2. E 3 }. 
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Let / : S 3 —> S 6 , {ijy.iji. </.-}, / / i ) — • • ''2- . f : J . .r . , . .^. . r 6 . x 7 ) 
he the mapping having as an explicit parametrization: 
- (oy'i + 5y; - otfi - -)\)\ + 4.vi) . 
9 
•' 1 oy, t oy 2 
" 1 2 — ((/7 + y; - - u\ - y , ) . .r, 
V 2 ( 2.731/2) 9 9 y i « / 4 .'74 •'6 
./;•) «/2 
2 y 3 - IO//2//4) 
\ / 2 
n / 2 ( 2 y 1 / / 3 - 2 y : } + 2 y 2 y 4 ) 
•1-7 = — — \ / 2 (lO/yt.i/4 + 2y . , - 1 0 y 2 y : ! ) . 
The following theorem can be obtained directly f rom the above parametrization and 
recalling the way the frame E>. E:)} has been constructed. 
T h e o r e m 14 The mapping f is an isometric, totally real embedding satisfying the 
and the frame field {E\. E2. E^} satisfies the conditions of the proposition (4)-
R e m a r k 8 In [Mas] K.Mashimo classified the 3-dimensional, compact, totally real sub-
manifolds of S6, which are obtained as orbits of closed subgroups of Go and has proved that 
one of them has constant sectional curvature 1/16. The following example is the explicit 
expression for this case ([D. V. V2j. pg:580) and the. image of the immersed S ! ( 1/1G) irhich 
is given, is nothing but such an orbit. 
E x a m p l e 16 Let S:i(1/16) = { . y 2-y.(./Ai) G K'1 : y'i + yl + y'i + y'i = 16} ( " l d " , f J define 
h{EuE2) = ^ - • JUEy). Q{f*Ex.f*E-2) = J f . ( E 3 ) 
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the mapping: x : 5' J (-f^) W hy selling : 
(2/12/3 + • ' i o 10 (2/12/3 + 2/22/4) (2/12/1 - 2/22/3) W + <A - >A - y l ) • 
i<j<k ><J J 
2 " 1 0 [2/32/4 ( y 2 - */?) (2/3 + ul - ~ * y \ ) + mu-i ( y 2 - y 2 ) ( y 2 + </* - m ~ % 4 2 ) ] < 
x 4 = 2 - 1 2 [ y 2 y 4 (y 2 l + 3 ^ - y\ - Zy\) + 1/12/3 (y :j + 3/y.j - y\ - 3y 4 ' ) j 
+ 2~lt [ ( y , y 3 - y 2 y 4 ) {yf ( y 2 + 4y 2 ) - y2 {y\ + 4 y 2 ) ) ] , 
i ' 5 = X 4 ( 2 / 2 , - 2 / 1 , ^ / 3 . 2 / 4 ) , 
:r 6 = 2 _ 1 2 \ / 6 [2/12/3 + 5// 2 x l - //} - 5y4 4) - y 2 y 4 (y 2 + - 2/4 ~ 5 2 / ! ) ] 
+ J t f i 2 _ l 2 V / 6 [ ( [ / t y 3 - / / 2 . V 1 ) ( ' / i ' / ' i - 2 / 2 ? / 2 ) ] • 
•i-7 = .c6 ( j /2, - 2 / 1 , 2 / 3 , 2 / 4 ) • 
By direct computation we can prove the following : 
T h e o r e m 15 The mapping x : —> 5 6 is a totally real isometric immersion. 
Let, p = (4 ,0 ,0 ,0) € S3(±), then x(p) = (0, - 1 , 0 , . . . . 0) and we shall show that there 
are exactly 23 other points in 5 3 ( - ^ ) which are mapped onto the same point. 
Since y\ + yf + vi + y 2 = 16 it is not hard to see that 
, £ 2 ( 2 / 1 , y-2-. 2 /3 ,2 /4) = - 1 + 2"' J • .V (2 / i -2 /2-2/3> 2/4)- where .V is given f rom the relation 
-V(2A,2 /2 ,2 /3 . :<A) = £ i < 7 y? • .v2(2/2 + y'j) - 3 • E , < j < t y'i • yj • ul 
In order to prove that the mapping x is actually 24 - fold, i t should be enough to show 
that there exist exactly 24 solutions of the form (2 /1 .2 /2 ,2 /3- 2 /4) , s u c n that: .Y(y,. 2/2- 2/s- 2/1) = 
0 and y'f + y | + y | + y 4 = 16. 
By performing the substitution A, = y 2 and supposing that Ai > \> > A., > A ( . the 
condition .V = 0 is equivalent to 
(Ai - A 2 ) (A 2 (A, - A,) + A:, (A, - A,) + A 4 (A, - A 2 ) ) + 
(A 2 - A 3 ) (A 2 (A, - A.,) + A.-, (A 2 - A.,) + A,A 2 - A 3 A 4 ) + 
(A, - A 4 ) (A, (A : 1 - A,) + A, (A, - A,) + A, (A 2 - A.,)) = 0. 
This equation has the non z e r o solutions: either (A[. A 2 . A : !, A 4 ) = (A. A. A. A), w h e r e A > 0 
or solutions of the form 
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(A,. A,. A : 3. A 4 ) = (A. 0.0.0) . wi th A > 0. 
Since .V invariant under permutation of {yl. y2. y.i. IJA} and changing the sign of one or 
more of the y'ks, i f necessary, we obtain that the set of the solutions of the equation under 
discussion is : 
S = { (4 . 0. 0. 0). ( - 4 , 0. 0, 0). (0. 4. 0. 0) (0. 0, 0. - 4 ) , (2, 2, 2, 2), ( - 2 . 2. 2 . 2 ) , . . . 
. . . . ( - 2 , - 2 . - 2 . - 2 ) } and obviously \S\ = 24. 
We need the following lemma (see: [D.Y.Y2]) , which actually is the local version of the 
Cartan. Ambrose, Hicks theorem ([Wo], pg:30). 
L e m m a 14 Let Mn.Mn be Riemannian manifolds with Levi-Civita connections V, V 
respectively. Suppose that there are ckiy for 1.1, k G { 1 , 2, , n} such that Vp G A/. Vp £ 
M there exist orthonormal frame fields {Et} around the point p and {Et} around p. such 
that : 
V E ,£ ; = and V£,^ =X> )^-
A; it 
Then, for every p € A/, p G A/ there exists a local isometry f which maps a neighborhood 
of p onto a neighbourhood of p and Et on Et. 
Let : X\ : My —> S6. x2 : M2 —> S6. x% : A/3 —> S6 be the immersions correspond-
ing to the examples (15). (16) and (14) respectively. 
T h e o r e m 16 (see:[D. V. V2j. pg:582) Let x : A / 3 —> S6 be a totally real, isometric 
immersion ~of a 3-dimensional complete Riemannian manifold into S6.If the sectional 
curvatures K of M satisfy h > y^, then either M is simply connected and x is congruent, 
either to: 
( 1 ) , , : ! / ; — > 5 ( i . ie: ±<K<%. 
(2 ) x : i : A/ : ! —• S 6 . ie: K = 1. 
or x (the composition of ttie universal covering map of M with x), is congruent to: 
x2 : A/ 2 —> S6, ie: A' = 7 7 -
Proof: Let x = x o TT. where rr denotes the universal covering map TT : A/ —> M. 
From the Bonnet-Myers theorem we know that, since M is compact, the s a m e 1- true for 
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M. From proposition (4) we obtain that either . 1 / is totally geodesic, and in this case .7 
is congruent to .2:3. or M has constant sectional curvature .and x is congruent to x->. or 
that the sectional curvatures K. of M. varv between 77 and 4^. 
1 o lb 
In the last case, f rom (4). ( 5 ) of the proposition ( 5 ) , using the (1). (2), (3) of lemma (11) 
together w i th lemma (12). we obtain that M is homogeneous and locally isometric to M\. 
But since M{ is analytic, there wi l l be an isometry between M\ and M. Therefore there 
exist, an orthonormal basis { E ^ E>. E : i } of . 1 / , . an orthonormal basis {Fx. E 2 . E { } of M. 
both defined globally and satisfying proposition ( 0 ) . and an isometry o : Mi —> M. such 
that: 
(pi,El = Ft. Vz = 1.2.3. 
If we denote by 0 the map between the normal bundles of M{ and M, defined by o(JE,) = 
J Fi, then we see that o preserves the bundle metric, the second fundamental form and 
the normal connection. By the r igidi ty theorem (4 ) of Chapter 1, x and x\ are congruent 
and since x t is an embedding, follows that x is an embedding, in the corresponding case, 
and consequently xi is an isometry. The proof is completed. 
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Chapter 3 
Chen's inequality and a Riemannian 
invariant for submanifolds in space 
forms 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we discuss an inequality due to B.Y. Chen ([Ch2]) which involves the 
main invariants of a submanifold of a space form. This inequality is an improvement of 
an inequality proved by Chen in [Chi] and it is actually the best possible, since examples 
of submanifolds of Euclidean space forms are given for which the inequality becomes an 
equality. Specifically. Chen proved that: 
where r denotes the scalar curvature of an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold (n > 2) 
immersed in an m-dimensional space form R m ( c ) and at each p € M , for vr running over 
the set of all 2 - plane sections in TPM. the function i n f K is defined by: 
Chen defined a new Riemannian invariant of a submanifold M of a space form, namely : 
in f K > - T n
z(n - 2) 
( n - 1 
- (n + 1) • (n - 2) • c (3.1.1) 
i n f K ( p ) = inf{K(n): VTT C TpM}. (3.1.2) 
a\w : M R, which is given by 
<hi (p) = 
r{p) 
- infK (p) . (3.1.3) 
9 
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and in this case Chen's inequality attains the form 
(n - 2) 2 
S.M < 
2 • { n - 1 
H\\2 + {n + \)-c). (3.1.4) 
We also investigate the situation of a submanifold for which the inequality becomes an 
equality. In particular. Chapter 3 is structured in the following way: 
In (§3.2) we introduce preliminary notation and basic definitions, and give a proof of 
a relation existing between, scalar curvature, length of the mean curvature and of the 
second fundamental form, the sectional curvature of the space form and the dimension 
of the submanifold. A n algebraic lemma, which plays a crucial role in obtaining Chen's 
inequality, w i l l be stated as well. 
In (§3.3), after proving the inequality, we focus on the case where the inequality becomes 
an equality. I t wi l l be shown that, by an appropriate choice of the orthonormal frame, 
the shape operator attains a very •"nice" form. 
In (§3.4) we further insist in the case of the equality by defining and studying a dis tr ibut ion 
on the submanifold M. Main reference for the sections (§3.2), (§3,3) and (§3.4) is [Ch2]. 
In section (§3.5) we consider the case of total ly real 3-dimensional submanifolds of 5 6 
and give the very elementary results about the form the shape operator and the second 
fundamental form attains, and finally we state and prove an existence and uniqueness 
result which w i l l be useful for the next chapter. 
The last section (§3.6) is devoted to the presentation of some examples of total ly real 
submanifolds of 5 6 satisfying the Chen's equality. The further study of the implications 
of the examples and of their influence in the classification wi l l be emphalsized in the next 
chapter and in the present section we only deduced some first conclusions. The main 
reference for the sections (§3.5) and (§3.6) are [C.D.Y.V1] and [C.D.Y.Y2] . 
3.2 Prel iminaries 
Let IR m (c) denote an m-dimensional space form of constant sectional curvature r and M 
an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold immersed in R m ( c ) . 
Consider an orthonormal frame j c , e n . e n + l em} defined on an open subset of 
the ambient space such that span {c, e,,} -- TpM at each point p G M. Then, the 
orthonormal frame wi l l be called an adapted frame. I f {/i™ } are the coefficients of rhc 
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second fundamental form, wi th respect to an adapted orthonormal frame, we can write : 
m . n 
a — n + l z=1 
n jn n m 
ii"ii; = E E (h°i)2- w r - ^ - ' E E «•»&• 
( , j = l a = n + l i . j = l (t = n + l 
We are going to prove a relation between the scalar curvature r of M. the length of the 
second fundamental form, the length of the mean curvature vector, and the sectional 
curvature of the ambient space form. 
L e m m a 15 Let M be a Riemannian manifold immersed in the m-dimensional space form 
R m ( c ) . Then the following relation holds: 
T = n2-\\H\\2-\\h\\2 + n - ( n - l ) - c . (3.2.2) 
P r o o f : Let { e i , e n . e n + l , e m ) be an adapted frame on R m ( c ) . We denote by /?, R 
the curvature operators on M and R'"(c) respectively and use the notation involving the 
coefficients of the second fundamental form given by the system (3.2.1). 
By hypothesis R m ( c ) is a c-space form and thus /?(e,, e,, e,, e3) — c, Vz / j. On the other 
hand r = ]Cr?=i R(e^ f i- ' '<•' / ) • Hence, by using the Gauss equation and in the same time 
keeping in mind that f rom the n2 pairs (e,-.ej) only n • (n — 1) of them contribute to the 
sum giving r , we obtain (3.2.2). 
Recall in this point the following ( [Chi ] ) : 
Def in i t ion 22 Let M an n-dimensional submamfold of a Riemannian manifold. An 
involutive distribution on M will be called a foliation on M. Let v be a subbundle of the 
normal bundle of M. Then v is said to be a paral le l normal subbundle if and only 
if: V_y£ G v, VA' G TpM.p G M and for any section £ of the subbundle v. where V 1 
denotes the. Levi-Civita connection in the normal bundle of M. 
In order to proceed wi th the discussion of the main result of this chapter wo shall state 
the following algebraic lemma ([Ch2] ) 
L e m m a 16 Let ci\.a> a„ .c be real numbers, n > 2 and suppose that the equation 
{Yl'i-i a i ) 2 = i n ~ 1) ' (X]"=i "f + ' ) holds. Then 2 a ( « j > c and the equality t><curs if and 
only if: a.\ 4- ci2 = a^. VA- = 3. -1 ;/. 
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3.3 Chen's equality and the shape operator 
Let . 1 / and R m ( c ) be as in the previous section, { e i . . . . . e m } an adapted orthonormal 
frame and TT = span{e\, e-?}. Furthermore, let us assume that H/\\H\\ = e, l + 1 7^  0 . where 
H denotes the mean curvature vector, and set: 
n2 • (n -2) 
\\H\\2-(n + l)-(n-2)-c. (3.3.1) n - 1 
were the 5 of the above expression is not the same wi th the one used in the introduction 
of the current chapter, but its double. Using the relations. (3.2.2) of lemma (15). (3.2.1) 
and (3.3.1) we get: 
11 
2 \H\\2 = {n - 1) • \\htf + (n - 1) • [S - 2c) . (3.3.2) 
From the expressions (3.2.1) for the length of the second fundamental form and for the 
mean curvature vector we obtain: 
1 \ 2 n n m 
E ^ + l = ( n - i ) - { E K + , ) 2 + E K + 1 ) 2 + E E ( ^ ) 2 + ^ - 2 - c | . 
i=l / '=1 ' ¥ j i,j = la=n+2 (3 3 3) 
Recalling lemma (16) and applying i t we deduce: 
n m 
2 • h»r • h - 1 > E [ ( / ! u + 1 ) 2 ] + E E +S-2-C. (3.3.4) 
i ^ j i .j = 1 a = n + 1 
On the other hand it is easy to verify, using the relations (3.2.1), the Gauss equation and 
the definit ion of the sectional curvature, that: 
m m 
K{n)~=c+ E h n l f ^ ' E (/l?2)2- (3-3-5) 
a=n+l n=n+l 
Combining the relations (3.3.5) and (3.3.4) we get 
m . 
E D W 2 + K f t 4 E ( / ir) 2 + 
I E + E [w. + ^ v f . t;J-3-6' 
a = n + 2 ;>2 a = n+2 
and it is obvious that the inequality infK > ^ • S holds. 
Now. let us consider the case where the equality occurs in (3.3.6) and C I K M . ^ - {< t.i->} 
such that the sectional curvature1 I\ attains its minimum for the plane section - -panned 
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by e>! and e 2. Moreover, we can choose a basis { e l ; . . . ,en} which diagonalizes the shape 
operator in the direction e n + l . Under these circumstances, infK — | and i t can be 
applied the second part of lemma (16). 
In order to apply it we first observe that, in case the equality occurs, the inequalities 
(3.3.4) and (3.3.6) become equalities and the following sequence of equalities must be 
satisfied: 
L = c + / ^ > . / ^ - £ ( / ^ ) 2 , 
a = n+2 
r m rn 
1 = £ E ( K / + (« / ) + r E 
Q = n + I j > 2 a = n+2j>2 
1 ) 
_. W1+h$2f + 1-. (3.3.7) 
a=7i+2 
The second of the above equations, after the simplification of the quantity | , becomes 
zero and i t is nothing but a sum of squares. Therefore, each of its terms must vanish and 
thus we deduce the following information about the coefficients of the second fundamental 
form: 
t .n+1 _ _ LH + 1 _ n i n + l _ Q 
nil — . . . — n i n — U . nnt]>2 ~ U 
h\ = hr2j = hrtJ = 0. r = a + 2 . . . . . m. i, j = 3 n 
h n u 2 + h22 2 = ••• = >An\ + ht2 = ° ' ^ i 2 + l = 0. (3.3.8) 
The first two equations of the system (3.3.8) are obtained using the vanishing of the terms 
(/? - j + 1 ) 2 for any j > 2, a = a + 2 . . . . , in and the symmetry of h. The fourth equation is 
a consequence of the equalities ( / i" , + h?n)2 — 0, where a = n + 2 , . . . , m. The th i rd has 
been deduced by imposing : [h\})2 + {h,r2jj2 = 0, for r = n + 2 , . . . , m and i.j = 3 n. 
Finally, the fifth is implied by the assumption on the diagonalization of the shape operator 
by the basis {ei e,,} wi th respect to the direction e n + 1 — H/\\H\\. 
Setting : at = h^+l.i = 1,2 n we can apply the second part of lemma (16) and 
obtain: 
Under the aspect of the above discussion and combining (3.3.7), (3.3.8 ) and (3.3.9) we 
can state the following ([Ch2], pg:.370-571) 
T h e o r e m 17 Let M be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold immersed into the. c-
space form R m ( c ) . Then the inequality (3.1.1) holds. 
If equality occurs in (3.1.1) there is an adapted orthonormal basis { e i , . . . . e„. e n + 1 , . . . . e m ) 
such that: 
and 
f a 0 0 . . . 0 \ 
0 6 0 . . . 0 
0 0 l.i ... 0 = .4 „+i, where a + b = 
\° 0 0 . . . / V 
fh'n h[2 0 . . . 0 \ 
K2 - h u 0 . . .0 
0 0 0 . . .0 = .4 r . Vr = n + 2, 
v ° 0 ...oj 
. m. 
where A n + l denotes the shape operator in the direction of the normal vector e n +i and AT 
in the direction determined by the rest of the vectors e „ + 2 , . . . ,em of the normal space. 
I t is clear that in the case of a 3-dimensional total ly real submanifold of S 6 , since M has 
to be minimal , the invariant S satisfies the S < 2. In particular, the form attained by 
the shape operators, when the Chen's equality SM = 2 occurs, plays a crucial role in the 
investigation of such submanifolds and this is going to be illustrated in due chapter 4. 
3.4 A n integrable distribution 
In this section we study further the generic case of submanifolds M of a real space form 
and specifically we focus on the properties of a distr ibution defined on M when t he Chen's 
equality occurs on M. 
Let M be a Riemannian manifold immersed in the real space form Rm(c) and suppose 
that at each point p 6 M the equality in (3.1.1), i.e: the 
i n f K = \ - { T - {"~'(" ~ 2 ) ) • \\Hf - (n - f 1) • (n - 2) • c} 
2 (n - 1) 
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holds, ( where the notation concerns the " in i t ia l" 6 of the introduction ). 
If this is the case then, the shape operators at tain the form described in theorem (17). 
At each point p of M we consider the following subset of the tangent space 
Definit ion 23 V(p) = {X G TPM : {n - 1) • h{X.Y) = n • H < X. Y > . V I " e TPM}. 
Let us assume, f rom now on, that the dimension of V(p) does not depend on the point p. 
Then V(p) defines a distr ibution on M. 
R e m a r k 9 The distribution V defined on M provides information on the existence of 
totally umbilical submamfolds of M which foliate M. In this case, if k denotes the di-
mension of the distribution. M will be called a k-ruled submamfold of the space form 
and this means that is foliated (le: an involutive distribution is given on M) by a family 
of totally geodesic k-dimensional submanifolds. If this is the case then (see:[Ch'2j). M 
will be generated by the motion of a totally geodesic k-dimensional submanifold along an 
(n-k)-dimensional manifold. 
An analogous situation, probably a motivation for Chen to define the distribution D. is 
the well known case of the ruled surfaces in the 3-dimensional Euclidean space and in 
particular we could mention the examples of the cylinder, cone, hyperboloid. hyperbolic 
paraboloid (saddle), of any ruled surface and more specifically of any developable surface. 
Using the information provided by theorem (17). concerning the form attained by the 
shape operator when Chen's equality occurs on M. we shall study further the dis tr ibut ion 
V. 
• I t is evident that: 
h {ej,ej) = fi • en + l . V j = 3 n 
h (r,.ek) = 0. V , = 3 //. VA- 1 n. k # j. 
Therefore, at each point /; G M. the vectors e„} are elements of 'D(p) and 
thus. dimV(p) > n - 2. 
I f V{p) — span{e:\ < n } then dim'V(p) = // — 2. 
Suppose that, dim.V(p) = n - 1. I f e2 G V{p) then: 
(n - l ) / i ( e 2 , c 2 ) = n < e 2, ei > H - 0 = > 
/,,(p,.e,) = 0 / i ^ 2 = / t 2 1 = 0. 
Vr £ { n + 2 rn} 
But, since a + b = f.t and eL ^ X>(/J), and moreover H = (n - 1) • /* • e, 1 + 1. we get that 
a = 0, b = ^ and further, f rom the form attained by the shape operators, in this 
particular case, we obtain Imh = span{en+l}. 
Let A', Y, Z 6 Tp.U and use the Codazzi equation (1.2.15, Chapter l ) to get: 
V ^ - / i {Y, Z) - V f h ( A . Z) = h (V A - r , Z) + h (V, V.\-Z) 
- / i ( V v - A ' . Z ) - / i ( A , V V - Z ) . 
I f we choose X,Z G T>(p) to be mutually orthogonal then, by using the definit ion 
(23) of V{p), we see that h(X. Z) = 0 and moreover: 
v^h (Y, z) = h (v.vr. z) + h (r, vA-z) 
- / i ( V y A , Z) - / i (A', V y , Z ) e s p a n { e n + 1 } , 
i.e: Imh is a paral le l normal subbundle of the normal bundle. 
Suppose that dimV(p) = n ie: V(p) = span{e\, e 2 , . . . e n } . I f this is the case, then 
for the coefficients of the second fundamental form, by taking A . Y € TPM to be 
mutually orthogonal and applying the defining property of X>, we find that: 
hrl} = 0, \/iJ = 1 n. Vr = n + 1 , m. 
In conclusion, M w i l l be a totally geodesic submanifold of the space form E m ( c ) 
and V t r iv ia l ly integrable since, dimlmh = 0 and each nJ. i^\>**.*cf<ild. of the 
dis t r ibut ion is total ly geodesic. 
Consider again the cases: 
dimV(p) = n — 1, Imh = span{en+i}, T>i-(p) = span{ei} and 
dimV(p) = n — 2. 'D^-(p) = span{eu e 2 } . 
Choose A ' . l ' e D and Z € P 1 . Then /),(A, Z ) = /i(Y', Z ) = 0. thus 
(v. v/0(r.z) = - M V . V V . Z ) - M r . v . v Z ) . 
( V v / i ) ( A . Z) = - / / (Vv-V. Z) - h ( A . V y Z ) 
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and since the torsion is zero we deduce: 
h ([A", Y) ,Z) = h (V. V V. Z) - h (V>-A", Z ) . w i t h A , I ' e P = > 
^ ( [ A M ' l . Z ) = / i - { < A . V y Z > - < i ' . V . v Z > } - e n + 1 . 
Using the Codazzi equation we finally obtain: 
/ i ( [ A , V], Z) = //• < [A, r ] , Z > - e n + 1 =s> [A, V] e V(p) 
and it is proved (recalling the t r iv ia l case of being M totally geodesic in K m ( c ) ) that 
the dis t r ibut ion V is integrable. 
• Let us consider a connected component (or equivalently: a maximal integral sub-
manifold) of V{p). I f dimV(p) = n then each connected component is total ly 
geodesic and consequently wi l l be totally umbilical. 
If dimViyp) = n — 2 then V(p) = {e .3 , . . . , e „ } , using theorem (17), and for (A;, r) 6 
{ 1 n} x {/?, + 2 m } , we have: 
-^•en+lek = LLek- and Aerek = 0. VA; > 3, Vr. 
It is obvious that the connected component under consideration is total ly umbi l -
ical. 
I f dimV(p) = n - 1 then, by interchanging e{ w i th e2 i f necessary, we get: 
V{p) = span{e2 e „ } . h\2 - hT2x — 0. a = 0, b = ft 
and i t is easy to check that T>(p) is total ly umbilical. 
Note: In the discussion of the totally urnbilicity of the distr ibution V we have modified 
the process w i t h respect to [Ch2], making a direct use of the form attained by the shape 
operator. We can state the following: 
L e m m a 17 Let M be an 71-dimensional submanifold of a real space form R ' " ( r ) . Suppose 
that the Chen's equality holds and moreover we assume that the dimension of P does not 
depend on point p € M.Then, exactly one of the following cases occurs: 
(1 ) D is an (n-2)-dunensional distribution 
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( 2 ) 2 ? = TM and M is totally geodesic in Wn(e) 
(3 ) The first normal subbundle Imh is 1-dimensional and if we choose e, l + 1 G Irnh. 
then An+i has exactly two distinct eigenvalues 0. // with multiplicities 1 and n-1 
respectively. Thus. V gives rise to an (n-1)-dimensional distribution. 
Furthermore, the. distribution V is integrable and each connected component of V is a 
totally umbilical submamfold of the ambient space form. 
Let . 1 / A . 1 / be an immersion of the the n-dimensional manifold M. Let V be an 
integrable dis tr ibut ion on . 1 / and V1- be the orthogonal complement of V in the tangent 
bundle of M. Then: 
L e m m a 18 h(V,V^) = 0 if and only if is a parallel normal subbundle of L in M 
for any L. where. L is a connected component of the distribution D. 
Proof: I f .4, V1- denote the shape operator and the normal connection of the connected 
component (of V) L in . 1 / . then for any X G L, and Z G X L (in A/) we have 
-AZX + V | - Z = V A - Z = V A - Z + h{X, Z). 
Therefore, h{X, Z ) = 0 i f and only i f V | - Z G V L . 
I t is clear now that, h(T>.'DL) = 0 if and only i f _LL (in M) is a parallel normal 
subbundle of LL in M. for any L G V. But . = ( X > - L | ^ ) X and the assertion is 
proved. 
3.5 Chen's equality, totally real 3-dimensional sub-
manifolds of S6 and an existence and uniqueness 
theorem. 
In this section we are going to focus on total ly real 3-dimensional submanifolds of S 6 
satisfying Chen's equality. A certain number of examples and basic facts, w h i c h are 
prerequisites for the discussion of the results of the next chapter, w i l l be given. Intact. 
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this section can be characterized as an introduction for Chapter 4. The main references 
are [C.D.V.Vl] and [C.D.V.V2]. 
Let .1 / M be an immersion of the n-dimensional Riemannian manifold M into the 
m-dimensional manifold space form M and we assume that the immersion is minimal. In 
this case H = 0. therefore Chen's inequality becomes: 
Su < I • {n + 1) • (n - 2) 









\ 0 0 
Ar Vr = n + 1, m. 
0/ 
Indeed, since we have choosen | | / / | | / / = e n+i if H ^ 0 and if H — 0 then e n + 1 is a 
direction which diagonalizes the shape operator, given that M is by hypothesis minimal, 
follows from theorem (17) that the condition a + b = 0 must be satisfied and the assertion 
is an obvious consequence. From now on we shall focus on totally real immersions of 
3-dimensional submanifolds of S 6. In this case the immersion is minimal and Chen's 
inequality becomes: <5u < 2. 
The next theorem gathers the first results concerning the Chen's inequality, the form of 
the shape operator when the equality 6^ = 2 occurs, and it is a direct application of the 
above observations. 
Theorem 18 (see:[C.D.V.VlJ ) Let M —> S6 be a totally real immersion of the 3-
dimensional manifold M. Then 6\t < 2 and equality holds, at a point p of M. if and 
only if there is a tangent basis {ei. e2.. e ;j} and a normal basis {e 4 ,e 5 ,e f i } such that the 
shape operators attain the form: 
'hru h[2 0N 
h\2-hrn0 
0 0 0, 
-4 r. 4.5.6. 
The following theorem provides further information on the second fundamental form, at 
a point p G M. when the Chen's equality S.u(p) = 2 occurs. 
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Theorem 19 (see:[C.D. V. VI]) Let M be a totally real 3-dimensional submamfold of the 
6-sphere. Then 6\f < 2 and the equality holds if and only if there is a basis {< <.i >. r , } of 
TPM such that: 
h (e,, ex) = \.Jey. h [ex. e2) = -XJe2. h (e2. e2) = -AJe, , 
h{eu e3) = /x (e2, c:J) = / i (c3, e:J) = 0. (3.5.2) 
w/iere A G R + - {0} satisfies the 2A2 = 3 - r(p). 
Proof: Let us assume that the equality 6\[(p) — 2 holds at p G A/. If /; is a totally 
geodesic point there is nothing to prove. We assume p to be non totally geodesic. 
On UMp = {a € TPM : < u. H > = 1} is defined the function / p (u ) = < h{u. u). J a > 
and since UMP is compact, we can assume, using the method of maximalization, that 
f p attains its maximum at the point u 6 UMP. It follows, repeating the same steps as we 
did in similar previous cases, that: 
fp(u) > 0, < h(u. a). Jtv >= 0. Vu- e UMP such that < u, w > = 0. 
But, M being totally real implies that .4jy-.Y = —Jh(X. Y) [see:(2.2.9) in lemma (9) of 
Chapter 2]. Combining these facts we obtain that u is an eigenvector of AJu. 
Set u = e\ and choose e .^e? such that, the set {ei , 6-2,63} is an orthonormal basis of 
TPM and e, is an eigenvector of Aje> of corresponding eigenvalue A*. From the theorem 
(18) follows that the image of the operator ,4/e, is a subspace of the tangent space, at 
most 2-dimensional. and moreover, since e, belongs to this basis (rearranging rhe terms, 
if necessary ), we can assume : 
AJeiei = Ae l t Ajp[e2 = -\Je2. Ajeje:i = 0. 
Using once more theorem (18). recalling the symmetry of < h(u,v)..Jtr > and the fact 
that {Jeu Je2, Je 3 } is an orthonormal basis of ±PM. we obtain 
< Aje,ej,e3 >= 0. V i . j = 1.2.3 
and combining with the fact of being M minimal in Sh. we get: 
< Aje:)e:i, e2 > = < .4./(.,f \ .< _. > = < .4./,,,r2.62 > = 0. 
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Therefore, the second fundamental form has been completely determined as a function of 
the eigenvalue A. 
Applying the Gauss equation (1.2.14) for all the 2-plane sections {e,-, Cj} we obtain: 
2r = 6 - 2 < h, h > and < /?, h >= A2 = > 2A2 = 3 - r. 
and the proof is completed. 
The theorem on the uniqueness and existence of totally real immersions in Sb will be 
splited in two parts (see:[C.D.V.\T]) 
Theorem 20 (Uniqueness) Let xl. x2 : M <—> S 6, be two totally real, isometric im-
mersions of a 3-dimensional Riemannian manifold (A/, < , > ) , with second fundamental 
forms hl, h2 respectively and the same orientation (induced by JQ , where Q is the tensor 
field G{X, Y) = (V\J)y defined on the 6-sphere). 
Suppose < hl(X, K) , Jx\Z > = < h2(X. Y), -Jx\Z > , VA', Y, Z G XM. Then, there exists 
an isometry 5 6 A 5 6 such that xl = x2 o A. 
Proof: We have: Vj^JY = J V X Y + g{X, Y), AJYX = -Jh(X. Y), VA, Y G X(M). 
(see: (2.2.8), (2.2.9), and we can check that the normal connections and the shape operators 
of the immersions xl,x2 coincide. Applying standard uniqueness results for minimal 
immersions in real space forms we have the required assertion. 
Theorem 21 (Existence) Let (M. <, >) be a simply connected, oriented . 3-dimensional 
Riemannian manifold and A : TM x TM —> TM a skew symmetric operator assigning, 
to each pair { A , Y} of linearly independent vectors, the unique vector X A \ ~ of length 
\J < X, X > • < Y',Y > — < X, Y >2 which is orthogonal to both X. }' and such that the 
set {X. A' A Y} is a positively oriented basis. 
Let a be a symmetric bilinear TM - valued form defined on M and such that: 
(1 ) Tra = 0. 
(2 ) < a(X, Y),Z > is totally symmetric. 
(3 ) (Va)(A\ Y.Z) + A' A <\(Y. Z) is totally symmetric. 
(4 ) R{X.Y)Z =< Y.Z > A - < A. Z > + n{a(Y. Z). X) - a(o(A. Z) . Y). 
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Then, there exists a totally real immersion x : M «-» S1' such that the second fundamental 
form h satisfies: h(X, Y) = Ja(A\ Y) and moreover Q(X, Y) = J(X A Y). 
Proof: For all vector fields A". 1" Z e X{M) and for any Y2.1'3} orthonormal vector 
fields on M we have: 
< X A Y. Z > + < X A Z. Y > = 0, 
< Y3 A I ' , , } , A Y, >= 0. (3.5.3) 
Take X, Y to be orthonormal. then, since < X A Y, X > = < A' A Y, Y > = 0, we get: 
< V z (A A Y ) . X >= - < X A Y. V Z A > = < ( V Z A ) A Y, X >, 
< X A V Z Y . X >= 0 = > < V Z (A A Y ) , A > = 
< (V Z A") A Y. X > + < X A ( V z l ' ) , A > . (3.5.4) 
Similarly we obtain: 
< V z {X A Y ) . Y > = - < A A Y, V Z Y >, 
< (V Z A") A Y. Y > = 0 = ^ < V Z ( A A V) , Y >= 
< (V 2 A~) A Y + X A ( V Z V ) . A A Y > . (3.5.5) 
We also observe that 
< A A V, A A Y >= 1 = > < V z (A A Y ) . A A Y >= 0 = > 
< V z (A' A V ) . A A Y > = < ( V Z A ) A V + A A ( V Z V ) , A A > . (3.5.6) 
Combining the relations (3.5.4). (3.5.5) and (3.5.6) we obtain 
V z (A A Y) = ( V Z A ) A Y + X A ( V Z V ) (3.5.7) 
and it is easy to check that (3.5.7) is valid for arbitrary vector fields. 
Identify NM with TM via J 0 and define a connection V x on NM by setting 
V^JQY = JoV.vY + ./ 0 (A A Y) (3.5.8) 
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for all vector fields A". \' e X{M). where J 0 is the identification between TM and X M. 
Define a second fundamental form h and a shape operator Aj0\ for any A*. Y G -£(.U) by 
setting : 
h [X.Y) = JQa(X.Y) (3.5.9) 
A.,oXY=a{X.Y) . (3.5.10) 
The equations of Gauss. Codazzi and Ricci are satisfied hence, by the existence and 
uniqueness theorems for immersions in real space forms, there exists an isometric immer-
sion x : M S6. with second fundamental form h, normal connection V x and shape 
operator Aj0\- It remains only to be shown that the immersion x is totally real. 
Consider S 6 be immersed in R' by the inclusion map and define a vector cross product 
on R7 by setting 
p x A = JQX, p x , / 0 A = - A . A x Y = J 0 (A A Y). 
(JoA') x Y = X A Y- < X.Y > -p. J 0 A x J0Y = - A A Y, (3.5.11) 
for any vector fields A M " G XW. Denote by D the Levi-Civita connection on R' and 
using (3.5.8), (3.5.9). (3.5.10) and (3.5.11) we get: 
Dy (p x A') - (Dyp) x A - p X DyX = Dy ( J 0 A ) - Y X A - J0DyX 
= V Y { J 0 X ) - A j o X Y - J 0 ( X A Y ) 
- J 0 V v A - J0h(X.Y) 
= J0VyX + J0(X AY) - a(X.Y) 
- J0(X AY) - J0VyX - a(X.Y) 
= 0. 
Similarly working we can compute the rest of the equations in order to prove that the 
defined vector cross product, is actually parallel. 
Recalling the uniqueness of the vector cross product on the 6-sphere (see:[Calj). and by 
applying an arbitrary element of SO(7), we deduce that M is totally real and the tensor 
field J 0 coincides with the usual almost complex structure of S6. This completes the proof 
of the theorem. 
As the final step in this section, by observing that the dimension of T>(p) is either 3 or 1 
and from the form attained by the shape operators, we can state the following: 
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Lemma 19 (see: [D.V] ) Let M be. a totally real 3-dimensional subrnanifold of S6 with 
second fundamental form h. Then 6\[(p) = 2 if and only if there exists a tangent vector 
c G TPM. such that : h(v. w) = 0. Vit- e TPM. 
3.6 Chen's equality and examples 
This section is actually the continuation of the previous one and provides some exam-
ples of totally real submanifolds satisfying Chen's equality. These examples will be used 
within chapter 4 for the classification of totally real submanifolds of 5 6 which satisfy 
Chen's equality and in particular they will play a basic role in the classification of sub-
manifolds having constant scalar curvature as well as in the case where further conditions 
of integrability on the distributions V and V1- are imposed. 
Example 17 Let S3 = {(yx. y-2, y:i- y^) € E4 : yf + y\ + y\ + y\ - 1} be the unit sphere in 
E4. where S 3 is considered as an immersed submanifold o/R 4 by the inclusion map. Let 
us define the vector fields A ' i ,A ' 2 , A 3 G 3C(53) by: 
^'1 (?yi, */2, y:h y\) = {y-2--in-y\, -y*) • 
-V2 (<J\. !J2- Vi, !M) = (y.3- -!h. - f j i - !h) • 
A.) (yi, 1J2, y-i, y*) = {y.\. //!• - < / 2 - - u i ) • (3.6.1) 
It is easy to verify that: 
A metric <,> and an orthonormal basis {E1.E-2.E3}, with respect to this metric, can be 
defined on S3 by setting: 
[A'i , X2] = 2 • A 3 , [A' 2. A'-j] = 2-A' , , [A : 5 . A\ ] = 2 • A , . (3.6.2) 
< A ! ! A J > = 0 , V i ^ j . 
< Xy,Xi > = < A 2 . A 2 > = 6. < A 3 , A' 3 > = 36, 
- 1 Y E ~ 1 Y 
1 
E A 3 6 
(3.6.3) 
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Using the formula of Koszul we compute the connection on S'5 and get 
v E l £ , = v E 2 £ 2 = v, t/-: : i. 
V E l £ 2 = - V E , £ , = £ 3 , V E l £ 3 = - £ 2 , 
V £ 3 £ i = - ^ £ l . V E , , £ 3 = £ , . V E s £ 2 = \ ' E U (3.6.4) 
anfi a straightforward computation yields 
R (Ex,E2) E3 = R ( £ 2 . £ 3 ) £ 1 = # (£"3, £ . ) E> = 0. 
R(El.E2)E2 = ~^-Ei, R{EUE3)E3 = £,, R{E2,E3)E3 = £ , . (3.6.5) 
Using theorem (21) we can define a symmetric bilinear form a on the tangent bundle by: 
a(Ei,Ei) = ^ / | - £ 1 . a • ( £ , , £ 2 ) = • £ 2 , a ( £ 2 , £ 2 ) = - ^ / | • £ , , 
ft (£ : ! , £ 0 = a ( £ 3 , £ 2 ) = ft ( £ 3 , £ 3 ) = 0. (3.6.6) 
Using (3.6.4), (3.6.5) and direct calculation we can show the symmetric bilinear operator, 
defined by (3.6.6), satisfies the conditions of the existence theorem (21) and hence there 
exists a totally real isometric immersion: 
{S\ < . > ) ^ S 6 such that h{X. Y) = ./r>(.V, V) , V.Y. i ' € X{S:i). 
In particular, by direct calculation we get r = — -r infK = — ^ and thus <) = 2. 
Note: The immersion e>i is a totally real immersion of constant scalar curvature r = —| 
satisfying Chen's equality. 
We proceed with the construction of a second totally real immersion of the 3-dimensional 
unit sphere in S 6 which satisfies Chen's equality and moreover, is of constant sectional 
curvature. 
Example 18 Consider again the S] as a submanifold o/lR 4. the immersion given by the 
inclusion map. Take the vector fields A"i. A' 2. A'3 as in example (17) and define a new 
metric <, > on S 3 by setting: 
< Xt.Xj > = 0. V/. 1 e {1 n}. 1 ^  j and 
< A"[. A", > = < A'.,. A", > = 2. < A",. A'| > = 4. 1 3.6.7) 
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Define the orthonormal basts { £ | , £ 2 , £ 3 } as in example (17) and by repeating analogous 
steps we compute the connection and the curvature operator: 
V E l E l = V E , E2 = V E , £ 3 , V E l E-2 = -VE.1El = - £ 3 , 
V E l E : i = -E2. VE^E{=0. V £ , £ 3 = V E 3 £ 2 = 0. 
R{EUE2)E2 = -Ei. R {Ei, £ 3 ) £ 3 = Ex, R{E2,E3)E3 = E2, 
R {EX,E2) £3 = R {E2. £3) Ei= R ( £ 3 . £ , ) £ , = 0. (3.6.8) 
Define a bilinear symmetric form on TSi by setting 
a {Ei, Ei) = £ 1 , a {E{. E>) = - £ 2 . cv ( £ 2 . £ 2 ) = - £ 1 , 
a £ 3 ) = a ( £ 2 . £ : ! ) = a ( £ 3 . £ 3 ) = 0. (3.6.9) 
It is easy to verify that the conditions of the existence theorem (21) are satisfied. Therefore, 
there exists a totally real immersion: 
(S 3 , < , >) A S6. such that h{X, Y) = Ja(X, Y), VA\ Y e X{S:i). 
By direct calculation we find: r = 1. infK = — 1, 8 — 2. 
Note: u)2 is a totally real immersion satisfying Chen's equality and of constant scalar 
curvature. 
Example 19 Let N be any unit vector in R' and S 5 be the unit sphere in the linear 
subspace orthogonal to N. We consider an arbitrary surface immersion f : M' <—> and 
define 
x '• ( ~ 2 ' 9) X s i n t ' U 2 ^ 5 1 : = sin(t)N + cos{t)f{p). 
Then x is an example of a minimal, totally real immersion and it is easy to verify, using 
theorem (18), that satisfies Chen's equality and furthermore, it is not of constant scalar 
curvature. 
Note: The mapping x is a warped product immersion of the surface immersion f : M1 <—> 
S° with the unit normal X to this S : ). More details on the warped product immersions 
there are in the next chapter, in the last part of the section §4-3-
Chapter 4 
Chen's equality and classification of 
totally real 3-dimensional 
submanifolds of 5 6 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter classification results are discussed, concerning totally real, 3-dimensional 
submanifolds of S6, imposing at first, that they all satisfy Chen's equality. In particular, 
chapter 4 is structured in the following way: 
In (§4.2) the condition of being a totally real immersion of constant scalar curvature is 
studied and it is proved that in this case the immersion is either totally geodesic or locally 
congruent to one of the immersions t'2, (therefore satisfying Chen's equality) given in 
the examples (17), (18) respectively, of the section (§3.6). The main reference for this 
section is [C.D.V.VT]. 
In (§4.3). totally real, 3-dimensional submanifolds of S 6 satisfying Chen"s equality are 
investigated, under the extra assumptions that the subspaces V(p), given by definition 
(23) has constant dimension (and thus V results to be a distribution) and moreover that 
the complementary distribution V 1 is also integrable. In this case the warped product 
immersion given in the example (19) of (§3.6) characterizes such immersions, satisfying 
the imposed conditions. The main reference for this section is [C.D.Y.V2J. 
In (§4.4) it is proved that, starting from a holomorphic curve N\ A-CP' ! (4). and u>ing the 
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Hopfs fibration 5'5 A C P 2 ( 4 ) . we can find a totally geodesic embedding S:' —> Sh such 
that the immersion PN{ —> S 6, where w denotes a lifting of the holomorphic curve to a 
unit circle bundle over N\. is a 3-dimensional totally real immersion in S6 which satisfies 
Chen's equality. 
In (§4.5) almost complex curves without totally geodesic points are taken under consid-
eration and by defining a mapping from their unit tangent bundle into S1'. totally real 
immersions (possibly branched) satisfying Chen's equality are produced. Furthermore, by 
defining tubes of radius | over almost complex immersions in S 6, new examples of totally 
real 3-dimensional submanifolds are obtained. 
In (§4.6) local converses of the above theorems are proved and more specifically: 
for any totally real immersion of a 3-dimensional manifold in 5 6 , which is not linearly 
full in S6 and satisfies Chen's equality, there exists a totally geodesic 5° and a holomorphic 
curve S A CP 2 (4) such that the totally real immersion is congruent to the map iv which 
is obtained from 0 in the way described in the fourth section of this chapter. 
for any totally real immersion of a 3-dimensional manifold, which is linearly full in S 6. 
satisfying Chen's equality for a non totally geodesic point of the immersed submanifold, 
there exists an almost complex curve in 5 6 such that the initial immersion is congruent, 
in a neighbourhood of the point p. to an immersion v obtained in the way described in 
the second part of (§4.5). The main reference for the three last sections is [DA ]. 
4.2 Chen's equality and constant scalar curvature 
As we have already mentioned in the introduction the basic assumptions on the totally 
real. 3-dimensional immersion are that of satisfying Chen's equality 6M = 2 and that 
on the constancy of the scalar curvature. The classification will be obtained in terms of 
immersions congruent to the immersions given in the examples (17) and (18) of §3.6. 
Let A/ 3 4 S 6 be a totally real immersion of constant scalar curvature r such that 
°.u(p) = 2 at each point p 6 M. and moreover assume . U 3 to be non totallv geodesic. 
If we recall theorem (19) then, by using the assumption that Chen's equality is satisfied 
on M. we can assert the existence of an orthonormal basis of the tangent space of M at 
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each point p of M such that: 
/' e i ) — AJf!. / i (e^ e 2 ) = — AJe 2. /?< (e2, e 2 ) = —A Jej 
/i (e,. e 3 ) = /i ( e 2 r e : i) = /i ( e 3 . e 3 ) = 0. (4.2.1) 
where 2 • A2 = 3 — r(p). 
Before we state and give the proof of the main theorem of this section we need to 
prepare lemmas. 
Let us consider the function /,,((/) = < h(u. u),Ju > defined on the unit tangent bundle 
UMq where q G M. 
Lemma 20 Let q G M and sq be a critical value of the function fq at the point q. Then 
sq G { - A . 0 . A } . 
Proof: Since sq is a critical value of fq, there will be u G UMq such that: 
fq{u) = sq and < h(u. u). Jw > = 0. Vw G UMp with w±.u. 
Take an orthonormal basis { e 1 . e 9 . e 3 } satisfying the relations (4.2.1) and put 
3 
//, = rv^ i + o:2e2 + 0363, where a] — 1. (4.2.2) 
1=1 
The following steps are only a matter of easy calculations. First we note that 
h (u. u) = A (a 2 - aj) Je, - 2Af t l a 2 Je 2. (4.2.3) 
so that sq =< h(u, u), Ju > = Aai (« 2 — 3a;,) is a critical value of if and only if the 
following system is satisfied: 
< h (u, u), « 2 . / e i - (\[Je2 >= 3 (ft2 - rv2) A Q 2 = 0, (4.2.4) 
< h («. u) . O i j i e i - rviJr, > = A (a'f - « 2 ) a 3 = 0, (4.2.5) 
where A ^ 0 since .V/ is assumed to be non totally geodesic. 
Let us consider the distinct cases a 2 = 0 and o:2 7^  0. 
If o 2 = 0 then the equation (4.2.5) becomes c^a-i = 0 and since J Z ' L i ° ? = 1 U ( ' ^ < > r ; 
G { ± e i - ± f ' i } a I l t l r m i s < M " - '0- {±A- 0}. 
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If a2 7^  0 then the equations (4.2.4), (4.2.5) imply a{a3 = 0 and a22 = 3a 2. therefore 
a 3 = 0, a\ = - , a 2 = - . 
Similarly working in the remaining cases we complete the proof. 
In the next lemma it is shown that {e i , e 2 , e 3 } can be extended to orthonormal vector 
fields {Ex, E2, E3} satisfying similar conditions. 
Lemma 21 If p £ M there exist orthonormal vector fields {Ey, E2, E3} around p such 
that: 
h(EuEl) = XJEi, h{El,E2) =-\JE2, h{E2,E2) = -XJEU 
h (Ex, E3) = h(E2, E3) = h(E,, E3) = 0. (4.2.6) 
Proof: Suppose that at the point p € M the function f p attains an absolute maximum 
at u0. Let {Ui,U2,Uz} be a locally defined in a neighborhood U of p, differentiable 
orthonormal basis such that, Ul(p) — e n with eL = u, satisfies the conditions (3.5.2) of 
theorem (19) in chapter 3. Define the function 7 by setting: 
7 : R 3 x U —> K 3 : 7 ( a 1 , a 2 . a 3 , g ) = (61,62,63) (4.2.7) 
where bk — l ^ j = i a i a j < h{Ui,Uj), JUk > —Aafc, V/c = 1,2,3. Using the conditions 
(3.5.2) in Chapter 3, satisfied by the elements of the orthonormal basis, we get: 
0 . A- # m 
J^- (1, 0 , . . . , 0,p) = 2 < h (LMP), Uk (P)), JUm(p) > -\6km (p) = _ X 3 y I Z "'n Z 2 
- A . k = m = 3 
By the implicit function theorem we can assert the existence of differentiable functions 
ai,a2}a3 defined on a neighborhood of the point p and such that: 
the local vector field V = «| • \ + a2 • V2 + a 3 • \ ' 3 satisfies V(p) — a and h{u. //) = A • J\V. 
Thus, the vector field W = , ) , , , satisfies the relation h(\V,\V) — ,A.,. • ./U* and 
consequently, in a neighborhood of p. the function f p attains a relative extreinuiii in U '(p). 
From lemma (20) we know that the set of the critical values of fq is finite and we also 
observe that the quantity ^ < { v - r > changes continuously, since the second fundamental 
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form and the almost complex structure change continuously. Thus the vector V has unit 
length at each point. 
If we take E\ = V we can extend u differentially to a vector field I " , defined on a 
neighborhood U, such that < V. V" > = 1 and moreover, at each point q € U the function 
fq attains its absolut maximum at V(q). 
The differentiable extension of the vector u to a unit vector field V = E\. for which the 
function fq attains its maximum in V(q), completes one part of the proof. Let us focus 
on the part concerning the second fundamental form. 
In the way E\ has been chosen we know that AjElE\ = A • JEi, ie: A is an eigenvalue of 
the shape operator and as it is well known the shape operator has two more eigenspaces. 
The first is 1-dimensional, corresponding to the eigenvalue —A and the second is again 1-
dimensional, corresponding to the eigenvalue 0. Since these three eigenvalues are different 
and have constant multiplicities we can assert, using standard results, the local existence, 
around the point p, of vector fields { £ 2 , £ 3 } such that: 
Combining with the well known relation AJYX — —Jh(X, Y), (2.2.9, chapter 2), we easily 
complete the proof. 
Let us now assume that for the orthonormal frame field { £ 1 , £ 2 . £ 3 } w e have: 
In order to determine the connection on M we need the following two lemmata. In the first 
of them we shall clarify some points which are not explicitely carried out in [C.D.Y.V1]. 
Lemma 22 Let { £ 1 , £ 2 , £ 3 } be as in theorem (19) of Chapter 3, then: 
AJElE2 = A • E- A.IEiE3 = 0. (4.2.8) 
Q (EUE2) = JE3, g (E2, £ 3 ) = JEU g ( £ 3 , £ 1 ) = JE2. (4.2.9) 
V E l E x = V E , £ 2 = V £ 3 £ : i , (4.2.10) 
< V £ l £ 2 + VE.2£!,£;, > = 0, 




Proof: Using (4.2.6) of lemma (21) the Codazzi equation yields: 
{Vh)(EuE3,E3) = ( V 7 i ) ( £ 3 l £ i , £ 3 ) 
= > V E L h { E 3 , E x ) - h{VElE3.E3) - h(E3,VElE3) 
= V E J i ( £ , , £ 3 ) - h (VE,El:E3) - h (£ i , V E 3 £ 3 ) 
=> h{Ev,VE3E3) = 0 
and thus 
= > V E 3 £ 3 is parallel to £ 3 and £ 3 1 _ V E 3 £ 3 = > V E 3 £ 3 = 0. (4.2.13) 
Moreover 
( V / i ) ( £ 3 , £ i , £ i ) = (Wh)(Ex,E3,Ex) 
= > V E J h ( £ „ £ , ) - 2 - / i ( V E 3 £ i , £ i ) 
= V £ i / i (E3.Ex)-h(VElE3.Ex)-h ( £ 3 , V E l £ 0 , 
and we deduce that 
A • Y ^ J E , - 2 • -/.4j£, V E 3 £ I = JAEl V E x E x + J A J E 3 V E i E x , (4.2.14) 
where 
V E 3 J £ T = JVE3EX+Q(E3,EX) = > V £ 3 J £ ! = J V E 3 £ ! - J £ 2 
and 
- 2 / l ( V E 3 £ 1 , £ 1 ) = 2 - < VE3EuEx > A J £ 2 , 
since: V E 3 £ I - L £ I , h(E3,V E-3EX) = 0, and . 4 J f r 1 £ 2 = - A • £ 2 . 
Working similarly for the right hand side and recalling that because of the (4.2.13) we 
have V E 3 £ 3 = 0, we get: 
A • JVE,EX + A • JE2 + 2- < VE3EX,E2 > - A J £ 2 = - < V E l £ 3 , Ex > A . / E , 
+ < V E L £ 3 , £ 2 > - A V E , 
therefore: 
< V E L £ 1 ? £ 3 > = 0 and 
3- < V E 3 £ i , £ 2 > = - < V E L E 2 , £ 3 > - 1 . 
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1.2.15) 
Using the equation of Codazzi we have: 
( V / i ) ( £ 3 , £ 2 , £ 2 ) = ( V / i ) ( £ 2 , £ 3 , £ 2 ) =>< VE.2E2:E3 >= 0 (4.2.16) 
(Vh)(E2,EuEi) = (V/?,) ( £ , , £ , , £ , ) = > 
< V E , £ , + V E L £ 2 , £ 3 > = 0. < V E I £ L , £ 2 > = 0, < V E . , £ 2 . EX > = 0. (4.2.17) 
Combining (4.2.15), (4.2.16) and (4.2.17) we complete the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 23 The basis {E\, E2, E3) given in lemma (21) satisfies either: 
V E l £ 2 = V E . 2 £ 2 = V E : ) £ 3 = 0 
V E l £ 3 = - £ 2 , V E 2 £ 3 = E 1 . V E l £ 2 = £ 3 
V E j £ 1 = - £ , 3 , V E 3 E , = -\E2, VE,E2=2-El (4.2.18) 
with r — — i , le: A = ^ / | , or ; 
VElEl = V E 2 E 2 = V E 3 £ 3 = 0, 
V E l £ . 3 = — £ 2 , V E 2 £ 3 = £"1, V E l £ 2 = £ 3 
V E , £ ! = £ 3 , V ^ ^ ^ - ^ , , V E 3 £ 2 = ^ £ ! , (4.2.19) 
with T = 1, ze: A = 1. 
Proof: In virtue of lemma (22) we have 
< VE~E2,E3 > = - < V £ s £ , , £ 3 >, 
< V E l £ 2 , £ 2 > = 0. 
< V E , E u E l > = -< VE.2E2,El > = 0 
and thus: 
V E l £ 2 - 6 • £ 3 , V E , £ , = -b • £ 3 , (4.2.20) 
where b is a locally defined function. Applying Gauss equation for X = £] and V — Z — 
£ 3 we obtain 
< / . ' ( £ ; . £ 3 ) £,./••'( > = 1. f 1-2.21) 
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From the relations 
< VElE3,Ex >=-< EZ,VE3Ey > = 0 , 
< V B l E 3 , E 2 > = - < £ 3 , V E L £ 2 > , 
[E3,E1] = V E 3 E L - V E l E 3 , (4.2.22) 
by using the (4.2.12) of lemma(22) we deduce: 
1 = - < V E 3 E U E 2 > (< VE3E2,El > + < V £ 2 £ 3 , £ i >) 
+ < VE3EX,E2 >< V E 2 £ 3 , £ i > 
and consequently 
1 , , \ 1 
1 = b (b + 1) + bj - (b + 1) = b\ (4.2.23) 
and combining with equation (4.2.20) we conclude that the local function b is a constant 
and moreover satisfies b2 = 1. 
In order to determine A we apply Gauss equation for X = W = Ex and Y = Z = E2: 
1 - 2 A 2 = < R{EUE2)EUE2 > 
= < V E L V E 2 E 2 - V E 2 V E l E 2 - V V E I E 2 - V E 2 £ I - E , 2 , E i > 
= -b< V E 2 E 3 , E, > -2b < V E 3 E 2 , EX > 
= _ f c 2 _ | 6 . ( 6 + l ) 
and so we get: 
l - 2 - A 2 = - ^ - ^ . (4.2.24) 
If 6 = 1 then A 2 = | and if b = - 1 then A2 = 1 hence, M is locally isometric either 
to (S 3 , < > i ) , or to (5 3 , < > 2 ) where < > i and < > 2 are the metrics constructed in the 
examples (14) and (15) of chapter 3 repsectively. We can now state the following 
Theorem 22 Let M A S 6 be a totally real immersion of the 3-dimensional manifold 
M. Then 6\( < 2. If M has constant scalar curvature T and the equality 5M = 2 holds 
identically then, either x is totally geodesic or locally congruent to one of the immersions 
Proof: It sufficies to recall the existence theorem (21) of chapter 3 and combine it with 
the lemma (21). 
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4.3 Chen's equality and integrability of VL{p) 
In this section, total ly real 3-dimensional submanifolds of S6 satisfying 
• d.u(p) = 2 
• dirnV(p) is constant and T>L is integrable 
are classified using a minimal , non totally geodesic, totally real immersion of a surface M2 
into S 6 , whose ellipse of curvature is a circle. This immersion is linearly fu l l in a total ly 
geodesic S 5 , the associated warped product provides the required 3-dimensional, total ly 
real immersion in S 6 satisfying the in i t ia l assumptions and furthermore, this process is 
invertible. 
Let / : M2 c—> S° be a minimal immersion of a surface, S3 total ly geodesic in S 6 . The 
associated warped product ([N]) immersion is given by: 
x : x c o a { t ) M 2 ^ S 6 : ( t , p ) - ^ s i n ( t ) N + cos(t)f(p) (4.3.1) 
Let X G X.(M2). then the following equalities hold: 
X*{§i) = c o * ( * ) ' V - * m ( t ) / ( p ) , 
r„ ( X ) = cos (t) A ( A ' ) , J x t ^ ) = . V x / ( p ) , 
Jx. ( A ) = cos (t) sin (t) N x / , ( A ) + sin2 (t) Jf+ ( A ) . (4.3.2) 
Using the (4.3.2) i t is easy to verify that the existence of the : 
< A x / ( p ) , / , ( A ) > = 0 . (4.3.3) 
< . Y x / t ( p ) , / t ( V ) > = n . ^ (4.3.4) 
< J / . ( A ) , A ( r ) > = 0 . (4.3.5) 
for all vector fields X.Y G X(M2). is equivalent to the fact of being the immersion / 
total ly real. 
On the other hand, recalling that £? (AW) is the tangential part, wi th respect to S'\ of 
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the vector cross product X x ) ' in R ' . by using standard properties of the vector cross 
product we get 
< £ ( A ( A ' ) . A ( r ) ) . . Y > = 0 . (4.3.6) 
< J M A ' ) . . V > = 0 (4.3.7) 
and the condition that the warped immersion x be totally real has been reduced to 
conditions depending only on the surface immersion / . 
Let us identify , \ / 2 w i t h its image f ( M 2 ) and differentiate the equation (4.3.3) w i th respect 
to Y keeping in mind that, the vector X is constant and X x p is perpendicular to X for 
all A" 6 X(M2). given that the surface is assumed to be total ly real. We obtain 
< X x p, A > = 0 = > < .V x V v p . A > + < X x p, V y A > = 0, 
therefore 
< X x Y, A > + < X x p. V v - A ' + /),(A. Y) >= 0, (4.3.8) 
since X x p _ L V y A £ Jt*(.\/2). Hence. 
< X x V, A > + < .V x p. ( A . Y) > = 0. (4.3.9) 
where span{X. JX../}'} = 1,,-U in S° since . U 2 is contained in a total ly geodesic S1. 
But < X x Y.X > + < A x p . / ( ( A . V ) > = 0 = < A x X.Y > + < X x p. /;(A'. V ) > . 
therefore < X x V, A > = < A x p.h(X.Y) > = 0. i.e: equation (4.3.3) implies (4.3.4). 
Take {<-\.ez} to be an orthonormal basis of TpM'2. It is clear that Q{ex. c_>) is perpendicular 
to the span-of the vectors { e i . c->. Je\. Je2. p} and from equation (4.3.4) we have that is 
also normal to the constant vector A". Furthermore, f rom the equation (4.3.3) we see that 
A r x p is perpendicular to the span of the vectors e^.eo, Jex, Je2 and in conclusion 
G{el.e2) = ±px X. (4.3.10) 
After changing the sign (if necessary) we make sure that 
ei x e 2 = J X . < i x A' = ~.Jc2. < 2 x X = Jev (4.3.11) 
Note: The normal space of , \ / J in S' is spanned by the vectors {.Jp\. .J< 2 . J X}. On the 
other hand < X x X.Y >= 0 and thus 
< A x h [Y. Z) . X > + < .V x Y. h ( A . Z ) > = 0. V A . Y. Z E X (M) . i 1.3.12) 
By setting X = e.\, Y — e2 we obtain: 
< Je2,h(e2,Z) > + < Je{.h ( e , . Z ) > = 0. 
< h ( e 2 ; e 2 ) , JZ > + < h [ex.ex), JZ >= 0. (4.3.13) 
where the equations (4.3.12) and (4.3.11) imply that the mean curvature vector of Ml 
in S° is orthogonal to both Je{ and Je2. I f we recall equation (4.3.9) we see that X is 
normal to H and clearly the mean curvature vector has to vanish. 
Again f rom equation (4.3.9) and by recalling that p x . V = ±_G{ex, e 2) we see that h attains 
the form: 
h(e\,e\) = aJe2 + JJe2, 
h(e2,e2) = —aJei — JJe2. 
h (ei , e 2) = 3Jex - a,Je2. (4.3.14) 
and this actually means that the ellipse of curvature of M2 is a circle (possibly a point) . 
Conversely, let us assume that M2 is a minimal , totally real surface in 5 6 , whose ellipse 
of curvature is a circle. In order to proceed we need the following (see:[D.O.V.Y3]). 
L e m m a 24 Let M2 be a totally real surface in S6. denote with V the Riemannian con-
nection on M2. Then: 
AJYX = - . J ( h ( X . Y ) ) \ (4.3.15) 
V t - J r = Q (A', Y) + J ( V .Y V ) + J (h (X. Y))n . (4.3.16) 
< h {X, Y ) , JZ > = < h ( A . Z), JY >. (4.3.17) 
for all ( X , Y ) G 3£(A/ 2) x X(M2). where t, denotes the tangential and n the normal part 
with respect to M2 in Sb. 
Proof: I t is V . Y - A ' = - - 4 / y A " + V where V denotes the Levi-Civita connection on 
S 6 , and f rom the definit ion of the tensor field Q: 
Q{X,Y) = ( V . y j ) Y 
= V . Y - / V - JV.xY 
= -AjyX + X~X.1Y - JVXY - .//; ( A ' . V ) 
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G ( A , Y) = -A.jYX + V X J Y - JVXY - Jh ( A . V ) (4.3.18) 
for all vector fields A , Y e JC(A/ 2). On the other hand it is easy to check that Q(X.)') is 
normal to M2. Hence, by taking normal and tangential components of (4.3.18) we deduce 
the equations (4.3.15 ) and (4.3.16). 
In order to deduce the equation (4.3.17) we use the (4.3.15) and get: 
< h(X.Y).JZ >= - < {Jh(X.Y)Y .Z >=< AjXY.Z > 
where 
Vy.v < Y, Z > = 0 = ^ < AjXY. Z > = < V. AJXZ > 
and thus 
< h ( A . Y ) . JZ > = < Y. AjXZ >=< h (A , Z ) . JY > . 
The proof is completed. 
We now return to the case of the totally real minimal surface in S s wi th ellipse of 
curvature a circle. Take {e\.e-2} to be an orthonormal basis of the tangent space at the 
point p e M2. I t is easy to check that Y P M 2 is spanned by the set of vectors 
{ J f \ . Je2.e\ x e-2- J(e\ x e2)}. L'sing (4.3.17) in lemma (24) and the minimal i ty of M2 we 
get that the second fundamental form can be wri t ten as 
h ( ^ i - ei)=al.Jei + a2.Je2 + r / : i ( e i x p 2 ) + « ^ / ( e [ x e2). 
h (eue2)=a2.Jex - (i\J(-'2 + c{t\ x e2) + d.J(ex x e 2 ) . (4.3.19) 
To get further information on the coefficients of the second fundamental form we observe 
(using minimal i ty and the assumption that the ellipse of curvature is a circle) that, for 
any i = 1.2 and for any Q G R. the following relations must be satisfied: 
\\k ej\7r)1,2 = 11/1 {€i'€i) "2 ^11/1 (e" e'2) 1,2 = IIMe"e,) ""• 
\\h {cos(be\ + stn6e2. cosoe{ + smOe2) \\2 = || (cos2® — sin2(t>) h (e\. t \) - --ni'loh [cx. c2) \\2 
= \\co»2oh (ex>ei) + ain'loh (« |.»..) "' 
= \\h{el.ei)f. 
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and as consequence we get 
\\h(el,e.2)\\2 = \\h(ei,ti)W\ (4.3.20) 
< h {?x.t2),h(ti.el) > = 0. (4.3.21) 
From (4.3.19), (4.3.20) and (4.3.21) we get 
a2 + a] = c2 + d2. a^c + a^l = 0. (4.3.22) 
The next step consists in the use of the Codazzi equation. In order to apply this equation 
let us at first write the connection V on M2 in the form: 
V r i e ! = Ae2. V e , e 2 = Be{. V e , e 2 = -Ae2. V e,ex = -Bex. (4.3.23) 
and consider the system 
( V e i / 0 ( e 2 , e i ) = ( V f 2 / i ) ( e 1 . p 1 ) . (4.3.24) 
( V e , / i ) ( e i , e 2 ) = ( V f l / i ) ( e 2 . e 2 ) . (4.3.25) 
Compairing the coefficients of the terms, on both sides of the above system, corresponding 
to the same vectors of the normal space, we get 
P i (a 2 ) - e 2 («i) + 2das - 2m,i - a ; i = 0, (4.3.26) 
e2 (ax) + 2a$d + a 3 - 2cax - ex (a 2 ) = 0. (4.3.27) 
Adding the equations (4.3.26) and (4.3.27) we get 
M - c a 4 = 0, (4.3.28) 
and f rom the system formed by the equations (4.3.22), (4.3.28) we easily obtain 
fl3 = a 4 = c = d = 0. (4.3.29) 
The (4.3.29) prove that h(X.Y) e JTM2. VA". Y € X ( . U 2 ) and more specifically, the 
second fundamental form becomes 
/; (ei.ex) = nxJex + a2.Jc2. h {ex.t2) = a2Jex — ax.Je2. ( 1.3.30) 
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Under the aspect of the relations (4.3.15). (4.3.16) of lemma (24) i t is clear that the terms 
which merit a special attention, in resolving the system formed by the Codazzi equations, 
are those involving the calculation of the terms (ei x e 2) and V^kJ{ex x e 2 ) . k — 1, 2. 
where V x denotes the normal connection of M2. As an example let us compute: 
V j - j f e , x e2) = V e i ( e i x e 2 ) - < V e , ( e i x e2),ex > -ex- < V e , ( e i x e 2 ) . e 2 > -c2 
where 
V e i ( e ! x e 2) = Dei{ei x e 2 ) - < Dei{ex x e2).p > -p 
= Dei{ex x e 2 ) . 
since the assumption of being M2 total ly real implies 
< ex x e2,p > = 0 = » < D e i ( d x e 2) ,p > = - < d x e2, Deip > = 
- < ex x e 2. ei > = > < Dei ( d x e 2) ,p > = 0. (4.3.31) 
Therefore, 
V E I (ei x e2) = Dei ( d x e2) 
= {De]ex) x e2 + e, x Dexe2 
= { V f M e , + h (ei.ei)} x e 2 + e, x { V e , e 2 + / i ( e t , e 2 )} 
= {Ae-2 + axJex + a2Je2 + o 3 (ei x e 2) + a,, J ( d x e 2 )} x e 2 
+ ?! x { - . 4e 2 4- a2Jex — axJe2 + c(el x e 2) + d J (ei x e2)} 
— —ax.J (ex x e2) - a2p — a:iex + a$Jex — A (ex x e 2) 
+ a2p + ax.J (ei x e>) - ce2 + rl./e 2 , 
so: 
Dei ( e i x e 2 ) = ~a^i ~ re2 + a~\Jex + dJe2 - A (ex x e 2) 
and finally we get: 
(ex x e2) = axJex + d.Je, - . - I f e , x e 2 ) . 
Let {EX) E2] be an orthonormal basis of the tangent bundle of M2. Define the subbundle 
B of the normal bundle by setting: 
B (p) = J (TpM) e span{g ( £ , . E 2 ) } , (4.3.32) 
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Let us recall at this stage the definition (22) in chapter 3. of a q-dimensional paral -
lel n o r m a l subbundle of the normal bundle. Using the relations (4.3.15), (4.3.16) of 
lemma(24) and the equation (4.3.30) we can show that the 3-dimensional normal subbun-
dle B is parallel in the normal bundle. Since computations are not carried out explicitely 
in [C.D.Y.Y2] we calculate indicatively the following: 
V E i JEl = J V E l E, + ^ ( £ , . £ , ) + (Jh (E , . E , ) ) " 
V^xJEx = AJE2 - {-(nEi - a2E2)n = AJE2 e B 
and 
(Ei x E2) = V £ L ( £ , x £•>) - < V E L ( £ , x E2), £, > E{ 
- < V £ , (Ei x £ 2 ) , E 2 > E 2 
where for the terms involving the covariant derivative of the vector cross product we have 
V E L (Ei x E 2 ) = DEl ( £ , x E 2 ) 
= (DEl) x E 2 + E i x D £ l E 2 
= { V E , E ! + / I ( £ ! , £ ! ) } x £ , + £ t x { V E l E 2 + / i ( E 1 . E 2 ) } x E 2 
= {.4E 2 + mJEi + a2JE2} x E 2 + E L x { - . 4 E 2 + a2JE{ - aiJE2} 
= -A (Ei x £ , ) G B. 
Analogoously working for the remaining cases we verify that B it is actually parallel in 
the normal bundle. 
Since B _ i s a 3-dimensional subbundle of the normal bundle of M2 we may use the 
following theorem, due to J.Erbacher [Er]: 
T h e o r e m 23 Let Mn c—> \In+p(c)be an isometric immersion, Mn be connected, and 
suppose that the first normal space S\(x) is contained in a subbundle .V of the normal 
bundle. If N is invariant under parallel translation with respect to the connection m the 
normal bundle and the dimension of N is a constant I then, there exists a totally geodesic 
submanifold N n + l of .U '^" (c ) such that: r ( . U " ) C . Y n + ' . 
Using the above theorem we conclude that M2 lies in a 5-dimensional totally geodesic 
hypersphere of S 6 . 
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Let N be a unit vector orthogonal to this 5 ° . By construction JX is tangent to 5 ' and 
hence orthogonal to .V for all A" tangent to M2. Therefore the (4.3.3) is satisfied, the 
(4.3.4) follows f rom (4.3.3) and (4.3.5) is true because M2 is, by hypothesis, total ly real 
in S f i. 
Even i f M2 is total ly geodesic we can determine uniquely this S5 in the following way: 
for any point p € M this 5° is the unique great hypersphere of S6 passing through p and 
tangent to TPM © B(p). 
I f M2 is not total ly geodesic then it can not be contained in a total ly geodesic 4-sphere. 
The above discussion can be crystalized in the next theorem ([C.D.V.V2]) : 
T h e o r e m 24 
( 1 ) Let f : M2 S 6 be a minimal, non totally geodesic, totally real immersion in 
S6 , whose ellipse of curvature is a circle. Then M2 is contained in a unique 
totally geodesic S° and the warped product immersion (4-3.1) is totally real. 
(2 ) Let f . x be as in (4-3.1), then x is totally real if and only if f is totally real 
and J(f+X) is tangent to 5° for all vector fields X G X(M). 
(3 ) Let f . x be as in (4-3.1). If x is totally real, then f is totally real, minimal and 
has as ellipse of curvature a circle. 
We need the following 
E x a m p l e 20 Let F : M2 ^ S t t be a linearly full, superminimal (as described in §4-5), 
ahnost complex immersion. Let U. \ ' be local orthonormal vector fields defined on a neigh-
borhood W, which span the second normal bundle. For any 7 £ (0. n) we define the tube 
of radius 7, in the direction of the second normal bundle, by setting: 
F 7 : \V x Sl <-> S6 : (.;:. 9) —> cos (7) / (.r) + sin (7) {cos {0) U + sin (0) 1') . 
(4.3.33) 
The mapping F 7 defines a totally real immersion if and only if: either cos(~) — 0 or 
ta.n2(j) = ±. 
Let us now assume that . 1 / » Su is a totally real immersion of the 3-dimensional manifold 
M. From lemma (19) of Chapter 3 we know that Chen's equality S.\i(p) = -} satisfied 
at the point p of M i f and only if there is an orthonormal basis {< i .'.>.<• 3 } of TPM such 
that: 
h(ex.ex) = A J e 1 ; / i ( e l . e 2 ) = - A . / e 2 , / i (e 2 , e 2 ) = - A J e i . and /i(e*,e 3) = 0. V/,: = 
1.2.3 where 2A 2 = 3 - r (p ) . 
Defining D(p) = {A" £ r „ . U : / t (A, T ) = 0. VV £ r „ A / } we get that D(p) is either 
3-dimensional (and p is a total ly geodesic point) or 1-dimensional. 
From now on we assume that the dimension of V is constant on the manifold M. Accord-
ing to lemma (21) we can assert the existence of local orthonormal vector fields { E ( } f = 1 . 
defined on a neighborhood of the point p, and satisfying the conditions 
h{Ex.Ex) = XJEX, h(Ex.E2) = - X J E 2 , h { E 2 , E 2 ) = ~ X J E X . and h{Ek,E3) = 0, VA: = 
1. 2. 3, where A is a local function satisfying 2A 2 = 3 — r(p). 
Suppose Q ( E U E 2 ) = J E 3 . Q{E2, £ 3 ) = JEX. Q(E$,EX) — J E 2 and moreover we assume 
that (hinV(p) = 1, Vp £ M and D x to be integrable. 
Let p £ M and define the local functions 
7?j = < V E , E j , EK >. i.j. k = 1.2. 3. (4.3.34) 
We have the following 
L e m m a 25 The above defined functions 7^ satisfy the relations 
7* + •'/* = °< m = 733 = 0. l\\ = 7 2 3 2 , 7? 2 = - 7 | „ 7 3 2i = - ^ ( 7 3 2 + l ) (4.3.35) 
E, (A) = - 3 • A7 2 2 , . E2 (A) = - 3 • A 7 l l , E, (A) = - A 7 { 3 . (4.3.36) 
P r o o f : From the Codazzi equation we have: 
(V / i ) ( E \ , £ 3 , £ 3 ) = ( V / 0 ( £ 3 . Ex. E 3 ) = > 
V ^ / i ( E 3 , E 3 ) - 2 h ( V E L E , , E , ) = V E 3 h ( E { . E , ) - h ( V E 3 E X , E 3 ) - h 1E,. V ,.,/•:,) 
and thus 
/ i ( E L , V £ 3 E 3 ) = 0 . (4.3.37) 
If we put V E 3 £ 3 = KEX + / ( E 2 and use (4.3.37) we get 
h (Ex, V E 3 E ; , ) = 0 = > \{H.JEX - / i .7E 2 } = 0 
K. = ft = 0 = > V E i E : i = 0 (1.3.38) 
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and the equation (4.3.38) implies that : ~ u = - j , = 0 . 
( V / 7 ) ( E 3 ; E 1 , E 1 ) = ( V / 0 ( £ V £ V £ \ ) 
V ^ X J E , - 2 / i ( V £ j f , . £ , ) = - / > ( V E L E , : £ 1 ) - / i ( £ 3 . V E l £ ; 1 ) , (4.3.39) 
where V ^ A . / F , = £ ; , ( A ) . / E , + A . / Y E j £ , + A . / E 2 . Using the (4.2.12) of lemma (22) we 
can write 
£ 3 (A) J E , + \JX7E,El + XJE2 + 2 < V ^ E ^ E 2 > A J E 2 = 
- < V E l £ 3 , E , > A J E , + < V E l E 3 , £ 2 > A . / £ 2 , (4.3.40) 
and since < V E 3 E 3 , £ i > = 0 = — < E 3 . V E 3 E L > . by comparing components on both 
sides of the (4.3.40). we obtain 
E 3 ( A ) = A- < V E , £ , . E 3 > . 
3 < V E , E U E 2 > = - < V/...E.-. E 3 > - l . = > 
E 3 ( A ) = A ^ . 3--1, - 1 . (4.3.41) 
Applying once more the Codazzi equation to the ordered triple £ 2 , £ i , £ i we have 
( V / 0 ( E ^ . E , ) = ( V / ? ) ( E 1 , E 2 , E 1 ) = > < + V £ l £ 2 , £ 3 > = 0, 
E 2 (A) = 3A < V f , £ | . E 2 > . £ t (A) = - 3 A < V E . , £ 2 . E l > . (4.3.42) 
Combining (4.3.42) wi th (4.3.39). (4.3.40) and (4.3.41) we complete the proof. 
In order to s impl i fy the notation we introduce the local functions : 
a = b = 71 2 , c = 7jf,. d = 7 2 1 . Then, by lemma (25), we get: 
Y E , E\ = cE2 + a £ 3 . V E , E 2 = - c £ , + bE:h V E l E 3 = -aEl - bE2. 
VE.2Ei = dE2 - 6E 3 . V E , E 2 = -dEx + a £ 3 , V E . 2 £ 3 = 6Ei - a £ 2 . 
V £ j f , = - ^ (& + 1) • E , . V E : 1 E 2 = i (6 + 1) E , , V E l E 3 = 0, 
Ex (A) = -3Ar/ . £> (A) = 3Ac, E 3 (A) = Aa. (4.3.43) 
By assumption D 1 is integrable and = si)an{E\, E 2 } . Since V L is integrable we have: 
[ E , , E 2 ] = V E l E 2 - V E , E , = 
- C E L + 6E 3 - r /E, + />£.-, G . S / M / I { E , . £_>} = > b = 0. f 1.3.44) 
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L e m m a 26 The local function a. under the above assumptions, satisfies the conditions: 
Ey(n) = 0. E2(a) = 0. E:i{a) = 1 + a2. 
Proof: From the Gauss equation and using the (4.3.43) for b = 0. we obtain: 
0 = < R (EX,E2) Ei. E-i > = - c • a - E2 (a) + c • a => E2 (a) = 0. 
{)=< R (E2, E2) E2, E-i >=^ E\ (a) = 0. 
1 = < R (Ei. E:i) E3. Ei >=> E, (a) - a2 = 1. 
and the proof is completed. 
In order to state and prove the next lemma we remind well known facts about warped 
product immersions, especially S. Hiepko's condition [Hi], as i t is stated in [N], about the 
decomposition of a Riemannian manifold into a warped product. 
Let M be a Riemannian manifold, wi th Levi-Civita connection V , isometrically immersed 
into the Riemannian manifold .V. A subbundle E. of the tangent bundle TM. wi l l be 
called: 
(a) paral le l i f V . v r e E. V ( A . V ) € TM x E, 
(b) autoparal le l i f V . V V G E. V ( A . Y) e E x E, 
(c) total ly umbi l i ca l i f there exists H G E1- such that: 
< V . v r . Z > = < X.Y > • < H.Z >, \/(X, Y, Z) G E x E x EL and in this case H wi l l 
be ( ailed the mean curvature normal of E, 
(d) spherical i f i t is totally umbilical and its mean curvature normal H satisfies the 
condition < V X H , Z >= 0. V(A\ Z) G E x EL. 
I f E is autoparallel, totally umbilical or spherical, then it is involutive and all the leaves 
of the fol iat ion of M (induced by E) are: totally geodesic, totally umbilical or spherical 
respectively. 
Let M0, M{.. .. , Mk be Riemannian manifolds and M — Mo x . . . x , 1 / f c their product. 
Let 7T, : M' —> Mi% Vi = 0.1 k be the canonical projection. L , the foliation 
of M canonically induced by Mt and TM —> TLt the vector bundle projection. I f 
pi pk : M0 —> functions, then: 
k 
< X.Y > = < ( - 0 ) . A \ ( - ( ) ) . V > +^2(,)i O 7 r 0 ) 2 { ( n ^ X . ^ Y U 
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defines a Riemannian metric on M and (M. < . > ) w i l l be called the warped product 
Mo Xp, M i x . . . xPk Mk of A / 0 , . . . , Mk and pu ... , pk the warping functions. 
TM splits orthogonally, wi th respect to the metric < , > , i.e: TM = ©JjTZ,;. 
In [Hi] S. Hiepko proved the following "condition": 
Let M be a Riemannian manifold wi th TM — @\El an orthogonal decomposition into non 
t r iv ia l vector subbundles such that Et is spherical and Ef~ is autoparallel for i' = 1 . . . . . A;. 
Then : 
(a) For every point p G M there is an isometry r of a warped product M0 xPi x . . . x w Mk 
onto a neighbourhood of p in M such that: 
Pi(po) = • • • = Pfc(Po) = 1 {A) 
where pQ is the component of u>~l{p) m M0, and such that: 
v({Po} x • • • x {Pi-i} x M j x {pi+i} x . . . x {pfc}) is an integral submanifold of Et for 
i = 0.. . . . /c and for all p0 G A / 0 G Mk ( 5 ) 
(b) I f A/ is simply connected and complete, then for every point p G M there is an 
isometry p of a warped product A/ 0 x P l A/ t x . . . xPk Mk onto all of M w i t h the properties 
(A) and (B) . (for more details on the warped product immersions and representations of 
the standard spaces of constant curvature in terms of warped products, see [N]). 
L e m m a 27 Let M be as above and p G M. Then, in a neighborhood of p, M is a warped 
product of an interval { — (. + f ) and of the connected component A ' 2 of through p. 
Proof: Under the aspect of the above quoted result, and in order to prove that M is 
actually a warped product of the asserteds form, we need to show that: for the components 
of the orthogonal decomposition TM = T>@V^, of the tangent bundle into the non t r iv ia l 
subbundle V and its orthogonal complement P 1 . the distr ibution V is spherical and D x 
is autoparallel. 
From the relations (4.3.43) we obtain VE3E$ = 0. Therefore P 1 is total ly geodesic and, 
by setting b = 0 in (4.3.43). we obtain 
< V E l E j , E3 >= 6i3a • V/. j G = 1. 2. 
Hence, V L is total ly umbilical in M wi th mean curvature vector t] — a-E^. Moreover, since 
Ei (a) = E->{a) = 0 we deduce that the mean curvature vector is parallel and co i iM-quent ly 
V L w i l l be spherical. Using Hiepko's condition (see:[Hi). theorem 16) we have t l i r required 
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assertion. 
We can now state and prove the main theorem of the section (see: [C.D.V.V2] ) 
T h e o r e m 25 Let / : M2 <—> S b be a minimal, non totally geodesic totally real immersion 
in S 6 whose ellipse of curvature is a circle. Then M2 is linearly full in a totally geodesic 
S°. Let N be a unit vector perpendicular to this S°. The map 
•i ' : ( - | , \ ) Xcost M2 5 6 : (t.p) —• sin(t)N + cos(t)p 
is a totally real, non totally geodesic immersion satisfying Chen's equality. Conversely, 
every totally real, non totally geodesic immersion of a 3-dimensional manifold L into S 6 
such that: (i) Si = 2, (ii) dimV = 1 and (Hi) T>L is integrable, 
can be locally obtained in this way. 
Proof: Using the theorem (24) we obtain the direct part of the assertion. Conversely, 
f rom the lemma (26) we get that L is locally (for M2 = N2) a warped product and the 
distributions on L , determined by the the product structure, locally coincide wi th V and 
V1-. Moreover, since h(V. V1-) = 0. by using lemma (18) of Chapter 3, we obtain that L is 
locally immersed as a warped product, wi th its first factor total ly geodesic. Therefore, we 
can assume that the first factor of the corresponding decomposition is 1-dimensional and 
this decomposition is unique up to isometrics. Hence, L is immersed in the way described 
by the (4.3.1). 
4.4 Sasakian structure on S°, Hopf lifting and classi-
fication. 
In this section we are going to present the way a totally real 3-dimensional immersion in 
S 6 can be constructed, starting f rom a holomorphic curve (p in C P 2 ( 4 ) , l i f t i ng o on the 
circle bundle, over the domain of the curve induced by the Hopf fibration. to an invariant 
immersion in S 5 and proving the existence of a suitable imbedding of the 5-sphere into 
S 6 . 
Let us at first emote some basic facts on the theory of Sasakian manifolds and in partic-
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ular on the Sasakian structure of the S"1 induced from the complex structure of C*. As 
references for the theory on the Sasakian manifolds we quote [V.K2] and [Y.K1] . 
Def in i t ion 24 Let M be an odd-dimensional differentiable manifold, {0,£, ?/} an (1.1)-
t.ype tensor field, a vector field and an 1-form respectively, such that, 
o2X = - A + / / (A)£ . 6$ = 0. nio.X) = 0. n(£) = 0. 
V ( A ' . 0 e X{M) x X L ( M ) . (4.4.1) 
Then M is said to be an almost contact manifold with almost contact s tructure 
{o5, £ . / ]} . Define the Ni jenhuis torsion tensor A ^ , corresponding to the tensor field <f> 
by setting 
X0 ( A . Y ) = [oX. oY\ - [X. Y\ - o [A . oY\ - <i> [d>X. Y]. V A . Y e X{M). 
The almost contact structure on M is said to be normal if and only if + dtj @ £ = 0. 
Suppose that a Riemannian metric tensor field g is given on an almost contact manifold 
M. then: 
Defini t ion 25 / / the almost contact structure satisfies 
g ( Q X , 0 Y ) = g ( X , Y ) - n ( X ) n ( Y ) . n ( X ) = g ( X . O . \ / X , Y e X ( M ) . V£ € XL (M) 
then {<?>,£, n,g) is called an a lmost contact metr ic s tructure on M and M an almost 
contact metric manifold. 
An almost contact metric structure is called a contact metr ic s tructure if: 
r// /(A. Y ) = g{oX. Y). V ( A . Y ) e X{M) x X{M). 
Moreover, if a contact metric structure on M is in the same time normal. M will be called 
a Sasakian manifold. 
Lot M be an (2n+l)-dimensional contact metric manifold wi th associated c o n t a c t metric 
structure { © . £ . / / . # } . We have the following 
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T h e o r e m 26 ([Y.KlJ. pg:272 ) An almost contact metric structure (o . £. //. </') on M is 
a Sasakian structure if and only if : 
(V.v<£) V = fl ( A , V ) Z-n{Y) A', V A . U € 3C(A/). (4.4.2) 
Let us put } r = £ in the equation (4.4.2). Using the definition of the covariant derivative 
of an ( l . l ) - t v p e tensor field we get: 
( V A - 0 ) f = g(X,OZ - rj(Y)X V . Y <p(0 - <D (V a -0 = g(X,S)S - r / (U)A 
and f rom the conditions of the definition (25) we have 
g(X.O = g(eX.0O - n(X)n(0 = - n ( X ) , 
since r)(£) = 1 and (pt; = 0. Combining the above relations we obtain: 
V A - £ = - 0 A , V ( A , 0 G X (A/) x X ( A / ) . (4.4.3) 
Let us consider the following examples of Sasakian manifolds. 
E x a m p l e 21 Let S 2 n + l = {z G C n + 1 : ||:*|| = 1} be the (2n + l)-dimensional unit sphere 
and for any z G S 2 n + l we put £ = Jz. where J denotes the multiplication by i in O i + 1 . 
Let 7T : Tz{<Cn+l) —> T : ( S 2 n + l ) be the orthogonal projection. 
Setting 6 = n o J we obtain a Sasakian structure n.g} on S 2 n + l where, i) is an 
I-form dual to £ and g is the standard metric tensor field on S 2 n + X . 
In the next example we discuss the Sasakian structure induced on S 5 by the complex 
structure of C 3 and also sketch its relation wi th the vector cross product on W ( [ D A ' ] ) . 
E x a m p l e 22 Let i : S 5 » S 6 C R 7 be the inclusion map and consider S° as an hyper-
sphere of S6 given by ; i \ 4 = 0. Let j be the map defined by 
S° A C 3 : ( i ' i , X'2, -C . j , 0. x.5- Xf). Xj) — > (.V[ + ix--,, x2 + ix6, x 3 + ix7). 
At each point p — (xx r7) G S:> we define the s t ruc tura l vector field £ /;.// srtting 
£{p) = (.r 5 . :r 6 . . ; : 7 .0. -./•,. -.r.,) = c, x p. 
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and for any tangent vector field v = ((.'[. r 2 , (,'3, 0. r 5 , cfi. v7) G T P ( S 5 ) , with c orthogonal to 
we have 
o(i') = ( - i ' 5 - - " 6 . - t - 'T-O. Ui, Co - r 3 ) = v x e.(. 
/.s no£ /lard to c/?.eeA; that (S ' \ <p, //, g), where i] is dual to is a Sasakian manifold 
and furthermore, the following hold 
o£ = 0 => (p) = 0, Vp e TpS 0 => (e.i x p) x e.|- < (e 4 x p) x eA.p > p = 0. 
ant/ f/ms 
ou' = w x e4— < ir x e\.p > -p. Vw € TPS°. (-1.4.-4) 
In order to state and present the main result of this section i t is necessary to emote some 
generalities on the theory of invariant submanifolds of Sasakian manifolds. 
Defini t ion 26 Let M be a (2m+l)-dimensional Sasakian manifold with Sasakian struc-
ture (0.£,i],g). An (2n + l)-dimensional submanifold M of M 2 m + l will be called an in-
variant subrnanifold if and only if 
(1 ) ^ E X{M), everywhere on M and 
(2 ) 6X G X{M), V ( p . A ) G M x X{M), that is: oTp(M) C Tp{M). Vp G . U . 
If M is an invarint submanifold of the Sasakian manifold M , w i th induced structure 
tensor fields denoted also by ( o . £ . ij.g) it can be verified that . 1 / is a Sasakian manifold. 
Let V . V denote the covariant differentiation corresponding to the Levi-Civita connection 
on M and M respectively and assume that M is an invariant submanifold of M. The 
M being invariant means that the structural vector field £ is tangent to . ) / . recalling the 
(4.4.3). for any tangent vector field A' to M we can write: 
-oX = V Y f = V A - t + M - V . O = V . v £ , 
and by compairing tangential and normal components on both sides we get: 
/ / ( A . O = 0. V (A". £) G X {M) x X (M) . ( I.4.0) 
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Let us return to the specific case of the 5-dimensional unit sphere. Suppose that . U 3 is 
a 3-dimensional invariant submanifold of S \ The structural tensor field £ = e4 x p of S° 
wi l l be tangent to M3. 
I f pr : C3 - { 0 } — • CP2 (A) denotes the canonical projection f rom C 3 - { 0 } onto the 
quotient complex projective 2-dimensional space , then the so called Hopf f ibrat ion is 
the composed mapping TT : S° —> CP2 (A) such that n — : pT o j and the inverse image, of 
each point of C P 2 (4) under 7r, is a circle. The Hopf fibration annihilates £, i.e: d~(^) = 0. 
Then, i f . U 3 is an invariant submanifold of 5 ° , the image TT(A/ 3) is a holomorphic curve. 
Conversely, i f iV1 A CP2 (4) is a holomorphic curve and PAq is the circle bundle over Aq, 
induced by the Hopf f ibrat ion TT. then, if the diagram 
PAq A S 5 
| 7T | IT 
.V, ACP 2 (4) 
commutes, •</> is an invariant immersion in the Sasakian space form S5 w i th structure 
vector field £ tangent along ip\ 
Before we state and prove the main result of the section we recall lemma (19) of Chapter 
3. 
T h e o r e m 27 Let Aq A C P 2 (4) be a holomorphic curve in C P 2 (4), PAq be the circle 
bundle over Aq, induced by the Hopf fibration S° C P 2 (4). and let P.V, —•» 5'"1 6e an 
isometric immersion such that the diagram 
PNA S 5 
.V, - 4 C P 2 ( 4 ) 
commutes. Then there exists a totally geodesic imbedding S3 -^S6 such that the. mapping 
PAq S 6 is a (3-dimensional) totally real immersion in 5 f ) satisfying Clien's equality. 
Proof: Let Aq A- C P 2 (4) be a holomorphic curve, l i f t d> to an invariant immersion 
PAq A S5 and identify PA', wi th its image i/;(PAq) c 5 5 . 
I f h denotes the second fundamental form of the immersion v then from (4.4.")) we have 
/((A'.£) = 0 for any tangent vector field X. I t follows, f rom the above quoted lemma (19). 
that F.Y, is a minimal submanifold of S" satisfying Chen's equality. 
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I t remains to prove the existence of an embedding S° A S 6 such that the composed 
mapping PN{ -^U S6 is a total ly real immersion. 
Consider S° as the hypersphere in Sb C K 7 given by the equation .r 4 = 0. Let p <E P.\\ 
and let .Y be a unit tangent vector of PA'i such that X is orthogonal to the structure 
vector field where £ = e4 x p. 
In this case {A ' , <pX, £} is an orthonormal basis for the tangent space of P A y 
But ( = e 4 x ? and J£ = p x (e 4 x ( ) = e4J_S5 therefore J £ _ L P A y 
On the other hand <j)X = X x e 4 - < A' x PJ,/J > p and the following hold: 
< p x X. X > = 0. < p x A'. £ > = < p x . \ ' . f 4 x p > = - < X. e.\ >= 0 
< p x A', 0A' > = < p x A'. A' x c 4 > = < p, X x (X x e 4) > = - < p. e4 > = 0 (4.4.6) 
and f rom the relations (4.4.6) we get that 
JX±^{TpPNl), VA'J_£ and .J^Lvt[TpPNi) at each p e PNX 
and the assertion is proved. 
4.5 Almost complex curves in S6 and classification 
Let <p • A r 2 —> S6 be an almost complex curve, o denotes its position vector field in E ' . 
For notation's convention we indicate wi th a the second fundamental form of o. by ./ the 
pullback of the almost complex structure to X2 and recall that, for any vector fields A', i ' 
tangent to the curve, the following formulae hold (see:[D.Y]) 
a [X, JY) = Ja ( X . Y ) . A.hl = ./.4„ = -A„.I. = Q ( X , Y ) + . / V 
( V o ) (A', Y. JZ) = J ( V o ) (A'. Y.Z) + g fax, a (V, Z ) ) . (4.5.1) 
Let p G A r 2 be a non total ly geodesic point, \ ' an arbitrary unit tangent vector field 
defined on a neighbor hod U" of p. 
Define the (non-zero) function // = \ ' ) | | . Since A r 2 is almost complex in S'' it 
follows that p does not depend on the particular choice of 1'. Let U — J\ and define the 
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following vectors: 
o ( \ ' . \ 
Fi = 0, F2 = o*\'. F 3 = . / o „ r . F 
p = a(v.jv) = jn{v.v) = 
F<; = F-2 x • F- = Fs x . (4 .0 .2) 
Then {F{. F> F 7 } is a Q2 frame, given that Q2 preserves the vector cross product. 
Since .V 2 is an almost complex curve the vectors {F2.F^} span its tangent space and 
consequently { F j . F 5 , F 6 . F 7 } form a basis of the normal space along .V . Thus, there exist 
functions {a\ ct 4 } such that: 
( V o ) (V, \ W ) = fi ( a , F , + ft.,F- + cv 3F 6 + « 4 i y ) . (4.5.3) 
Using the equations (4.5.1). and in particular the (Vcv)(A\ 1', JZ) = J ( V a ) ( A \ Y, Z) + 
G{6*X, a(Y, Z)), we obtain (given that by hypothesis U = JV) that: 
( V f t ) {V,V. U) = n ( - a , F 4 + n{Fh + (1 + a.,) F 6 - a 3 F 7 ) . (4.5.4) 
On the other hand, we that .V 2 is: 
• Superminimal if and only if (Vcv)(\ ' . V. \') is perpendicular to ( V o ) ( \ ' . \'. i ' ) and 
both have the same length. 
• i-i I A i f and only if the components of ( V n )( \ ' . T, T ) 
and ( V a ) ( V . V.U). orthogonal to F j and F 5 , are lir\€o^&^ i^Utp £w<?4^ £ 
W<? M.c*$i frjt* pa^n £ ^ f o u r types of almost complex curves s^ee [ B . V . \ V l | We now 
see. f rom the equations (4.5.3) and (4.5.4), that N2 is an almost complex surface of tvpe 
(I),i.:e superminimal an J &IA*C*S&*J fxtiA~-A i f and only i f a 3 = 0 and cvi = -
Similarly, N'2 is an almost complex surface of type ( III) , i.e: linearly fu l l in a total ly 
geodesic S'\ i f and only i f a , -t- a-3 + c».2 = 0. 
Let ^ i . t t 2 be functions, locally defined on .V 2 by: 
v r r = / / . , { . ' , v r t ' = / / 2 r . v r r = - / M ' v , . - r = -n2u. (1.5.5) 
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Recalling, f r o m (4.5.2), that a(V. V) = / i • F 4 : the definition of the covariant derivative of 
the second fundamental form a and equation (4.5.3), we obtain: 
a : , / i 2 = < {Va){\\\: V) ,a{V.V) > 
= < a {V, V). a (V, V) > - 2 • A*I < « (V. 0 ' ) , a {V, V) >, 
therefore: 
= \ v ( i i 2 ) — f.i • V (/.i). (4.5.6) 
Working similarly w i t h the equation (4.5.4), using the equality a(V, JV) 
finally obtain 
v (n) -u (n) 
a>i = , Q 2 = . 
In order to proceed further we need the following technical lemma 
L e m m a 28 / / D denotes the standard connection on E 7 then ( 1 ) = V • {~nF2 + a i F 4 + ( a 2 + 2 / i i ) F 5 + a 3 F 6 + a 4 F 7 ) 
( 2 ) Du(pF4) = H • ( - ^ F 3 - a 2 F 4 + (o;i - 2/x 2 )F 5 + (1 + « 4 ) F 6 - a 3 F 7 
( 3 ) = M ' ( - / 1 F 3 - ( a 2 + ) F 4 + « i F 5 + (1 + cv 4 )F 6 - a 3 F 7 
( 4 ) Di/ ( /xF 5 ) = /•* • ( - / * F 2 - (a i - 2 / i 2 ) F 4 - Q!2F5 - « 3 F 6 - a 4 F 7 ) 
( 5 ) Dv{fiF6) = n • ( - a 3 F 4 - (cv4 + 1 )F 5 + a , F 6 + (a2 + 3 ^ , ) F 7 ) 
( 6 ) DuifiFs) = n • ( - ( a 4 + 1)F 4 + a 3 F 5 - a 2 F 6 + (cvt - 3 ^ 2 ) F 7 ) 
( 7 ) Dv(vF7) = fj- • ( - « . , F t + a 3 F 5 - ( a 2 + 3/.i,)F 6 + a i F 7 ) 
( 8 ) Du(iuF7) = n • ( a 3 F , + a , F 5 + (3/z2 - cvi)FG - a 2 F 7 ) 
P r o o f : Al though in [D.V] there are some computations, w i th respect to the way the 
above equations can be deduced, we shall give some more details concerning the process. 
First, let us observe that since 0 is the position vector field of 4>{N2) C 5 f i , it follows that: 
< a(V, V),0 >= 0 = > < Dva(\\V).d> >= - < a{V, V), V >, 
= j.i • F5 we 
(4.5.7) 
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and decomposing the connection D of W. wi th respect to the connection on o(N2). the 
normal connection and the second fundamental form a of the immersion (p, we have 
Dva(V.V) = -0. ( A Q I V X ) V ) + V v a ( \ \ Y ) - < Y,a(Y. V) > -p (4.5.8) 
Vt-a(V.\') = ( V « ) ( I ' . Y \ ' ) -2a{Vv\\V) => 
V p a (V. V ) = //. • {aiFx + o 2 F 5 + a 3 F 6 + a 4 F 7 ) - 2a ( ^ F . \ ' ) . (4.5.9) 
and f rom the (4.5.3). (4.5.5) we get 
- - W r . n t " = < . 4 a ( r . i - ) . r > -Y+ < A a { v y ) , U > -U 
= < a {Y Y ) . a (\ ' . \ ' ) > \ ' + < a (F. V) . a [V, V) > U 
= < fiFA.pFA > • ! ' + < / i F 5 . ^ F 5 > -U. 
Hence, 
A a ( V X ) V = • V. (4.5.10) 
It is also clear that < r . cv(l'. T ) > = 0 and by replacing (4.5.9), (4.5.10) in (4.5.8) and 
combining wi th (4.5.3) we obtain: 
Dv (a (V, V)) = - p 2 • + ( V f t ) (V, V, V) - 2 A qa (U, V) => 
so 
Dv (tv (V, V')) = - f i 2 F 2 + / i • (rv,F 4 + a2F-0 + cv 3F e + a 4 F 7 + 2 /^F;) • (4.5.11) 
and (4.5.11). is actually the equation (1 |^ Similarly we can compute the equations (2). (3) 
and (4) of lemma (28). In order to deduce the f i f t h equation let us observe that: 
Dv ( / iF 6 ) = D v ( F 2 x « ( r , r ) ) 
= {DVF>) x a{V, Y) + F , x (Dva{V,V)) 
and thus 
Dv ( M F 6 ) = { V i - V + rv(YY) - < Y,Y > •&} x a (V , V ) 
+F2 x {n ( - / i F , + n , F , + (a2 + 2/x,) F 5 + ft.3F6 + tt4F7)}, (4.5.12) 
where V s - \ " = / ^ F . and o — Fx. Using (4.5.3) we get the fifth equation and analo-
gously we work for the rest of the cases. 
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T h e o r e m 28 Let o : N <-» S f ) be an almost complex curve, a denotes the second fun-
damental form of the immersion o. without totally geodesic points. Let UNi be the unit 
tangent bundle of the curve and define the mapping 
0 : UN'2 —> S 6 such that UN2 3 c A 6t{v) x " f ^ , , - (4.5.13) 
\\a (v. u) j| 
Then, i;' is a (possibly branched) totally real immersion into S6 satisfying Chen's equality 
and moreover is linearly full in 5'5. 
Proof: Consider vector fields U.Y as in lemma (28). Each element v of UN2 can be 
expressed, w i th respect to the basis {[.*. \ ' } . in the form v = cos( | ) -Y + smi '5) • C and 
i t is easy to see that: 
<p* (v) — cos*-o+Y + sin-o+L'. (4.5.14) 
n (v,v) = cos2-a (V. \ ') + sin^-a (V. U) + siriz^-a (U, U). (4.5.15) 
3 3 3 
Using (4.5.2), the definit ion (4.5.13) of the mapping VJ and standard properties of the 
vector cross product i t is not hard to deduce the following local parametrization for t \ 
defined in a neighborhood U ' of a point q : 
e (q. t) = costF6 {q) + sintF7 {q) . (4.5.16) 
for all (q. t) e W x R. 
In order to find conditions such that c is an immersion of the unit tangent bundle of the 
almost complex curve <p into SH, we need to compute the image under i.\ of the basis 
of UN2. 
From equation (4.5.16), by differentiation wi th respect to t, we get 
ct ^ = - smtF,, + costF-. (4.5.17) 
Let us compute the image of the vectors Y U. A t first we observe that: 
y*(V) = costD\ F6 + sint.D\-F7 and L\{U) — costDuF6 + sintDuF7. 
On the other hand Dv{pF,) = Y(p)Ft + pDvFt. V< 6 {1 7} . 
Recalling (4)-(8) of lemma(28). combining wi th the above observations, and repeating 
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analogously the process followed in the case of the vector L". we find 
v* (V) = (—accost - a^sint) F\ + in (.--//>/ - (a., + 1) cost) F-, + 
U Ui) d 
•3 A*l V dt 
(4.5.18) 
t'* ( F ) = (a^sint - (1 + ft4) co.si) F | + (ft3eo.s^ + o ,>•////j FT + 
V Ai) 
3 / i 2 + 
dt Ai 
(4.5.19) 
From the equations (4.5.19). (4.5.18) and (4.5.1/) we see that w is an immersion at the 
point (q, t) G W x R i f and only if the following condition is satisfied: 
R e m a r k 10 If N 2 is linearly full and superminimal (i.e: of type (I)) then the equation 
(4-5.20) is always satisfied. Indeed, let us choose a vector I " such that, at the point q of 
the neighborhood W, the | | (Vor)(u. u, u)\\2 attains an absolute maximum at \'(q). 
In this case we can always ensure that the relations a^(q) ^ 0, a4(q) / 0 will hold and 
consequently the (4-5.20) will be satisfied, unless the a4 = - 1 and sin(t) = 0 occur. This 
means that the branching points of the immersion ii\ are two antipodal points on the circle 
corresponding to the points on N2 where the second normal space has no maximal rank. 
We restrict now to the open dense subset on which c> is an immersion. From the (4.5.17), 
(4.5.18) and (4.5.19) we get that {— sintFa + costFy, F 4 , F-,} is a basis of i\(UN2) 
along UN2. Since t'(q, t) = costF^iq) + sintF7(q), by a direct application of the definit ion 
of the almost complex structure, we deduce: 
J ( — sintFe + costFj) = (costFa + sintF7) x ( — sintFe + costF7) = —F\. 
J ( F 4 ) = (costF$ + sintF-) x F 4 = -cost.F2 - sintF7. 
J ( F 5 ) = (cost.Ffi + sintFj) x F=, = -sint,F2 + costF:i. 
Hence, w is a total ly real immersion in S6. 
Using the (4.5.17), (4.5.18). (4.5.19) we obtain: 
(a.3 (q) cost + a 4 (q) suit)2 + ( a 3 (q) sint — (1 + a 4 (</)) cost)2 / 0. (4.5.20) 
d 
cost F, D intF-, V dt dt 
(4.5.21) 
D a F 4 = D a F 5 = 0. 
dt dt 
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where u is actually the position vector field of UN'2 in R' and D denotes the Levi-Civita 
connection in R 7 . I f h denotes the second fundamental form of the immersion 0 then: 
li(u.(^),C:.iv) = 0 . Vice UN2, 
at 
Recalling lemma (19) of chapter 3 we conclude that UN'2 (wi th its induced metric) satisfies 
Chen's equality. 
It remains only to check that UN2 lies linearly fu l l in S6. In order to prove the fu l l 
linearity in S 6 we need to compute the first normal space of the immersion u>. Given that 
details for the computation of the first normal space are ommited in [D.Y] , we intend to 
carry out explicitely some of them. Since 
(in analogy we can deduce information for the covariant derivative wi th respect to the 
vector U and also for the component in the direction of the vector F j ) hold, we see that 
the first normal space of the immersion (/; can be computed by taking the normal compo-
nent (in S 6 ) of the D\ F ( , D\-F^. D[ Ft and D f F 5 where D denotes the Riemannian 
connection on R 7 . Let us consider for example the term DyF\. Recalling lemma (28) we 
compute 
and by using (4.5.7) we deduce that: 
D\-F\ = —fiFy + ( t t 2 + 2//1 ) F 5 + a 3 F 6 + aAF7. 
Therefore, the component of D\ F.{ which contributes to the first normal space of <.• is the 
vector X = —//F 2 . Similarly we see that the first normal space is actually spanned by the 
vectors X = —/.iF2 and V = / / F t . 
Repeating the same procedure we find 
d d 
> = 0. > = 1 < i 
dt dt dt dt 
d d 
F.x > D\ FA > < (: 
dt dt 
DV ( / ,F 4 ) = I ' 00 F, + fiDyFi = -{Dv ( / iF.) - \' (/i) F , } = 
- { / t ( - / i F 2 + « , F | + (a , + 2/ i i ) F 5 + a : ! F 6 + aAF7) - V(n)FA} 
DyF2 = / / [ F i + f'F.\ - F , . 
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and since F\ is an element of the second normal space we obtain that i'(UN2) is linearly 
fu l l in S 6 and the proof is completed. 
Suppose that, a non total ly geodesic almost complex curve is branched or has total ly 
geodesic points. In this case we can extend the immersion described by (4.5.13) in the 
following way: 
Let N2 —» S 6 be the almost complex curve and consider two, mutually orthogonal, unit 
vectors ii\ and u2. in the direction of the second normal space of the curve. An element of 
the (unit) second normal bundle wi l l be of the form w = costiiy + sintu2 and the tube SN2 
of radius | around the (almost complex) surface immersion 0 (in the direction determined 
by the vectors u^u^ can be parametrized by the mapping: 
SN2 3 cost Ui (p) + suit u2 (p) —> cos (p(p) + sin ( J ^ J (cost U\ (p) + suit, u2 [p]) £ S 6 . 
Adapting the method used in the proof of theorem (28) in case where the unit tangent 
bundle is replaced by the second normal bundle we obtain 
T h e o r e m 29 Let <p • A"2 —> S 6 be a (branched) almost complex immersion. Then the 
above described tube SN2 is a 3 - dimensional (possibly branched) totally real siibmanifold 
of S6 satisfying Chen's equality. 
R e m a r k 11 The parametrization of c given by the equation (4-5.16) is nothing but the 
tube of radius | around the almost complex surface immersion 0, in the direction deter-
mined by the vectors F& and Fj of the unit tangent bundle. 
4.6 Loca l converses 
We are going to present local converses of the theorems (27). (28) and (29). 
T h e o r e m 30 Let F : Ml —> S6 be a totally real immersion which is not linearly full 
in S6. Then M3 automatically satisfies Chen's equality and there exists a totally geodesic 
S° and a holomorphic immersion 0 : Ny A C P 2 such that F is congruent to r . which is 
obtained from 0 in the way described in theorem (21). 
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Proof: M3 —> S 6 ( total ly real) is by hypothesis non linearly fu l l in Se, thus there exists 
a vector u G 1R7 which is normal to the image of A / 3 under xp. Wi thou t loss of generality 
we assume that e 4 = u. 
Since M3 is total ly real and e 4 _LA/ 3 we get that £ = e4 x p is a tangential vector field. 
Therefore we can consider the diagram 
. A / 3 A S 5 C S6 
i n i TT 
A q A C P 2 
where 7r : A / 3 — > Aq denotes the Hopf fibration f rom 5° onto C P 2 and AA = 7r(A/ 3 ) . 
Since £ is tangential then AT, is well defined and in order to show that 0 : Aq — > C P 2 is 
holomorphic i t w i l l be suffient to verify that 0 is an almost complex mapping which by 
definit ion means (0o7r)*(TpA/ 3) C TPM'3, Vp G A / 3 , i.e: 0 ( A / 3 ) is an invariant submanifold 
of the Sasakian space form S°. 
Take a unit vector field A' G X(M3) such that X is normal to £ = — Je 4 . Since <y(L'T, V) is 
normal to A / 3 for all L\ V G J£(A/ 3 ) we get 
X X ( A / 3 ) = .spcm{e4. J A . <?(A', £)} where ^ ( A , £) = Je 4 x £. Recalling (see:example 22) 
that the ( l . l ) - t y p e tensor field 0 satisfies &{iu) = w x e4— < it; x e 4 ,p > -p. Vu> G T p A / 3 
we obtain 
0(A' ) = X x e 4 - < A' x e 4 ,p > p = A' x e., = A' x e 4 
since C?(A", £) G 3E(A/ 3). On the other hand 
< 0 (AT), J X > = < A' x p , .p x A' > = - < p. e 4 > = 0 
< 0 (A') . e 4 > = < A' x ?->.,. r 4 > = 0 
< 0 ( A ' ) , (p x e 4) x A" > = < A" x e 4, (p x e 4) x A' > = 0 
and consequently 0(A') G J ( . U 3 ) . VA' G X{M3), i.e: M3 is actually an invariant sub-
manifold of S° and the proof of the theorem is completed. 
Let us now take under consideration the case where the total ly real 3 - dimensional sub-
manifold is contained in a totally geodesic S° . 
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T h e o r e m 31 Let, F : M3 —> S'1 be a totally real, linearly full. 3 - dimensional immersion 
sastisfying Chen's equality and p G M3 be a non totally geodesic point. Then, there exists 
an almost complex curve N2 A S 6 such that. F is locally congruent to w (around p) which, 
is obtained from 4> in the way described in theorem (27). 
Proof: Let p G M3 be a non totally geodesic point and choose (seedemma 21) an 
orthonormal frame field {Ex, £ 2 , £ 3 } , defined on an open neighborhood of p. such that: 
h ( E u E 2 ) = \JF*EU h(Ex.E2) = -\JFi,E2, h(E2,E2) = -\JF+EX, 
h (Ex. E3) = h (E2, E3) = h ( F 3 l Ei) = 0, 
G(F*E,,F*E2) = JF+E3. G(F*E2.F>E3) = JF.EU G(F,E3.F,El) = JF*E2 
where 2 • A = 3 — T2 and 
V £ l £ \ = cE2 + aE3. V E | F 2 = -cEx + bE3, V E l E 3 = -aE\ - bE2. 
V E 2 E \ = dE2 — bE3, V E i E 2 = -dEx + aE3, VE.2E3 = 6 £ \ - a,E2. 
V E , E { = - \ ( b + 1) E2, V E 3 E 2 = i (b + 1) Eu V E , E 3 = 0, 
where Ey(X) = —3Ad. E2(X) — 3Ac and £ 3 ( A ) = Aa. 
Identify a neighborhood of the point p wi th a neighborhood / x \\\ of the origin in R 3 
with coordinates (t, u, v). such that p = (0, 0, 0), and E3 = J^ . 
There exist functions ax and rv2 defined on \V\ such that the vectors £ , + o i £ f and 
E2 + a2E3 form a basis of the tangent space to \\\ C M3 at the point q = (0. n. r). Let 
us consider at first the case where a = 0 and b — - 1 . Then, if V denotes the Riemannian 
connection on 5 6 . we get: 
V E l JFtE3 = J V E i FtE3 + Q ( F , F , . FtE3) = J ( V £ l FtE3 + h (£,. £,)) - JFtE2 = 
-a.JF.E[ - (b + 1) JF.E, => V £ | J F , F 3 = 0 and 
VEJF*E3 = JVEiF,E3 + Q (FkE2, FtE3) = J ( V E 2 F . £ 3 + h (E2. E3)) + . / F . F , 
= > V £ . 2 J F * F 3 = + D V F . E , - a . / F , £ 2 = > V E . 2 . / F , F 3 = 0. 
Hence. JF+E3 is a constant vector field along . U 3 . 
It is also clear that the first normal space is spanned by JF„E\. JF,E2 and 111 the same 
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time is a parallel subbundle of the normal bundle since 
< V E , J F * F 1 ; JF*E3 >=< V £ „ JF.Et, JFi,E2 >= 0 for i = 1, 2. 
Using the Erbacher's theorem (23) on the reduction of the codimension we deduce that Mi 
has to be contained i n a total ly geodesic S 5 and this actually contradicts our assumption. 
Similarly working under the hypothesis of being a = 0 and b = — 1 we get another 
contradiction. 
Under the aspect of the preceding discussion we can suppose that the set \V of non total ly 
geodesic points . such that a2 + {b+ I)2 ^ 0. is an open dense subset of M* and \V n \ \ \ 
is open and dense in \ \ \ . 
Since V E i E 3 = 0 and h{E3. E3) = 0 we can view E3 = as a constant vector field, 
restricted on / and evaluated at the point t — 0, and thus we deduce the following 
parametrization for F ( A / 3 ) : 
F{t, u, v) = costF{0. u. v) + « n f F » ( F 3 ( 0 , u. v)). (4.6.1) 
Let us now define the mapping 6 by : 
Wi 3 (u, v) A JF* {E3 (0. u, u)) G S 6 . (4.6.2) 
Recalling that { F t + a i F : J , E2 + a 2 F 3 } is a basis for the tangent space of \\\ C .\Fi at 
the points q = (0. u, u) we get 
$(0,u,v) = JFi,(q)E3(q). (4.G.3) 
0* {Ei + atiEs) - D E l + n i E v J F i , E 3 
= -a (q) JF*F, {q) - (b + 1) (/,) JF.E3 
hence 
0. ( £ , + a i E 3 ) = -a (q) F (q) X F.El {q) - {b + 1) (q) F {q) X F , F 2 (ry) . (4.6.4) 
and finally f rom the equalities 
6*{E2 + a2E3) = /),,,.„_,/•:,•//•'./•.', 
= ({b+ l)JF,E3-aJFtE2){q) 
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we obtain 
o* (E2 + « 2 F 3 ) = (b + 1) (q) F (q) x F ^ (q) - a (g) F (q) x F , F 2 (r/) . (4.6.5) 
Hence o is an immersion at points where o(<y) ^ 0 and 6(c/) 7^—1 and in this case the 
O^TqW'i) is spanned by the vectors JFtE\(q) and JFtE2(q). 
Using standard properties of the vector cross product and (4.6.3)-(4.6.5) we can write 
0X0, (Ei + axE3) = (F x F.E-i) x ( - « F x F«EX - (b + 1) F x F , F 2 ) 
= a F x F . F 2 - (6 + 1) F x F » F , , 
and f rom the above equalities we get: 
o x 0t (E{ + alE.]) = - o * (E2 + a 2 F : 3 ) (4.6.6) 
and thus <p is a (possibly branched) almost complex immersion in S 6 . 
Recalling that for an almost complex curve 4> : N2 — > S 6 w i t h second fundamental fo rm 
o we have a(X. JY) - Ja(X. Y) we see that, in order to compute the first normal space, 
it w i l l be sufficient to compute the components of F J E 1 + Q I £ 3 JF„EI and DE.,+CI.2E2 JF.Ey 
normal to 6(\Vi) and tangential to S 6 . Using lemma (22) we deduce 
D E l + a i E 3 J F . E { = (t: + r v , - l- (b + 1) a^j JF*E2 - A F , F , + a.JF>Eh 
D E l + n i E i J F , E , = (d + a2 ~ \ ( b + 1) a 2 ) . / F * F 2 + A F » F 2 - (b + 1) . / F . F , . (4.6.7) 
and it is clear that the first normal space to c/)(lU1) at the point q is spanned by F , F , ( 0 . v ) 
and F+E2(Q,u,v) where the F ( 0 . u, u) and F . F ^ O , u,v) are mutually orthogonal vector 
fields which are both orthogonal to the tangent space and the first normal space of the 
immersion 6. But . for A" and Y orthonormal vector fields along an almost complex im-
mersion © which are orthogonal to both the tangent and first normal space, by taking a 
different parameter t, i f necessary, instead of the parametrization (4.5.17). the map c can 
be locally expressed under the form: 
<:•'(£. <7) = costX(q) + snitY(q). 
Since the complex line bundles determined by c5(-\;)) and the first normal space can 
be extended in the points where <p is not an immersion, the total ly real immersion iv 
(corresponding to 0 by theorem (28) or (29)) can be wri t ten as 
hit. a. r) = rostF(0. u. v) + >•//>//•'./•.':,((). «• '') 
where c = F and the proof is completed. 
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E P I L O G U E 
Recently, quasi-Einstein, i.e: the Ricci tensor has an eigenvalue wi th mul t ip l ic i ty at 
least 2, total ly real submanifolds of S6 have been investigated in [ D . D . V . V ] , where exam-
ples of 3-dimensional quasi- Einstein total ly real submanifolds have been constructed by 
considering tubes w i t h different radii . Specifically, starting f rom an almost complex curve 
.V 2 A- S° without total ly geodesic points, the mapping 
u 7 : UN2 —> S 6 , v —> cosyo + siw,v x ( ' ) 
\a(v,v) ||' 
defined on the unit tangent bundle UN'2, where a denotes the second fundamental form 
of the surface /V 2 , is an immersion on an open dense subset of UN2 and moreover, w is 
totally real if an only i f either: (a) 7 = | or (b) cos2j = | and N2 is superminimal. In 
both cases the immersion c defines a quasi-Einstein metric on UN2 and i f (a) holds then, 
wi th respect to this metric, d^.y- = - a n d if (b) holds then 5UN2 < 2. 
Furthermore, a converse of the above result is given. 
In [V] L. Yrancken studied Langrangian immersions M 3 — > S 6 which admit a unit K i l l i n g 
vector field £ 3 , i.e: 
P 3 ( < Y, Z >) = < [P : i , V ] . Z > + < Y, [E3, Z] > , VV, Z G X ( . \ / 3 ) . 
(see: [Mat] , pg:88), whose integral curves are great circles. Then, there exists an open 
and dense subset U of A / 3 such that each p G U has a neighborhood V such that 1 ' A S 6 
is obtained either as: 
(1) a Hopf l i f t of a holomorphic curve in C P 2 (4) in the way described in theorem (27), 
(2) a tube of radius \ in the direction of the second normal bundle on an almost complex 
superminimal surface in the way described in theorem (28), 
(3) a tube of radius | in the direction of the first normal bundle on an almost complex 
superminimal surface N2 As 6 , described by 
U N 2 ^ S \ v- * n { r - ' ' ] 
\\n(r.r)\\' 
The complete classification of the 3-dimensional total ly real submanifolds of the nearly 
Kaehler S 6 . a problem which has been resolved (see:[B.V.Wl|) wi th respect to the almost 
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complex surfaces, is s t i l l open, only partial results, as the results quoted in the present 
thesis, are known and the problem seems to be a hard one. 
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